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Scanning for Hardware That Works
I enjoyed the October 2006 issue of LJ—especially the
article “Digital Photography and Linux” by Adrian Klaver,
as I was just starting to investigate what it would take to
transfer my 1,000 or so 35mm slides onto a CD or DVD.

I have hit a snag right out of the box. When I tried to
find scanners with manufacturer-supported drivers, the
list was not long and the data was quite old. I did some
additional searching and found a lot of messages railing
about the support, or lack of, regarding various models.
It occurs to me that a good subject for a future article
would be how to determine if your “widget” is support-
ed. I know the standard answers, but when the data is
old and talks about items that are no longer available, it
is not helpful. Regarding Adrian’s article, I know that we
cannot expect Adrian, or most authors, to test on vari-
ous hardware, but it certainly would be a big plus if LJ
could provide an addendum to an author’s article that
stated the process has been tried on the different hard-
ware, or include a list of supported hardware that could
be used to accomplish the tasks the article describes—
not an exhaustive list but some representative items.

I know everything is a resource issue, and I want to
congratulate you on an excellent magazine. The
October 2006 issue hit two of my hot buttons right on
time. Thank you, and keep up the good work.
--
Jim

I’m a Good Driver
Several recent discussions about the Linux kernel have
focused on the problems it has with drivers. The mono-
lithic kernel makes drivers a part of the kernel, and it is
becoming bloated. In addition, management of mod-
ules, where infrequently used drivers are often placed,
is becoming problematic, and the concept of modules
may be dropped. A recent article (A. S. Tannenbaum, J.
N. Herder, H. Bos, “Can We Make Operating Systems
Reliable and Secure”, IEEE Computer, May 2006) point-
ed out some advantages to placing the drivers in user
space rather than in the kernel. Minix 3, which is close-
ly related to Linux, does this with great success.
Because the drivers are in user space, only the drivers
that are needed by the system have to be loaded.
Infrequently used drivers can be loaded on demand. If
a driver fails or is co-opted by rogue software, it does
not cause the system to fail, and it can be recovered
simply by reloading a fresh copy.

This approach would seem to have some real advan-
tages for Linux. I understand that some experimental
work has been done. The kernel size would be reduced,
modules would not be needed and reliability would be
enhanced. In addition, vendors who currently do not
supply drivers for Linux because of problems they per-
ceive with the GPL vs. the proprietary nature of their
products could issue proprietary drivers that would not
in any way be subject to the GPL and would operate
strictly as user applications, interfacing to the primitive

interrupt handlers and dispatches in the kernel.
Developers would need to pay attention to some new
security concerns and attack modes, but overall the
approach may be more secure than the current one.
--
Norman Worth

One Linux, Many Faces
I thought I’d relate something that happened to me
recently. A friend of mine called me up, excitedly
saying that he just got a new computer and was
telling me all the amazing things it could do, 
running Windows, of course, and he was especially
excited about being able to change the way it looked
with something called themes.

So I told him to come over to my place, and when he
did I said to him, “just watch what I can do”. So, I
logged in to my Ubuntu with GNOME, then said,
“watch this”, logged out and logged back in with
KDE. Then, before he could say another word, I logged
out and logged in with WindowMaker (which I person-
ally use most often), saw his look of total confusion,
and finally logged out and back in with Fluxbox. At this
point, completely confused, he said to me, “Wait. You
have all these different OSes on your machine?” I told
him it was all just one Linux distro. He was astounded.

So, when we argue over which WM is better, remem-
ber, what is important is not what is better, but the
fact that we have the choice to use what works best
for each of us, which is, if you think about it, cer-
tainly a lot better than having a big corporation forc-
ing proprietary software down our throats without
the ability of choice. Just a little comment on the
argument of what’s best. By the way, love the way
the magazine looks and reads these days. You have
my subscription for a long time to come!
--
Jon Alexander

Optimal awking
I was reading the October 2006 LJ, and at a certain
moment, during reading the article from Dave Taylor
named “Analyzing Log Files”, I noticed some processor
consuming order in his examples.

At a certain point he wrote the next command prompt
to search for HTML files in the access_log:

awk '{ print }' access_log | sort | uniq -c \

| sort -rn | grep "\.html" | head

This command consumes at my system:

real    0m0.097s

user    0m0.084s

sys     0m0.020s

If you put the grep command right after the awk
command, the filter consumes:

letters
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awk '{ print }' access_log | grep "\.html" |sort | uniq -c \

| sort -rn | head

real    0m0.042s

user    0m0.028s

sys     0m0.012s

The reason why this is faster can be explained that in
the first filter, you will sort first the whole data set, and
after that you remove with grep the non-.html entries.
The second one (the one I suggest) removes first all
the non-.html entries and will sort it afterwards.

In my daily life, I have to deal with IT forensics and
data analysis. I have a lot of big data sets and pre-
fer the fast-as-possible commands (order) to do my
work. With this data set in the article it doesn’t
matter (it is a fraction of second faster), but with
data sets of more than 1GB it does matter.

--
Pieter de Rijik

Dave Taylor replies: a great point. I do spend
most of my time working with smaller data sets,
but you’re right that greps should always be as
early as possible to cut down that data stream.

Singing the Unsung Sister
I just had the occasion to re-read Mr Petreley’s
“Separation of Church and Choice” (March
2006), and it couldn’t be more timely, as you’ll
see. For the record, I began reading LJ long
before I started subscribing to it. LJ is a very well-
put magazine, but, for me, of very limited value.
There’s nothing wrong with your choice of hav-
ing the magazine heavily slanted toward sysad-
mins, programmers and hackers. Alas! I don’t
fall, nor intend nor expect to, into any one of
those categories. Even though eons ago I had my
hands heavily into Cobol, that’s water long
passed under the bridge. Nowadays, my use of
Linux is mainly in spreadsheets, some writing, 
e-mail and a growing interest in digital photogra-
phy. In other words, I’m a “domestic” user.

I’m not going to suggest you change LJ’s direction;
I may be many things, but not stupid. My sugges-
tion would be for you to consider a sister publica-
tion on the level of (does it still exist?) Smart
Computing. Something for “household” consump-
tion—beginners and intermediates.

I wish I were not, but I am not, in the economic
level to shell out $50 without concern for
something I come to regret. Hence, I can’t help
but dream LJ could be of more help to “pedes-
trian” Linux users like me. I imagine there are a
lot more of “us” than “them”; though, no
question, their monthly income may easily sur-
pass my annual intake.

--
g.r.

We’ve had such a publication for some time! It’s
called TUX, and I’m proud to say I was the Editor in
Chief of TUX before moving to Linux Journal. You
can find it at www.tuxmagazine.com.—Ed.

MythTV Arcanity
Your October 2006 LJ commentary was dead-on
target. I’ve been attempting MythTV for more than
a year, without success. I’ve tried two mother-
boards, many distros (Red Hat, Mandriva, Knoppix
4, KnoppMyth and the Debian/AMICUS project). I
also subscribe to the MythTV mail group. But,
something, somewhere, always fails during the
build. I freely admit that my own ineptitude plays a
significant part, but I agree that building Myth is
much more difficult than it should be. After all, the
ATI AIW cards have been performing similar tasks
since the early days of Win98 SE.

I built a box based on an Athlon64 board, with an
NVIDIA graphics card, SB Audigy2 ZS sound, a
Hauppauge PVR250 and a pcHDTV card, plus three
drives with 800GB total space. All it needs is a
functioning system. Maybe someday....

--
Joe O. Marcom

I finally got MythTV working fairly well, but the qual-
ity is limited by the available tuner and capture cards.
There is only one hope that it will ever work as well
as the built-in PVR in my HDTV cable box. The as-yet
unreleased HDTV cable cards promise to capture
HDTV just like a cable box. Let’s hope they work,
and that there will be Linux drivers for them.—Ed.

A Savage Take on Savage 2
I am writing to express my great disappointment in
your article on Savage 2 (September 2006). It
seems that no one bothered researching S2 Games
and its previous business practice before publishing
this free advertisement for it.

When Savage 1 came out years ago, I rushed to buy
it because S2 Games supported Linux. The game
installed and ran on Linux. Life was good...for two or
three months. Then when a required patch came out,
S2 Games never released a Linux version. Savage,
being an on-line-only game, requires the same ver-
sion. This kept all Linux users out in the cold with a
worthless non-playable game. Myself and hundreds
of others posted on the support forums, e-mailed
tech support—all to no avail. S2 Games dropped
Linux support and didn’t even bother to respond to
users. If you do a quick search, you will see the big
stink over this. And, I’m sure someone will reply 
with “but it can work through a third-party hack”
comment. If that’s what you want to call supporting
Linux, feel free to buy Savage 2. My vote, as always,
will be with my money, and it won’t go to S2 Games.

I am very disappointed that Linux Journal would
publish such good things about S2 Games with-
out doing research first into the company and
its previous actions.

--
Greg

Sorry to fulfill your prediction, but it can run
with a third-party hack. The S2 Games site
credits Evolved Clan Community for continuing
the support for Savage 1 on Linux and provides
the appropriate link.—Ed.
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Alan Cox, Jeff Garzik and others have unveiled a plan to
do away with the IDE subsystem entirely and completely
replace it with libata. This will not happen immediately, and
it will not happen all at once, but the plan does seem to
have universal support. Even the creator of the original IDE
subsystem, Mark Lord, thinks this is the way to go. For the
immediate future, all that’s happening is that more code will

merge from Andrew Morton’s -mm tree into the official kernel, and users will
have the option to use that improved support for various hardware if they so
choose. The ultimate removal of the IDE subsystem is undoubtedly years away.
Alan’s recent announcement is only one step down a long road.

The fork from ext3 to ext4 is a reality. Once upon a time, adding fea-
tures like journaling to ext2 was considered so invasive that folks had to fork
ext3 in order to continue that kind of development. Now, the ext3 develop-
ers have had to take the same steps in order to add invasive features, such as
extents and large block sizes, to the code. Linus Torvalds has stood firm on
the idea that the most relied-upon filesystems should not in themselves
undergo significant development, but should be rock solid and totally
dependable. Now, the new ext4 code is on the fast track to being included
in the official kernel. Whether it will ever be as popular as ext3 remains to be
seen. Meanwhile, folks like Hans Reiser feel that ext4’s easy entrance into
the official tree is just further proof of the favoritism he feels is practiced
within kernel development. What he doesn’t understand is that intelligence
and coding ability are only part of the kernel development culture. After all,
one of Linus’ great discoveries was that everyone has the ability to con-
tribute, and kernel developers don’t all have to be uber-hackers. They don’t
even have to be particularly nice guys, as Alexander Viro and others proudly
proclaim. But, they do have to respond to feedback and present their work in
more or less standard ways. The more they can be trusted to “do the right
thing”, the easier it is to get their code into the kernel.

Adrian Bunk will maintain the 2.6.16 kernel as a new stable tree. This
has roughly the same appearance as if we still had the old even/odd stability
model, Linus had forked 2.7 for intensive development, and Adrian were
going to maintain 2.6 for stability. The only difference, it seems, are the names
of the trees and the fact that Linus will not be stabilizing the stable tree him-
self for any length of time. Adrian’s work on 2.6.16 will hopefully solve some
of the issues users have had with the w.x.y.z stable tree maintained by Greg
Kroah-Hartman and Chris Wright. That tree, although aiming for run-time
stability, did nothing to prevent interface changes between 2.6 versions.
Interface stability is not addressed at all by that effort, while the 2.6.16
interfaces will not change under Adrian’s maintainership.

Pavel Machek has released a driver for ThinkPad fingerprint sensors.
So far, users have reported good success with it, though at the moment, it
does seem to have some easy-to-trigger failure modes. The big question for
Pavel is whether to leave this as a user-space tool or to migrate it into the
kernel proper. This is an interesting case, because typically anything that can
reasonably be left outside the kernel, would be. Although at the same time,
it is also typical to keep hardware support inside the kernel, with few excep-
tions. The direction of Pavel’s code may influence where other drivers will live
in the future as well.

Keith Packard from Intel has announced open-source drivers for Intel
965 Express Chipset family graphics controllers, as part of ongoing
work by the Intel Open Source Technology Center. Intel seems to be
doing the right thing here, acknowledging that the code needs testing and
bug fixes, and inviting kernel folks to participate in development. One
interesting detail quick to be noticed on the kernel mailing list is that the
code seems to be written to interface with an unavailable binary blob,
intel_hal.so, if available. Keith explained, “This module contains stuff that
Intel can’t publish in source form, like Macrovision register stuff and other
trade secrets. It’s optional, so if you don’t want to use a binary module, you
don’t get to use code written by Intel agents for these features....The driver
remains completely functional in the absence of the binary piece and, in
fact, has no reduction in functionality from previous driver releases.”

— Z A C K  B R O W N

WHAT’S NEW 

IN KERNEL

DEVELOPMENT

diff -u

UPFRONT 
N E W S  +  F U N

In the Free Software and Open Source worlds, licensing has
always been a big deal. Choice of license has a direct effect on
the usefulness of code bases, and on their market growth as well.

Some code, however, makes use of standards that are open,
yet to some degree, proprietary. Those degrees are often con-
trolled by patents. Lately, much lawyerly thinking has gone into
making those standards useful to development efforts and to dis-
arming the patents involved. One of these—perhaps the first—is
the Microsoft Open Specification Promise. The Promise is short on
legalese, yet too long to describe here, beyond saying it’s about
what Microsoft won’t sue others for, providing others don’t sue
Microsoft. Lawrence Rosen, author of Open Source Licensing:
Software Freedom and Intellectual Property Law (Prentice Hall
2004), says the Promise “...enables the Open Source community to
implement these standard specifications without having to pay
any royalties to Microsoft or sign a license agreement. I’m pleased
that this OSP is compatible with free and open-source licenses.”

The first standards in question involve SOAP and a variety
of protocols from the WS-* portfolio. At the time of the
Promise’s announcement, in mid-September, approving 
public statements were made by a variety of folks on the
open-source side of the table. These include Mark Webbink,
Deputy General Counsel of Red Hat, and R.L. “Bob” Morgan,
Senior Technology Architect at the University of Washington.

Before bringing the defenses up, bear in mind that this
promise has been hammered out through collaboration between
open-friendly folks inside Microsoft and countless cooperative
conversations with folks from Red Hat, Mozilla/Firefox, XRI/XDI,
OpenID, LID, Sxip, Higgins, VeriSign and others, including
customer-side entities such as North Carolina State University.
The conversation has a name: OSIS, for Open Source Identity
Selector (or something like that...even the initialism is open to
change). Everybody involved is interested in developing open-
source implementations—or products that interoperate with—
Microsoft’s CardSpace, an identity selector that will be released
with Vista and which Kim Cameron and others at Microsoft have
for several years been trying to make as interoperable as possible
in a world where many other identity systems will be in use.
(See the Identity Metasystem article from the September 2005
issue of Linux Journal.) But, the Promise may end up extending
to other standards in other areas as well.

Disclosure: I’ve been involved in these discussions and have
worked for some time to help make them happen and to
move forward. It’s clear we are at the beginning of something
here, not an end.

Of course, the whole matter is open for input, debate
and adjustment. To help with that, here are some links:

Let us know what you think.
— D O C  S E A R L S

The Promise: www.microsoft.com/interop/osp

OSIS: osis.netmesh.org

Kim Cameron: identityblog.com

Microsoft’s 
New Promise

http://www.linuxjournal.com
http://www.microsoft.com/interop/osp
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Another Open
Letter to Bill Gates
Dear Bill,

I hope you are enjoying yourself in
retirement. I (of course) am busy as ever
trying to promote free software.

I read recently in the Wall Street
Journal that you too have discovered 
the freedom of information sharing! I
read in an article that you are insisting
that researchers who receive your fund-
ing share their data, tools and results
with each other. Awesome! I know that
you may think this is another one of
those “innovations” that you have come
up with, but I have to tell you that this 
is the very core of the Free Software
movement, and it has been going on 
for more than 35 years.

I remember back in 1969 when I was 
a student at Drexel University. I found
some computers in the basement of
Drexel’s main buildings that did not
come with software. In order to use
these computers, I either had to write
the software or buy it.

A single copy of a compiler for some
language might cost $100,000 US in
those days, and that was when a hundred
thousand dollars was a lot of money! I
could not afford that on my small stipend
for food and beer. But there were people
in the Digital Equipment User’s Society
that wrote software and contributed it
to the society’s library for distribution 
to other people. It was the study of 
this software that allowed me to move
into computer science. I have never 
forgotten that.

Of course, you may not have had the
same enlightening experience. You went
to Harvard and probably could afford the
compilers of those days—or maybe you
just used other people’s machines and
compilers to do your work.

In any case, as I left college and went
out into the real world, I knew that
working as a team is better than working
alone, so I continued to push sharing code
segments and even whole programs in
order to make the industry move forward.

I just got a couple of great ideas!

1. All of the software you fund should
be Free Software.

2. Use only Free Software in your own
work.

3. Buy medical equipment only if it is
supported by Free Software.

I am sure you will see how these fit
into the basis of your new endeavors.

Warmest regards,
Jon “maddog” Hall

L J Index, December 2006
1. Millions of students in the state of Kerala, India: 1.5

2. Number of government and government-aided schools in Kerala: 2,650

3. Percentage of Kerala schools that will use or switch to free software on Linux: 100

4. Thousands of Kerala high-school teachers being trained on Linux: 56

5. Weeks between Richard M. Stallman’s visit to Kerala and the state’s decision to switch to 
free software and GNU/Linux: 2

6. Percentage growth rate of the Indian economy: 8

7. Percentage growth rate of the Chinese economy: >10

8. Billions of dollars Intel plans to invest over the next five years in its “World Ahead” 
program for emerging markets: 1

9. Percentage of the world’s population AMD wants to see connected to the Internet by 2015: 50

10. Billions of people with annual incomes less than $4,000 per year: 3.8

11. Billions of people with annual incomes of $4,000–$20,000 per year: 1.5

12. Percentage yearly growth of Cisco’s network load: 100

13. Projected percentage yearly growth of Cisco’s network load: 300–500

14. Cisco annual percentage growth rate in emerging markets: 30

15. Percentage of new Cisco employees being hired in emerging markets: 12

16. Percentage of television programs Cisco expects will be broadcast over the Net in the 
future: 100

17. Current percentage contribution of emerging markets to Cisco’s revenues: 10

18. Projected maximum future percentage contribution of emerging markets to Cisco’s 
revenues: 40

19. Millions of dollars Google has donated to the One Laptop Per Child Project: 2

20. Number of cities in Africa that Google intends to connect fully with a wireless network: 7

Sources: 1–5: rediff news  |  6, 7: New York Times |  8–11: Electronic Engineering Times |  12–18: World
Resources Institute, reporting on a speech by Cisco CEO John Chambers  |  19, 20: icicemac.com

— D o c  S e a r l s
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In the spring of 2005, I attended LinuxWorld in
Johannesburg, South Africa. It was not my first
time to South Africa, but this time, instead of
going to game reserves, I took a different trip after
the event. A gentleman I had met at LinuxWorld
introduced me to Soweto.

Soweto is a township outside of
Johannesburg. Before apartheid ended, it was a
township mostly of very poor black people. On
June 16, 1976, students were killed in riots in
Soweto that led to the beginning of the end for
that rule of government called “apartheid”.

My guide and I went on a little tour, first to
the Photography Museum/School of Alf Kumalo.
Dr Kumalo, who often risked his life to get pho-
tographs that illustrated for the world the issues of
apartheid, was now using his talents and resources
to teach young people in Soweto how to be 
photographers. I saw they were using Adobe’s
Photoshop to manipulate the digital images that
the students were taking for composition training.
I pointed out that they should use GIMP instead,
because the students were unlikely to be able to
afford Adobe Photoshop at home, and therefore
they would have to pirate Photoshop. I promised
Paballo Thekiso, the tutor that was my guide to
the museum and school, that I would send them a
copy of GIMP and a book on how to use GIMP
from the USA.

Then we left and went to the Soweto muse-
um. I read a lot of the information about what
happened there, and as we looked out across the
natural bowl-shaped valley, I mentioned to my
guide (who was increasingly becoming my friend)
that this would be a wonderful place for a mesh
network to deliver Internet services to the entire
township. We also talked about the benefits of
FOSS and how there were no limitations to what
students could learn, other than their own desires,
assuming they had access to computer equipment
and the Internet. I told him of several “success sto-
ries” for this concept, including one about a per-
son who had been programming the kernel since
the age of 12 and one about a person who had
put out his own distribution at the age of 14. I bet
him that there were people in Soweto who could
“do Linux”, given the opportunity.

We went to the house where his mother grew
up and where his nephew still lived. It was a two-
room house, and he talked about how there were
sometimes two or three generations living in the
same house. Although he was glad his nephew
was doing well in school and sports, he was afraid
that the nephew might turn to drugs, given the
environment that still prevailed in Soweto.

We finally had dinner in a great outdoor
restaurant on the edge of the township, where I
experienced some of the local food and
entrepreneurship that was happening there.

Then we drove back to Johannesburg, and I
flew home. What I did not know was that my
guide (and now friend) was Nhlanhla Mabaso,
Open Source Center Manager for the Meraka
Institute, and that he had been listening to me.

During the next year, I tried to send two books
and two open CDs to the museum on two differ-

ent occasions, and neither time did they get
through. Eventually, toward the end of the year I
got them back, with a note on them saying that
they were “undeliverable”. It cost me more than
$150 US to buy the books and mail them. When 
I got them back, I was angry. Undaunted, I built
into my 2006 LinuxWorld Johannesburg schedule
some time to travel to the Photography Museum
and to carry the books and CDs with me.

When I got my schedule from Aldean Prior,
Director of Exhibits for Africa, the LinuxWorld pro-
ducer, I noticed there was built in to it a trip to the
Satellite Open Source Research Center that was
opening as part of the Meraka Institute. I did not
think anything about it, but I did keep asking to
“go back to Soweto” so I could deliver the books
to the museum. When I got to Johannesburg, I
found out that the Satellite Center was in Soweto,
and that I was invited to speak at the opening.

Nhlanhla drove me to Soweto that morning.
We visited the museum, gave the books and CDs
to Paballo and found out that he knew one of the
people in the center. We invited Paballo to the first
training class the next day, so he could establish
contacts and learn more about Free Software.

The President and CEO of the Council for
Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), Dr
Sibusiso Sibisi, spoke during the opening, as well
as Dr Ntsika Msimang and several other digni-
taries. Dr Msimang is managing the new center.
After the rest of the ceremonies were over, Dr
Sibisi came over to me and said, “You have no
idea how influential your words were.”

Apparently, my conversation the previous year
had inspired Nhlanhla to go back to the Meraka
Institute and make a presentation for investigating
the potential of opening an open-source research
center and training facility in Soweto and also to
start to set up a mesh network for the township.
His team went to Soweto in August of that year
and discovered (during a presentation on FOSS)
that several of the young people in the audience
already knew about Linux, could work with it and
that one young man named Bongani Hlope was
doing kernel programming as a hobby and con-
versing with Linus Torvalds via e-mail on kernel
issues. Another person named Kgabo Sepuru was
running a FOSS consulting service out of his house
in Soweto.

In addition, Nhlanhla’s team found that local
people already had started to set up a mesh net-
work in their broadband-deprived area.

On my second day at the satellite center,
they had a day of training. That day started off
a bit slowly because it was their first day, but I
believe things will get better as they get settled
in. Dr Msimang seems to be a competent,
enthusiastic director, and I contributed the first
book to their library.

In the meantime, Paballo, the tutor at the
museum with whom I had been corresponding via
e-mail all this time, got really excited about the
rest of FOSS and said that he was going to learn
Linux and teach it to the rest of the photography
students. I promised to send some more books on
other aspects of digital photography and image

rendering using free and open-source software.
I have had about five or six people come up to

me in my life and say, “I listened to you, followed
your advice on FOSS, started my own company
and now I am a millionaire” or “I listened to you
and it changed my life”, but this was the first time
I actually have seen direct action to this extent on
something I said almost in passing. I can’t take
credit (nor do I want to) for the hard work that
Nhlanhla and the rest of the staff put into making
the center a reality, but it sure felt good to have
someone like Dr Sibisi tell me those words.

Each of us affects the people around us with
our every thought and deed. I often tell people
that if they want to see the most influential person
in free software, just look in the mirror when they
get up. Lots of people do not believe what I say,
and others do. Sometimes the effect of what we
do and say goes way beyond what we know. I
was fortunate enough to see how influential my
words were, and therefore, I encourage others
also to speak out and experience the same thing.

— J O N  “ M A D D O G ”  H A L L

Soweto: Power from the People

When brokers turn into toll-takers, it’s
time to throw the bums out.
—Britt Blaser, from a conversation

Make no decision out of fear.
—Bruce Sterling, from a speech at SXSW 2006

We have decided that we will use only
free software for computer education in
Kerala schools. We have implemented
the Linux platform in high schools; it
will be implemented in other schools
step by step....Our policy is to migrate
computer education to free software
platforms. We want to make Kerala the
FOSS (Free and Open Source Software)
destination in India. That is all.
—M A Baby, Education Minister, Kerala, India,

www.rediff.com/money/2006/sep/02microsoft.htm

We are getting lots of enquiries and
orders for pre-loaded Linux operating
systems. The hardware sales have gone
up because of this.
—P K Harikrishnan, President, Kerala Computer

Manufacturers’ and Dealers’ Association

If there isn’t enough food in the fridge,
do you say “the store must be down”?
—Greg Elin, at a conference

What we need is an open-source, open
hardware, wireless implementation for
unlicensed spectrum. It can be done.
And if it is, it will blow WiMAX out of
the water and change the world.
—Thomas A. Freeburg, at a conference

They Said It

http://www.linuxjournal.com
http://www.rediff.com/money/2006/sep/02microsoft.htm
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One Laptop Per Child (laptop.org) hit the news
in January 2005 at Davos, when Nicholas
Negroponte of the MIT Media Lab announced
plans for a “$100 laptop” in a quantity of 100
million, to “revolutionize the way we educate
the world’s children”. Formal plans for the pro-
ject were announced in August, and we covered
it for the first time in the November 2005 issue
of Linux Journal.

Since then, much progress has been made.
Jim Gettys (www.handhelds.org/People/
jg.html)—prime mover behind the X Window
System, handhelds.org (www.handhelds.org)
and earlier fun projects like the Unobtainium (a
wild hack on Compaq’s original iPAQ)—is now
VP of Software Engineering. And, there are pro-
totypes. The current generation is fitted in
bright orange and green and features rectangu-
lar bunny ears (802.11s mesh network anten-
nae); a lid that twists and flips to form a pad; a
dual-mode display that the project wiki says,
“can readily be mass produced in standard LCD
factories, with no process changes” and that
“has higher resolution than 95% of the laptop
displays on the market today, approximately
1/7th the power consumption, 1/3rd the price,

sunlight readability and room-light readability
with the backlight off”.

Although the units are designed for kids
(the keyboard is 6/10 the size of an adult one),
they’re also made to hack. Writing on his blog
(www.ethanzuckerman.com/blog/?p=824),
Ethan Zuckerman says:

...the 500 prototype boards currently
built come with a VGA jack soldered on,
but production models will leave the jack
leads etched on the board, though
unpopulated. Want to turn a laptop into
a device that can drive an external moni-
tor? Solder one on. Also on the board,
but unpopulated, will be connectors for
additional RAM and Flash memory, as
well as a mini-PCI slot.

And, although some large companies (AMD,
Google, News Corp., and Red Hat) are involved,
the whole project is very much a work in
progress, and it’s open to interest and help with
what promises to become the most widespread
and good-hearted Linux deployment on earth.

—DOC SEARLS
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During the past few months, I’ve used this column to
explore a number of technologies and techniques related to
Ajax, the asynchronous JavaScript and XML paradigm that is the
hottest thing in modern Web development. Everyone is scram-
bling to include Ajax on his or her sites, and for good reason.
For users, Ajax applications appear more responsive and desk-
top-like. For developers, Ajax is attractive because it breaks the
one-page-per-click rule that has existed since the beginning of
the Web, making new types of applications possible.

In an Ajax application, a click might force a complete
page reload, as in a traditional Web application. But, it might
instead fire an HTTP request in the background. The response
to this HTTP request is handled (also in the background) by a
JavaScript function, which can use the content to modify
some or all of the page.

If you have been developing Web applications for a while,
you might be wondering what the big deal is with Ajax. After
all, it’s neither new nor difficult for a JavaScript function to
modify the current page via the DOM, is it? Perhaps not, but
sometimes the most powerful ideas result not from fancy tech-
nologies, but from the clever combination of simple ones.
HTML, HTTP and URLs were all fairly simple inventions, and
they might not have gone very far on their own. But by com-
bining them in just the right way, Tim Berners-Lee launched a
revolution that continues to this day.

Just as the Web has changed the way that we view pub-
lishing and communication, Ajax has changed the way that we
expect Web-based applications to work. Fortunately, working
with Ajax requires only a few skills above and beyond what
Web developers needed to know until now—particularly
JavaScript, the DOM and CSS.

Last month, we built a small application that demonstrated
the improved usability that Ajax brings to the table. As a visitor
filled out the HTML form with a requested user name, a
JavaScript function requested (via HTTP) a list of current user
names from the server. The HTTP response contained a list of
current users. By checking to see whether the newly requested
user name was on that list, it was possible to tell the user in
advance to choose something else.

This approach had many problems, but the two biggest
ones were scalability and security. If our site becomes especially
popular, we will have many registered users, so sending a com-
plete list of user names will consume increasing amounts of
CPU and bandwidth.

In addition, it is a large security risk to send all of the
user names on a site to anyone who requests it. The odds
are good that at least one of those users has chosen a poor
password, which would make it easy to assume that person’s
identity. The implications of this security breach depend on
your users, your application and your country. Some coun-
tries’ legal systems might even see this as a prosecutable
violation of database privacy laws.

So, for technical and security reasons alike, we need to find
a better solution. An obvious candidate, and one we examine
this month, involves sending the proposed user name to the

server via an Ajax request. The server’s response will thus be a
short “yes” or “no”, indicating whether the browser should
allow or prevent registration.

Ajax Requests
An Ajax application consists of several parts:

1. A JavaScript function, defined in the Web page, that is
invoked when a particular event happens. These event han-
dler functions are common in the JavaScript world, even
without Ajax. Before CSS, for example, it was common to
use JavaScript to change the src attribute for an img tag
whenever the mouse would hover over it (the onmouseover
event) or move off of it (the onmouseout event). In the case
of Ajax, the event handler function doesn’t manipulate the
DOM, but rather it sends an asynchronous HTTP request
using the XMLHttpRequest object.

In our example application, the JavaScript function will create
an XMLHttpRequest object and use it to invoke a program
residing on the server. As a parameter to the request, we will
send the contents of the username text field.

2. A server-side program that expects to receive the HTTP
request, along with one or more parameters, and pro-
duces an appropriate HTTP response. The response theo-
retically may be in any legitimate MIME format, although
XML, plain text and JSON (JavaScript Object Notation)
appear to be the most popular choices. The server-side
program will almost certainly not be written in JavaScript.
You can choose the language in which you write this
program, as well as the method in which it is invoked.
The key is that it has access to the resources you need,
such as a database, and that it can produce the output in
the format you want. In this month’s example applica-
tion, the server-side program takes the username param-
eter and looks in the database to see if it is already in
use. The XML that it returns will indicate its findings.

3. A second JavaScript function, also defined in the user’s Web
browser, that is invoked when the HTTP response is received.
This callback function, as it is sometimes known, receives the
HTTP response and then acts on it. Our callback routine will
thus need to parse the Ajax HTTP response and then use the
DOM to modify the current page as necessary.

Improving Our Programs
Given the above list, how can we move from the simple pro-
gram we wrote last month to one that will fulfill our scalability
and security requirements?

When we created our simple Ajax user name-checking
program in last month’s column, we used two of these
three elements. We created an HTML form (shown in
Listing 1) that would let people register with our Web 
site by entering a user name, password and e-mail address.

Ajax Application Design
Asynchronous is the operative word with Ajax, and here’s what it’s all about. 
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Listing 1. 

ajax-register.html

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN"

"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd">

<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">

<head><title>Register</title>

<script type="text/javascript">

function getXMLHttpRequest () {

try { return new ActiveXObject("Msxml2.XMLHTTP"); } catch(e) {};

try { return new ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP"); } catch(e)

{}

try { return new XMLHttpRequest(); } catch(e) {};

return null;

}

function removeText(node) {

if (node != null)

{

if (node.childNodes)

{

for (var i=0 ; i < node.childNodes.length ; i++)

{

var oldTextNode = node.childNodes[i];

if (oldTextNode.nodeValue != null)

{

node.removeChild(oldTextNode);

}

}

}

}

}

function appendText(node, text) {

var newTextNode = document.createTextNode(text);

node.appendChild(newTextNode);

}

function setText(node, text) {

removeText(node);

appendText(node, text);

}

var xhr = getXMLHttpRequest();

function parseUsernames() {

// Set up empty array of usernames

var usernames = [ ];

// Wait for the HTTP response

if (xhr.readyState == 4) {

if (xhr.status == 200) {

usernames = xhr.responseText.split("\n");

}

else

{

alert("problem: xhr.status = " + xhr.status);

}

}

// Get the username that the person wants

var new_username = document.forms[0].username.value;

var found = false;

var warning = document.getElementById("warning");

var submit_button = document.getElementById("submit-button");

// Is this new username already taken?  Iterate over

// the list of usernames to be sure.

for (i=0 ; i<usernames.length; i++)

{

if (usernames[i] == new_username)

{

found = true;

}

}

// If we find the username, issue a warning and stop

// the user from submitting the form.

if (found)

{

setText(warning, "Warning: username '" + new_username

+"' was taken!");

submit_button.disabled = true;

}

else

{

removeText(warning);

submit_button.disabled = false;

}

}

function checkUsername() {

// Send the HTTP request

xhr.open("GET", "usernames.txt", true);

xhr.onreadystatechange = parseUsernames;

xhr.send(null);

}

</script>

</head>

<body>

<h2>Register</h2>

<p id="warning"></p>

<form action="/cgi-bin/register.pl" method="post">

<p>Username: <input type="text" name="username"

onchange="checkUsername()" /></p>

<p>Password: <input type="password" name="password" /></p>

<p>E-mail address: <input type="text" name="email_address" /></p>

<p><input type="submit" value="Register" id="submit-button" /></p>

</form>

</body>

</html>

http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd
http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml
http://www.linuxjournal.com


We then indicated that whenever the username text field was
changed, the checkUsername JavaScript function should be invoked:

<input type="text" name="username" onchange="checkUsername()" />

checkUsername then asked our server—the same server from which
the current page of HTML came—for the contents of a text file:

function checkUsername() {

// Send the HTTP request

xhr.open("GET", "usernames.txt", true);

xhr.onreadystatechange = parseUsernames;

xhr.send(null);

}

This is the first place where we will need to make a change. Rather
than send a GET request without any parameters to request a static docu-
ment, we will send a POST request with a single parameter (username),
which will result in the execution of a server-side program.

Finally, our callback routine (parseUsernames) iterated over the list of
user names that the server had sent, using the DOM to warn the user if it
found a match. This is the other place where we will need to make a
change. But in this case, the change will be a simplification. No longer will
we need to parse through the user names sent by the server. Instead, we
will need to identify only whether the response was positive or negative.

Sending a POST Request
Last month’s version of the program sent a GET request. It is possible,
and even common, to send one or more parameters with a GET
request. Those parameters are then stuck onto the URL, as follows:
http://www.example.com/foo.pl?param1=value1&param2=value2.

A separate type of request, known as POST, puts the parameters inside
of the request body. This has several advantages, including cleaner URLs
and no limit on the length of the parameter names and values. (Many
browsers limit the total size of a URL, which includes the parameters for a
GET request.)

Although it is not strictly necessary for us to use a POST request for
this example program, it is good to see how we can pass parameters in
our request. And indeed, it is quite easy to do so. Compare the following
code (taken from Listing 2) with the similar excerpt above (from Listing 1):

function checkUsername() {

// Send the HTTP request

xhr.open("POST", "/cgi-bin/check-name-exists.pl", true);

xhr.onreadystatechange = parseResponse;

var username = document.forms[0].username.value;

xhr.send("username=" + escape(username));

}

As you can see, we have changed the first two parameters to
xhr.open to be POST (instead of GET) and to point to a program that
will generate dynamic output. The third parameter, which tells the
XMLHttpRequest object that it should make the query in the back-
ground (that is, asynchronously), remains set to true. I also changed the
name of the callback routine to parseResponse, from parseUsername.

The other change is that we are now sending parameters to the server.
The variable queryString is just a string consisting of name-value pairs, in
the traditional Web format of:

param1=value1&param2=value2

We thus build such a query string, and send it to the server.

http://www.example.com/foo.pl?param1=value1&param2=value2
http://www.asacomputers.com
http://www.asacomputers.com
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Listing 2. 

post-ajax-register.html

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN"

"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd">

<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">

<head><title>Register</title>

<script type="text/javascript">

function getXMLHttpRequest () {

try { return new ActiveXObject("Msxml2.XMLHTTP"); } catch(e) {};

try { return new ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP"); } catch(e)

{}

try { return new XMLHttpRequest(); } catch(e) {};

return null;

}

function removeText(node) {

if (node != null)

{

if (node.childNodes)

{

for (var i=0 ; i < node.childNodes.length ; i++)

{

var oldTextNode = node.childNodes[i];

if (oldTextNode.nodeValue != null)

{

node.removeChild(oldTextNode);

}

}

}

}

}

function appendText(node, text) {

var newTextNode = document.createTextNode(text);

node.appendChild(newTextNode);

}

function setText(node, text) {

removeText(node);

appendText(node, text);

}

var xhr = getXMLHttpRequest();

function parseResponse() {

// Get variables ready

var response = "";

var new_username = document.forms[0].username.value;

var warning = document.getElementById("warning");

var submit_button = document.getElementById("submit-button");

// Wait for the HTTP response

if (xhr.readyState == 4) {

if (xhr.status == 200) {

response = xhr.responseText;

switch (response)

{

case "yes":

setText(warning,

"Warning: username '" +

new_username +"' was taken!");

submit_button.disabled = true;

break;

case "no":

removeText(warning);

submit_button.disabled = false;

break;

case "":

break;

default:

alert("Unexpected response '" + response + "'");

}

}

else

{

alert("problem: xhr.status = " + xhr.status);

}

}

}

function checkUsername() {

// Send the HTTP request

xhr.open("POST", "/cgi-bin/check-name-exists.pl", true);

xhr.onreadystatechange = parseResponse;

var username = document.forms[0].username.value;

xhr.send("username=" + escape(username));

}

</script>

</head>

<body>

<h2>Register</h2>

<p id="warning"></p>

<form action="/cgi-bin/register.pl" method="post"

enctype="application/x-www-form-urlencoded">

<p>Username: <input type="text" name="username"

onchange="checkUsername()" /></p>

<p>Password: <input type="password" name="password" /></p>

<p>E-mail address: <input type="text" name="email_address" /></p>

<p><input type="submit" value="Register" id="submit-button" /></p>

</form>

</body>

</html>

http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd
http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml
http://www.linuxjournal.com


The Server Side
Ajax is almost exclusively a client-side
paradigm. And, indeed, it is increasingly 
clear that we can use JavaScript in general,
and Ajax in particular, to create new and
interesting applications and interfaces. That
said, server-side programs still have a major
role to play in Web applications, including
Ajax applications.

To begin with, only server-side programs
can access the site’s relational database. 
(And yes, it’s theoretically possible to have
JavaScript access the database directly, but
that would be a security and performance
nightmare.) This means everything you nor-
mally would store in a database, but want to
have displayed in the browser, will need to be
filtered through a server-side program. Almost
any nontrivial application will thus benefit
from being part of a larger Web framework,
such as Zope, Ruby on Rails or even a roll-
your-own system that encapsulates behavior
in a set of related methods or functions. In
other words, the server-side programs in an
Ajax application become very specialized
database query and reporting tools.

In the interests of time and space, we don’t
access a database this month. However, there is
no way for the HTTP client to know whether the
HTTP server is checking a database or returning
a random result, and we will take advantage of
this secrecy to fudge the lack of a database. If
we decide at some point to modify our server-
side program to retrieve a list of user names
from a database instead of hard-coding the list
in a hash, that will be just fine.

Our server-side program, check-name-exists.pl
(Listing 3), is a simple CGI program written in
Perl. We turn the POSTDATA parameter, which
we have received from the Ajax request, and
look inside it to see if we received a setting
for username. If so, we then look for a match
among the keys of the %usernames hash. If
we find a match, it returns yes to the caller. If
there is no match, it returns no.

Notice how we use a hash, rather than an
array, to store the user names. This is a hack for
the sake of efficiency; the time it takes to find
an array element (and see if there is a match) is
proportional to the number of elements in the
array. By contrast, hash key lookups take con-
stant time, regardless of how many elements
there are. In a production setting, we obviously
would expect to look for user names in a
database or server-side disk file, rather than a
hash or an array.

This example also demonstrates one way
to mock up an Ajax application while devel-
opment is still taking place—create a server-
side program that produces results for a very
small subset of the data, simulating the full
range of database queries that you might
normally want to use. In this way, development
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on the JavaScript side of the project will not have to wait
for the server-side portion to be complete, allowing for
more parallelized development.

Parsing the Response
When the response arrives from the server, our callback
routine, parseResponse, is invoked. As always, we wait until
the readyState of our XMLHttpRequest is 4 and for the
HTTP status code to be 200. At that point, we can expect
one of four different responses from the server:

� A yes response indicates that the user name was taken.
We disable the form’s submit button and display a
warning. If and when the user changes the text inside

of the username text field, the warning will be removed
and the submit button re-enabled.

� A no response indicates that the user name is available. We
remove any warning that might have been placed, and
enable the submit button.

� An empty response might come before the yes or no, in
which case we ignore it.

� Finally, it’s possible that our program will not behave
precisely as we might expect. If this happens, we display
the unexpected response that we received for debugging
purposes. This is the sort of thing you would probably
want to remove from production code.

Notice how we used a switch statement to look at the
different possibilities. Also notice how we were able to
reduce the complexity of our JavaScript code by sharing
the work with the server. This is the key to a good Ajax
application. Rather than having the client or the server do
all of the work itself, each of them shares in the burden,
doing what it can do fastest and most cleanly.

Finally, you might notice that for all of our talk about
XML—it is, after all, the x in Ajax—there was a distinct
lack of XML in this application. True, we used the
XMLHttpRequest to send HTTP requests to the server, but
what happened to the XML?

The truth is that Ajax is a great name, but it doesn’t
quite describe the range of options the programming
paradigm provides. The HTTP response, as I indicated
above, can come in any MIME type, although XML and
plain text are the most common. If this application were
returning a more sophisticated set of data, such as a store
inventory or points for a chart, XML might be more appro-
priate. Another format that is gaining in popularity is
JSON, which resembles Perl’s “Data::Dumper” in its repre-
sentation of JavaScript objects. Ajax is merely a technique
for dividing the work between the client and the server;
you should not feel compelled to use XML for the data
transfer if it is inappropriate for the task at hand.

Conclusion
This month, we finally produced an application worthy 
of the Ajax moniker. We used a combination of JavaScript
(on the client side) and Perl (on the server side) to check
whether a user name was already taken. In doing so, we
saw how to use the POST method for submitting data and
sent a named parameter to the server. In making these
changes, we turned a simple, insecure and unscalable 
program into a relatively secure and scalable one, without
sacrificing the immediate response and interactivity that
Ajax brings to the table.

At the same time, you might have noticed our HTML page
contained a large number of functions that will be useful for a
wide variety of Ajax applications. Starting next month, we will
look at some of the open-source libraries that make it easier
to create Ajax applications, allowing you to concentrate on the
higher-level details.�

Reuven M. Lerner, a longtime Web/database consultant, is a PhD candidate in Learning
Sciences at Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois. He currently lives with his wife
and three children in Skokie, Illinois. You can read his Weblog at altneuland.lerner.co.il.
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Listing 3. 

check-name-exists.pl

#!/usr/local/bin/perl

use strict;

use diagnostics;

use warnings;

use CGI;

use CGI::Carp;

# Define the usernames that are taken

# (Use a hash for lookup efficiency)

my %usernames = ('abc' => 1,

'def' => 1,

'ghi' => 1,

'jkl' => 1);

# ------------------------------------------------------------

my $query = new CGI;

print $query->header("text/plain");

# Get the POST data

my $postdata = $query->param("POSTDATA");

# Get the username

my ($name, $value) = split /=/, $postdata;

my $username = '';

if ($name eq 'username')

{

$username = $value;

}

# If this username is defined, say "yes"!

if (exists $usernames{$username})

{

print "yes";

}

# Otherwise, say "no"!

else

{

print "no";

}

http://www.linuxjournal.com
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Seven years, mon ami. Yes, François, it does seem to
have gone by very quickly. We’ll have plenty of time to
reminisce when our guests arrive. Ah, but they are already
here! Welcome, mes amis to Chez Marcel, where you’ll 
find one of the world’s largest wine cellars and the finest 
in Linux and open-source software. Please sit and make
yourselves comfortable. I’ll have François fetch the wine
right away.

Quoi? Incroyable! It appears that my faithful waiter decided
to beat me to the punch when it came to tonight’s wine selec-
tion. He has already chosen the wine and brought it up from
the cellar. Since this is a penguin-studded magazine, he has
chosen one of my favorite, not to mention inexpensive,
Australian wines. It’s called Little Penguin. Of course, my judg-
ment may be clouded by the name of the winery, but the
choice seems fitting. François, please serve the Little Penguin
wine for our guests. Today, we have both a Chardonnay and a
Shiraz (for those who prefer red).

Those of you who have been following this column from

the beginning may already be aware that this December 2006
issue marks seven years of my Cooking with Linux. The first of
these columns, however, was a kind of experiment, featured in
the September 1999 special issue. The regular series began a
few months later, with the January 2000 issue. To commemo-
rate, the folks at Linux Journal suggested I select a few of my
favorite columns for this issue. When I thought about this idea,
I decided that the best arbiters were the readers, and so I’ve
invited a number of special guests here tonight to tell us what
they liked, and why.

Let’s start with table seven, where Troy Banther is waving his
hand madly. “One of my favorites is ’If Only You Could Restore
Wine’ in the June 2006 issue of the magazine. Knowing what
programs are out there in the Linux world and having a how-to
on backing up and restoring is great. I’m extremely partial to
KDar since I use the KDE window manager.”

Jon Biddell, at table 15, agrees with Troy Banther. “I
think my favorite would have been the June 2006 article
on backups—something I don’t do anywhere near as often
as I need to....”

Over at table three, Colleen Beamer says she doesn’t
know if she can pick just one. She tends to lean toward 
he August 2004 issue because “this column introduced 
me to Krecipes [Figure 2], and I went from there to have

Tonight’s Menu: 
Diner’s Choice!
The December 2006 Cooking with Linux marks seven years of Chez Marcel,
its Linux Chef and François, his famous waiter. For this occasion, Marcel 
has invited some regular readers of the column to share their favorite issues
and, of course, a glass or two (or three, or four) of wine.

COOKING WITH LINUX

CCOOLLUUMMNNSS

MARCEL GAGNÉ

Figure 1. KDar, because backups should be easy, even if they are essential.
Figure 2. Krecipes as it appeared in August 2004. The package will likely
reach its 1.0 release when this issue is released.

http://www.linuxjournal.com
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my first true open-source involvement by writing the
Krecipes Handbook. ’Crossing Platforms’, in the May 2005
issue, introduced me to my still favourite Linux game,
Blobwars. However, if I have to pick one column, the one
in the September 2005 issue, ’Wireless Tools’, has helped
me the most. Without it, I probably wouldn’t have been
able to know what to do to get wireless installed and
working on my laptop.”

When Daniel Gagnon, who is sipping his wine at table
27, was asked about his favorite, he replied, “The one about

Tellico [Figure 3], in the April 2005 column titled, ’The Cook’s
Collection’. Why? Simply because people are always borrow-
ing my books.”

He adds, “En passant, un article sur le caractére multilingue
de Linux pourrais être intéressant, n’est-ce pas?”

All right, Daniel, I’ll just take care of that request right
now. In KDE, fire up the KDE Control Center (command
name, kcontrol) and click on Regional & Accessibility.
Under that category, select Keyboard Layouts. Usually, 
the only layout visible to the right in the main window
(under Active Layouts) is whatever you chose during 
installation. On mine, it says, “U.S. English”. Now, I like
having access to a quick keyboard switch so that I can 
use things like the é at the end of my last name. These 
are included in the Canadian layout. I also can get them
using the “U.S. English w/deadkeys” layout. So, I select 
it from the Available Layouts section, then click the Add
button (Figure 4).

If you want more, add them now as well. Then, click
Apply. A small flag icon appears in the system tray of your
kicker panel, over on the right. Click the icon to switch
from one layout to the other. If you are using
OpenOffice.org, you now can type the characters you
want without doing an “Insert Special Character” opera-
tion each time. If you find yourself having problems with
those characters displaying properly in OpenOffice.org, this
is usually a problem due to using incorrect or incompatible
fonts. For example, someone sends you a document with a
Microsoft font and you don’t have it installed. The result-
ing text, particularly if you are entering special characters,
can then look a bit strange. All that’s needed is to add
those fonts using the spadmin program (OpenOffice.org’s
printer administration program, which also lets you add
fonts). I hope that helps you out, Daniel.

François, our guests’ glasses are looking a little low. If you
would be so kind as to visit everyone and indulge each guest
with his or her choice of wine. While you do so, we’ll check in
with John Kerr, over at table 12. He says, “I must admit that
finding a favorite column would be difficult as there are so
many good ones to choose from. My favorite column, howev-
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Figure 3. Tellico makes a great personal library system, and it looks good doing it.

Figure 5. The Ultimate in Take-Anywhere Linux

Figure 4. You don’t have to be limited to a single keyboard layout.
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er, is the August 2005, ’Ultimate in Small Linux’ article. This column
demonstrates two mini-distros (Damn Small Linux and Puppy Linux) as well
as the unique ways they can be used—live CD, disk install or USB key
[Figure 5]. These distros also can be used to revive older equipment. This
only emphasizes the diversity of our favorite operating system.”

Choosing a favorite was also a bit difficult for David Knickmeyer, sitting
over at table 19. He says, “I’d probably go with the Xnest article [Figure 6],
’Can’t Get Enough Desktops’, in the March 2004 issue. I admit it, I’m an
eye-candy junkie. GNOME, Enlightenment, Window Maker—I’ve tried
them all, often. I keep coming back to KDE and SuperKaramba, but the
nested X servers let me play around and still be productive—well....”

I see another hand waving over at table eight, and it’s Lew Pitcher. “My
list runs around 20 articles so far, and I’ve covered only about half of my LJ
back issues. So, you can imagine the difficulty I have in picking one col-

umn. But, pick one I have. I take you back to February 2002, to a column
entitled ’Observe, Mon Cher Ami’, in which you introduced us to xawtv
and video conferencing in general. In that column, François finally got a
face (even though it was a stuffed toy avatar), and he met a mystery
woman, who shall go nameless, but might be known as Sally in other
places [Figure 7]. Of course, my second-favorite column would be from
December 2004, ’Lights...Camera...Action!’, in which we find the tools to
do video podcasts among the various bits and pieces of our toolboxes.
Who knew that a cheap microphone and a just-as-cheap Webcam could
make you a video star?”

Over at table 32, Johann Schmidt has this to say, “My nomination
for favorite Cooking with Linux column is fairly recent—from the
December 2005 issue, ’amaroKing the Night Away’. I had not heard 
of Amarok before [Figure 8], and your introduction to it was fantastic.
I installed it at home the day I received the issue at work, and after
only a slight bit of dependence-finding, I had an awesome music 
system/library/jukebox. It works with our iPods too! I have been 
getting my children more and more exposed to Linux—and because
Amarok doesn’t crash like iTunes does on that proprietary x86 OS,
they have yet another reason to be open-source kids.”

Bert Sutherland has this to say, “My favorite choice by far is your
November 2004 ’Illuminating Your Network’s Darkest Corners’. I had been
a Linux Journal subscriber for only a few months when this issue came out,
and it is still one of the best articles I’ve read. When I sit down to read
Cooking with Linux, I know I am in for a surprise and that you will be
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Figure 6. IceWM Nested inside of GNOME Nested inside of KDE

Figure 7. Video conferencing with VIC—who is this mysterious woman, chatting with
our François?
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serving up another selection (of wine and Linux tidbits of
information) that I was previously not aware existed.
This was the case with the programs mentioned in
your network article, and to this day IPTraf [Figure 9] 
is one of the first programs I install when working
with a new machine.”

Margaret Wendall, sitting over at table 14, also is
interested in security: “It’s become apparent to me
and one of my clients (I help with his Web pages) that

people are stealing my photos and using them to advertise
on their pages. I think your good instructions on steganography,
back in the January 2005 article ’Forgotten Security’, are
going to be a better solution than something like Digimark,
because only two or three people will even know the 
photos are encrypted. This is not only fun, but very practical.”
Was I a spy in a past life?

François, how did you manage to sneak in that portrait
of yourself? You truly are efficient today, mon ami. I see
that you have continued to refresh our guests’ glasses.
Excellent. Sadly, it seems that closing time is upon us, so
the next refill will have to be the last one. My sincere
thanks to everyone out there for joining me here every
month these past seven years and for helping make
Cooking with Linux as much fun as it has been. I also want
to thank the members of my own WFTL-LUG, aka “The
Lug Nuts” (new members welcome), who joined me in the
restaurant today. For a complete list of past Cooking with
Linux columns and links to each article on-line, check out
www.marcelgagne.com/ljcooking.html. Now that
François has so graciously refilled your glasses, please join
me in a toast and let us all drink to one another’s health.
A votre santé! Bon appétit! �

Resources for this article: www.linuxjournal.com/article/
9379.

Marcel Gagné is an award-winning writer living in Mississauga, Ontario. He is the author of
the all new Moving to Ubuntu Linux, his fifth book from Addison-Wesley. He also makes
regular television appearances as Call for Help’s Linux guy. Marcel is also a pilot, a past
Top-40 disc jockey, writes science fiction and fantasy, and folds a mean Origami T-Rex. He
can be reached via e-mail at mggagne@salmar.com. You can discover lots of other things
(including great Wine links) from his Web site at www.marcelgagne.com.
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Figure 8. Amarok, one of the best music players out there, just keeps on getting better all the time.

Figure 9. IPTraf’s Default Monitoring Window

Figure 10. Using the Steghide program, a rather large order of wine is
hidden and encrypted within this portrait of François.

François was designed
by the amazing Robert
Karlsson, courtesy of
Linux Journal. My thanks
to both for putting a
face (and species) on my
faithful waiter.

http://www.marcelgagne.com/ljcooking.html
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Last month, we continued our journey into the dark caverns
of Apache Web logs, examining how relatively simple shell
scripts can be utilized to produce useful and important
data. The specific script we created searched a log file for
traffic that occurred the previous day, summarizing the
number of bytes transmitted.

That’s all well and good, but as with many shell scripts,
there’s a bit of a problem with this one, which was immediately
obvious when my busy site produced an estimated monthly
data transfer rate of 2346990660 bytes.

Clearly that’s a very human-unfriendly number, and doubly
so without any commas to break it up into thousands, millions
and so on. More important, when talking about data transfer,
we’re used to thinking in terms of powers of two, so 1 kilobyte
is 1024 bytes of data, not 1000 bytes of data, and 1 megabyte
is 1024 kilobytes of data, and so on.

Unfortunately, the expr command that we’re using for the
mathematical calculations doesn’t have the ability to work with
these powers of two, so we’re going to have to do the work
ourselves, converting massive numbers into more readable KB,
MB or GB values, as appropriate.

Converting Numeric Values
The basics are pretty easy:

kilo="$(( $value / 1024 ))"

mega="$(( $kilo / 1024 ))"

giga="$(( $mega / 1024 ))"

Given a nice huge number like 2346990660, the results
are then quickly calculated:

$ sh -x convert.sh 2346990660

+ value=2346990660

+ kilo=2291983

+ mega=2238

+ giga=2

+ exit 0

(Helpful tip: the -x option lets you debug shell scripts by
showing, line by line, what command is being executed.)

The problem with this approach is immediately obvious
when we switch from a huge number, more than 2GB, to a
smaller value:

$ sh -x convert.sh 5000

+ value=5000

+ kilo=4

+ mega=0

+ giga=0

+ exit 0

We don’t want zero values; we want to see the fractional
decimal values, which means not only that we can’t use the
built-in mathematical capabilities of the shell, but we also can’t

use expr. Instead, we need to move into the crufty, ancient
world of bc, the binary calculator.

Now, bc isn’t for the faint of heart, but to save you from
reading the man page, here’s how you can force four digits
after the decimal point on the result of a division that results
in a value less than 1.0:

$ echo "scale=2 ; 3000 / 30001" | bc

.0999

Can you see how to put these together? Here’s a new,
far-improved way to calculate kilo, mega and giga:

$ sh -x convert.sh 5000

+ value=5000

++ echo 'scale=2; 5000 / 1024'

++ bc

+ kilo=4.88

++ echo 'scale=2; 4.88 / 1024'

++ bc

+ mega=0

++ echo 'scale=2; .00 / 1024'

++ bc

+ giga=0

+ exit 0

The debug output from the -x option is getting a bit
confusing here, I admit, but you now can see that kilo is
set to 4.88 when given the initial value of 5000 bytes, and
that both mega and giga are zero.

Let’s try again (and I’ll clean up some of the spurious
debug output from this point on, for clarity) with the initial
really big value:

$ convert.sh 2346990660

value=2346990660

kilo=2291983.06

mega=2238.26

giga=2.18

Cool. Now we can finally see that we’re talking about
2.18GB of data being transferred off the site each month—
far more coherent than the huge value shown earlier.

Now, let’s figure out how to show always the most logical
of these values, rather than all of them.

Displaying the Simplest Answer Only
The easiest way to figure out which value is best is simply to
ascertain where the value drops below 1.0. In the case of 5000
bytes, that’d be best displayed as 4.88KB, and in the case of
the bignum value, that’s 2.18GB.

To figure out when the value drops below zero, we’d love
to have a floating-point numeric comparison, but sadly, the
shell can’t manage it. If you try it, you’ll just get the error
“integer expression expected”.

Breaking Numbers Down
A kilo of information on how to represent even giga numbers in a mega-useful way. 
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There are a number of ways to get the “floor” of the value, but I
use bc again here to do the job by calculating the division once more,
this time without any scale value at all:

kiloint=$( echo "$value/1024" | bc)"

Doing this gets just the integer portion of the $kilo value, and that can
indeed be tested in a conditional statement:

if [ $kiloint -lt 1 ] ; then

Now, put it all together, and here’s how the script looks:

kilo=$( echo "scale=2; $value / 1024" | bc )

kiloint=$( echo "$value / 1024" | bc )

mega=$( echo "scale=2; $kilo / 1024" | bc )

megaint=$( echo "$kilo / 1024" | bc )

giga=$( echo "scale=2; $mega / 1024" | bc )

gigaint=$( echo "$mega / 1024" | bc )

if [ $kiloint -lt 1 ] ; then

echo "$value bytes"

elif [ $megaint -lt 1 ] ; then

echo "${kilo}KB"

elif [ $gigaint -lt 1 ] ; then

echo "${mega}MB"

else

echo "${giga}GB"

fi

A little funky, but it certainly works exactly as we’d hope:

$ sh convert.sh 5000000000

4.65GB

$ sh convert.sh 5000000

4.76MB

$ sh convert.sh 50000

48.82KB

$ sh convert.sh 50     

50 bytes

The final step is to make it a function so we can include it in other
shell scripts and access it as desired. This is done within the Bourne
Shell by giving it a unique name and then wrapping the functional
code in braces:

kmg()

{

code for function goes here, params are $1, $2, etc.

}

This can then be invoked within a shell script by name (k=kilo,
m=mega, g=giga):

kmg 500000

More important, you can embed it within a line by using a subshell
notation, so given the kmg() function, the following two-line script
works splendidly:

echo given value is $1

echo which converts to $(kmg $1)

That’s nice and short, and if the kmg function is dropped into its
own file, you also can use the . command to include another file in
the shell script, meaning that the entire test script is now:

#!/bin/sh

. kmg.sh

echo The given value $1 bytes = $(kmg $1)

exit 0

I’m out of space here, but I hope you can see how this approach can
be applied to a wide variety of different shell tasks, making your shell
scripts far more efficient and faster to write too!�

Dave Taylor is a 26-year veteran of UNIX, creator of The Elm Mail System, and most recently author of both the
best-selling Wicked Cool Shell Scripts and Teach Yourself Unix in 24 Hours, among his 16 technical books. His
main Web site is at www.intuitive.com.
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Here in the Paranoid Penguin column, we’re in the
midst of building a virtual network server using User-Mode
Linux. Last month, I explained why this is a good idea, how
it works, how to prepare your host for optimized User-Mode
Linux operation and how to build a kernel for your guest
(virtual) system(s).

This month, we turn our attention to the guest system:
how to obtain a prebuilt root filesystem image, how to
configure networking on both your host and guest systems,
and how to begin customizing the root filesystem image
for your own purposes.

Quick Review
First, here’s a quick review of what we’re trying to do, in case
you missed last month’s column. Our objective is to use User-
Mode Linux to create one or more virtual guest machines, each
running a different network service. That way, if one applica-
tion (for example, BIND) on one guest machine gets compro-
mised somehow, Sendmail, Apache and whatever else you’ve
got running on other guest systems (or on the underlying host
system itself) won’t be affected.

(Per User-Mode Linux convention, we’re using the word
host to denote a system on top of which virtual machines
run and the word guest to denote a virtual system instance.)

Debian is our somewhat arbitrary choice here for both host
and guest systems, due to the ease with which you can create
bare-bones Debian installations, though User-Mode Linux itself
is decidedly distribution-agnostic. We’ll create a single guest
system, running BIND software for DNS services.

On the strength of last month’s procedures, hopefully
you’ve got a skas-enabled host kernel and a guest kernel
compiled for the um architecture. Now, it’s time to acquire
or build a root filesystem image.

Just What Is a Root Filesystem Image,
and How Will It Be Used?
When your Linux host starts up, it learns where / is via the
root command-line switch; somewhere in lilo.conf or
menu.lst is a kernel-invocation line containing something
like root=/dev/hda1. That’s how it works with User-Mode
Linux too, except that rather than a physical hard disk, such
as /dev/hda, we generally use a virtual disk in the form of a
single flat file, called a root filesystem image.

The root filesystem image contains a complete Linux
distribution. You’ve already created similar image files yourself
if you’ve ever copied a CD-ROM to an ISO file (or vice versa).
Using a filesystem that takes the form of a single file has two
important ramifications for User-Mode Linux: first, it helps keep
your guest system relatively compact and portable; second, it

makes change control as simple as tracking changes to a single
file, via the COW file method.

Suppose I start a User-Mode Linux guest with this command:

umluser@host:~> ./guestkernel ubd0=mycow,my_root_fs root=/dev/ubda

Note the umluser@host prompt. I’m executing this 
command from a shell session to which I’m logged in as 
a regular user, not root. guestkernel is my executable 
User-Mode Linux guest kernel; ubd0 is a virtual disk device
I’m declaring to consist of the image file my_root_fs plus 
a change-on-write (COW) file called mycow. The root
switch defines our root partition to be the virtual disk 
ubda (identified by its full path, /dev/ubda).

Somewhat confusingly, by convention, virtual disk decla-
rations use numbered device names (ubd0, ubd1 and so on),
but root filesystem definitions use the corresponding letters
instead (ubda, ubdb and so on), which are synonymous. 
The command ./guestkernel ubda=mycow,my_root_fs
root=/dev/ubda actually works just as well on my SUSE 
system as the above command, but your distribution of
choice may behave differently.

Strictly speaking, the COW file is optional. If you specify
one, changes you make to the image file during your 
User-Mode Linux session will be written to the COW file
rather than to the disk image itself. If you omit the COW
filename, the image file will be written to directly by the
guest kernel—that is, any changes you make to your guest
system will be “permanent”.

As far as I’m concerned, when using UML in security
scenarios, COW files are mandatory. A key assumption in
using User-Mode Linux for hosting a network service is that
this service may be compromised in some way, and if it is,
you’ll want to be able to recover as quickly as possible. If
you use a COW file, all you’ll need to do to restore a guest
system to its baseline state is delete the old COW file and
create a new (empty) one.

Another key advantage of using COW files is that they
allow you to use the same root filesystem image on more
than one guest system simultaneously. All you need to 
do is specify a different COW file each time you bring 
up a guest kernel. In fact, you can use both the same
image file and the same kernel for multiple guests. As 
you can guess, we’re going to use a COW file in our 
example scenarios.

Getting a Root Filesystem Image
The procedure for building your own root filesystem image
boils down to this:

Running Network Services
under User-Mode Linux,
Part II
Populate and network your very own virtual network server.
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1. Create an empty filesystem image file and mount it to
some directory.

2. Install Linux into that directory.

Sounds simple, right? On Debian and SUSE it is—sort
of. On other distributions, it’s much less so. Regardless, I’m
going to save a more-detailed discussion of that process for
my next column, in which I’ll cover what I consider to be
advanced User-Mode Linux topics and techniques. In the
interests of getting you up and running with User-Mode
Linux in a gratifyingly quick manner, for now I recommend
you download a prebuilt image.

My favorite source of these is Nagafix Ltd.’s “UML
Resources” page (see the on-line Resources) from whence
you can download root filesystem images for not only
Debian guests, but also Gentoo, Slackware, Fedora,
Ubuntu and others. Nagafix makes a reasonable effort to
keep these images up to date with security patches, which
is a nice touch.

In addition, Nagafix provides an MD5 and SHA hash of
each image file it provides. You may miss them if you click
directly on the x86 and AMD64 links on the page cited
above; instead, use the OS-name links, each of which
leads to a page containing links not only to images but
also to build logs and hashes, plus handy tips on how to
update the images yourself.

I obtained my Debian 3.1 image by navigating to
uml.nagafix.co.uk, clicking on Debian 3.1, and then clicking
on the root_fs and MD5 links to download the files Debian-
3.1-x86-root_fs.bz2 and Debian-3.1-x86-root_fs.bz2.md5,
respectively. After my downloads were complete (the filesystem
image itself is 169MB!), I verified the MD5 signature from
within a terminal window with the command:

md5sum -c ./Debian-3.1-x86-root_fs.bz2.md5

And, now we’re ready to boot our virtual guest for the first
time. We’ve got a guest kernel named uml-guestkernel-2.6.17.3

(from my previous column’s example) and a root filesystem
image named Debian-3.1-x86-root_fs.bz2. You should
already be logged in to a terminal session as a nonroot
user. Uncompress the filesystem image with the command:

bunzip2 ./Debian-3.1-x86-root_fs.bz2

Next, just as a sanity check, try booting your guest system:

umluser@host:~> ./uml-guestkernel-2.6.17.3 

�ubd0=testcow,Debian-3.1-x86-root_fs root=/dev/ubda

If all is well, you should see some User-Mode Linux
messages, followed by a longer string of Linux kernel startup
messages, ending with a login prompt. Log in as root—you
won’t be prompted for a password. Feel free to poke around
a bit; you won’t hurt anything that can’t be fixed later by
starting with a fresh COW file.

To see a list of installed packages, enter the command
dpkg -l |less. You may be surprised by how few Debian
packages are present. Don’t worry; you’ll be able to install
additional packets with apt-get, just like on a “real”
Debian system. When you’re done with your initial explo-
ration, issue the command halt to shut down your guest
system cleanly. We’ve got some things to do before your
guest system can do any serious work—first and foremost
is configuring networking.

Using Bridged Networking with 
User-Mode Linux
There are a variety of ways to network UML guests, all of
which are described in Rusty Russell’s User-Mode Linux
HOWTO (see Resources). The best option for using UML
guests as network servers is bridging, in which your host
system acts like an Ethernet bridge between itself, the
UML guests running on it and the outside world.

In a nutshell, the procedure is this:

1. Configure your host’s TCP/IP stack as a virtual bridge,
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Using a filesystem that takes the form of a single file has two important ramifications for User-Mode
Linux: first, it helps keep your guest system relatively compact and portable; second, it makes

change control as simple as tracking changes to a single file, via the COW file method.

When in Doubt, Roll Your Own Image
Even if you use a root filesystem image from a trusted source and verify its integrity via an MD5, SHA or GPG hash/signature,
the fact is, if you’re truly worried about security (we are, aren’t we?), you’re much better off building your own filesystem
image than using someone else’s.

I’m indulging in just a little laziness and instant gratification by using a prebuilt image in this article, which I think is 
justifiable in the larger aim of encouraging UML experimentation and adoption. Just be sure to check your image’s
hash/signature, and the first time you mount it in UML, run apt-get dist-upgrade (or YaST Online Update, yum or whatever
update mechanism your guest’s distro supports).

Next time, I’ll discuss the filesystem image build process in more depth, as well as how to use iptables both on your host
and on your guest OSes to add another layer of protection to your virtual machines.
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and then define your “real” network interface as the
first “port” on that bridge.

2. For each guest system you intend to run, create a local tun-
nel interface and define it as another port on the bridge.

3. When you start a guest system, define its virtual Ethernet
interface (eth0) to be the tunnel interface you created in
the previous step.

Listing 1 shows the precise series of commands this translates
to, adapted from David Cannings’ useful article “Networking
UML Using Bridging”. All these commands must be executed
as root.

The first command enables IP forwarding on your host.
Although, technically, bridging happens at a lower level than
IP forwarding, they amount to the same thing from the ker-
nel’s perspective. Accordingly, if you have a local iptables poli-
cy on your host, you’ll need to add rules to the FORWARD
table to enable traffic to and from the tunnel interfaces you
attach to the host’s bridge.

The second command (apt-get install...), obviously, installs
the Debian packages bridge-utils and uml-utilities. bridge-utilities
provides the brctl command, and uml-utilities provides the tunctl
command. For these commands to work, your host kernel
needs to have been compiled with 802.1d Ethernet bridging,
IP tunneling, Bridged IP/ARP packet filtering and Universal
TUN/TAP device driver support.

The third command in Listing 1 (ifconfig eth0...) may
seem a bit scary. It resets your host’s Ethernet interface 
to a (temporarily) IP-free state. Be prepared for an inter-
ruption in local network functionality after you execute
this command.

The subsequent six commands, however, will restore it
by defining a new virtual bridge device (called uml-bridge),
configuring it, assigning your host’s IP address to it
(192.168.250.250 in this example), and attaching eth0 
to it as a virtual bridge port. If the IP address of eth0 on
your host was 10.1.1.10 before you reset it to 0.0.0.0,
after issuing the first four brctl commands you would 
use ifconfig uml-bridge 10.1.1.10 netmask
255.255.255.0 up. At this point, your host should be

able to interact with the outside world in exactly the same
way as it did before (unless of course your local iptables
policy doesn’t have appropriate FORWARD rules yet).

All right, our host system is now a bridge. All that
remains is to attach a tunnel port to it. You should repeat
the remaining steps in Listing 1 (starting with tunctl -u...)
for each guest system you intend to run.

In the tunctl -u... command, umluser is the name of the
unprivileged account you intend to use when executing guest
kernels, and uml-conn0 is the name of the new tunnel inter-
face you’re creating.

In the subsequent chgrp and chmod commands, we’re
changing the permissions of the virtual tunnel device,
always /dev/net/tun, to be readable and writable by our
unprivileged account. In this example, therefore, the
account umluser belongs to the group uml-net. (On my
real-life test system, I instead used the the group wheel,
which my unprivileged account mick belongs to.)

After setting the new tunnel interface’s IP address to
0.0.0.0 (just like we did with eth0), we define it as another
port on the local bridge with that last brctl command.

That’s it! Now when we start the guest system, we 
add the option eth0=tuntap,uml-conn0 to our kernel
command line, which tells the kernel to use the tunnel
interface uml-conn0 as its virtual eth0. Our complete
example command line, which unlike Listing 1, should 
be run by a nonprivileged user rather than root, looks 
like this:

umluser@host$ ./debkern ubd0=debcow,debroot

�root=/dev/ubda eth0=tuntap,uml-conn0

After the virtual machine starts, you can assign an IP
address to (virtual) eth0 via ifconfig, define a default route
via route add... (using the same gateway IP that your host
system uses), set DNS lookup information in /etc/resolv.conf,
and, in short, configure it in precisely the same way that you’d
configure a real Debian system.

Once your virtual machine is successfully communicating
with your local LAN and beyond, you should immediately
configure apt-get and use it to install the latest Debian
patches on your virtual guest. You’ll need apt-get working
anyhow to install the network software you’ve just gone to
all the trouble of building this virtual machine to run. In
the case of our example virtual DNS server, these would
probably be the Debian packages bind9 and maybe also
bind9-doc. Remember, all of these changes will be made
to your COW file, so be sure to specify the same COW file
on subsequent startups (or merge it into your image via
the uml_moo command).

Next time, we’ll wrap up this series by discussing additional
security controls you can use on your guest systems, a nifty
COW file trick or two and, of course, how to create a custom
root filesystem image. Until then, be safe!�

Resources for this article: www.linuxjournal.com/article/
9385.

Mick Bauer (darth.elmo@wiremonkeys.org) is Network Security Architect for one of
the US’s largest banks. He is the author of the O’Reilly book Linux Server Security, 2nd
edition (formerly called Building Secure Servers With Linux), an occasional presenter
at information security conferences and composer of the “Network Engineering Polka”.

Listing 1.

Setting Up Bridged Networking

root@host# bash -c 'echo 1 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward'

root@host# apt-get install bridge-utils uml-utilities

root@host# ifconfig eth0 0.0.0.0 promisc up

root@host# brctl addbr uml-bridge

root@host# brctl setfd uml-bridge 0

root@host# brctl sethello uml-bridge 0

root@host# brctl stp uml-bridge off

root@host# ifconfig uml-bridge 192.168.250.250 netmask 255.255.255.0 up

root@host# brctl addif uml-bridge eth0

root@host# tunctl -u umluser -t uml-conn0

root@host# chgrp uml-net /dev/net/tun

root@host# chmod 660 /dev/net/tun

root@host# ifconfig uml-conn0 0.0.0.0 promisc up

root@host# brctl addif uml-bridge uml-conn0
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• Intel® 5000P “Blackford” Chipset with 64-Bit Support
• Up to 64GB 667/533MHz Fully Buffered ECC DDR2 SDRAM Memory
• Up to 8 x 750GB (6.0TB) Hot-Swap SATA Hard Drives
• Up to 8 SCSI/SAS Hard Drives version available (Stirling 228S/228Q)
• 700W High-efficiency Redundant Power Supply
• 55-YYeeaarr  WWaarrrraannttyy

Starting at
$2,485

ABERDEEN STIRLING 428T

4U/Tower Dual-Core 8 SATA/SCSI 6TB
• Up to two Dual-Core Intel® Xeon® processors with up to 1333FSB
• Intel® 5000P “Blackford” Chipset with 64-Bit Support
• Up to 64GB 667/533MHz Fully Buffered ECC DDR2 SDRAM Memory
• Up to 8 x 750GB (6.0TB) Hot-Swap SATA Hard Drives
• Up to 8 Hot-Swap SCSI Hard Drives version available (Stirling 428S)
• 800W High-efficiency Redundant Power Supply
• 55-YYeeaarr  WWaarrrraannttyy

Starting at
$2,485

ABERDEEN STIRLING X633

6U Dual-Core 32 SATA 24TB
• Up to two Dual-Core Intel® Xeon® processors with up to 1333FSB
• Intel® 5000P “Blackford” Chipset with 64-Bit Support
• Up to 32GB 667/533MHz Fully Buffered ECC DDR2 SDRAM Memory
• Up to 32 x 750GB (24.0TB) Hot-Swap SATA Hard Drives
• 2 x Rear Hot Swap SATA Hard Drives for OS
• 1350W Triple Redundant Power Supply
• 55-YYeeaarr  WWaarrrraannttyy

Starting at
$7,999

ABERDEEN STIRLING 328S

3U Dual-Core 8 SCSI 2.4TB
• Up to two Dual-Core Intel® Xeon® processors with up to 1333FSB
• Intel® 5000P “Blackford” Chipset with 64-Bit Support
• Up to 32GB 667/533MHz Fully Buffered ECC DDR2 SDRAM Memory
• Up to 8 x 300GB (2.4TB) Hot-Swap SCSI Hard Drives
• 2 x 5.25" Peripheral Drive Bays
• 550W Fixed or 760W Triple Redundant Power Supply
• 55-YYeeaarr  WWaarrrraannttyy

Starting at
$2,445
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The planning for the conference at the Universidade Federal
de Santa Catarina in Florianópolis, Brazil was proceeding
well. Several tracks had been selected for the technical
subjects, and the planning committee had put out a call for
papers and selected several “invited talks” from speakers
on topics they knew would be of interest to everyone—at
least to all the techies.

But today, the organizers wanted to plan some conference
topics for business people—managers who might not
understand free software from a technical perspective and
who would be bored by sessions on the brilliance of the
emacs text editor.

“What about the suits?”, asked JR, “What types of things
should we do for them?”

I told JR that it is hard to get business people for even one
day, and that you have to develop a special program for them.
Also, their interests do not lie in technical subjects, but in mak-
ing and saving money. Often their interests also relate to better

products or customer service that can come from the careful
application of free software.

We decided to set up a short four-hour conference for the
business people, starting with a breakfast sponsored by a few
computer vendors. The sponsorship would pay for the room,
food and travel for some of the speakers.

“First, we will discuss briefly what free software is, and
make it clear that the real value to the software is the freedom
to change it to meet your needs”, I said. “Some managers
think that low cost is the only value.”

We also decided to ask a local computer magazine to send
one of its writers to discuss subjects such as “where to use free
software in the enterprise” and “how to migrate and interop-
erate using free software”. We knew this writer would be fair
to free software and would tell customers the truth about how
it would fit in to their environment.

“Next, we need case studies”, I said. The best way of
convincing business people that something will work is to

Events for Suits
Maddog continues his framework for a good conference by considering the suits.
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show them another similar business person making money with free
software. This makes the attendees see success, and later they can
become your best case studies for future events, after they have been
successful in their own businesses.

“How do we find these case studies?”, Carlos asked. I answered,
“You can go to the Web sites of your sponsoring companies or of local
magazines and see if they have any articles about companies similar to
the ones that you want to invite to your event. Often the sponsoring
companies would be happy to work with their customers to get them to
come to your event, and perhaps they will even sponsor the customer’s
travel to speak at your event.”

Other items where business people want clarification are licensing,
where to get support, where to get training and other business issues
associated with using free software.

After the meeting is over, the business people can talk to the vendors
at the vendor exhibit, so the breakfast room would have to be near
the main event.

A lot of conferences do not like to have vendor exhibits, but I like hav-
ing a small vendor exhibit area just to allow attendees to see “the latest
and greatest” of the vendors’ wares. It is recommended, however, to tell
the vendors that you want tabletop displays, small displays that do not
take up much room or resources, and that they should mirror the themes
of the conference. If the conference deals with multimedia, you might
invite vendors who make sound cards, solid-state music players, midi
instruments and so on to your event—particularly if these work with free
software. If your theme is rapid development, you might invite vendors of
compiler suites, test harnesses and so on.

You also should recommend that vendors send some technical people
who can answer technical questions, as well as marketing people.

Do not forget to invite the .org groups. These are often the most popu-
lar exhibits—a lot of the .org people are doing some really innovative and
fun things. Also remember that .orgs usually have even less money than
small start-up companies, so often you have to donate the booth to them
or sell it to them at a real discount. And, any money you can save the ven-
dors on items such as electricity and Internet support, which is typically very
expensive in large venues, will be appreciated twice over by the .org people.

“What about advertising?”, asked Dennis.
Although advertising is key, so is timing. These days, the Web is used

to allow last-minute changes to programs, accommodations, travel tips and
other things, but unless your Web site motivates attendees to come on the
first viewing, you may never get them to come back for a second viewing.
So, you need to make sure that enough information is available the first
time potential attendees go to your site to make them register, and then
update it with small items and changes as necessary.

Things necessary on the first showing of the Web site are location,
time, themes for the event, main speakers (and hopefully the main
speakers’ topics, abstracts and bios), and fees (if any) to attend. The
more speakers you have lined up by the time you take your Web site
live, the better the Web site is for your event. A Web site with a lot of
blank spaces does not inspire people to come to an event.

Although you should not advertise your site too early, you also should
not advertise too late, as people make plans and may not be able to
attend your event simply due to conflicting arrangements. With earlier
warning, they might be able to reschedule the conflicting event or have
enough time to talk their employers into sending them to the conference.

Once the Web site is ready, look for places to get low-cost or free
advertising. Most Linux and PC magazines and on-line portals have event
calendars. Most would be happy to include your event in those calendars.
Local and public radio shows also have community calendars where they
announce local events for free. University bulletin boards, library calendars
and local newspapers are also good places to place small advertisements.

Entrance fees are always a touchy subject. A lot of free software peo-
ple want everything to be free, not realizing that floor space, custodial

care, security guards, insurance needs, electricity and Internet usage cost
money. Some events charge very little to the attendees and get all of their
money from sponsors and vendor sales. Often these low-cost events do
not supply food to the attendees and instead have some type of meal plan
available for a small fee or suggest that people eat outside of the event at
a restaurant of their own choosing.

I have seen some free events, such as LinuxTAG in Germany, put
together a small bag of goodies, such as donated CD-ROM collections,
T-shirts and other donations from vendors, which are then sold to the
attendees to raise money. And, some people either pass the hat for
donations or raffle off items, such as a T-shirt signed by all the speakers.
One time such a T-shirt brought several thousand dollars for the orga-
nizers to help cover costs.

Finally, have fun with your event. Putting together a one- or two-day
conference should not be a person- and relationship-killing proposition.
By planning ahead, you should be able to take the time to plan events
without burning out anyone.�

Jon “maddog” Hall is the Executive Director of Linux International (www.li.org), a nonprofit association
of end users who wish to support and promote the Linux operating system. During his career in 
commercial computing, which started in 1969, Mr Hall has been a programmer, systems designer, 
systems administrator, product manager, technical marketing manager and educator. He has worked 
for such companies as Western Electric Corporation, Aetna Life and Casualty, Bell Laboratories, Digital
Equipment Corporation, VA Linux Systems and SGI. He is now an independent consultant in Free and
Open Source Software (FOSS) Business and Technical issues.
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At the beach last summer, I caught up with my cousin,
Charles Crissman, PhD—a veteran scientist, agricultural
economist and Deputy Director General for Research at CIP
(better known as the Potato Institute), a large international
development organization headquartered in Peru. What
surprised and gratified me most was learning from Charles
that the results of CIP’s research and development are open
and accessible. They don’t want to see their work benefit
one government, or one company, to the exclusion of any-
body else, no matter who pays for the work. Agriculturally
speaking, they are not in the business of building silos or
walled gardens. Instead, they are in the business of helping
nature. Literally.

In response, I explained how free software and open-
source developers aren’t just helping nature, but making it.
Their work is creating the core, mantle and crust of a new
digital world of code growing within and alongside the
physical one. I added that this digital world’s geologies are
created on NEA principles: Nobody owns it, Everybody can
use it, and Anybody can improve it.

“Yes”, he said. “You’re talking about pubic goods.” The
term public goods intrigued me. But there was no connectivity
at the beach, and we really weren’t there to discuss economics
anyway. So, I did that after I got home.

Public goods are non-rivalrous, it turns out. In other words,
they are not scarce. Consuming any of them does not reduce
the sum available to others. Wikipedia adds:

The term public good is often used to refer to goods
that are non-excludable as well as non-rival. This
means it is not possible to exclude individuals from
the good’s consumption. Fresh air may be considered
a public good as it is not generally possible to prevent
people from breathing it. However, technically speaking,

such goods should be called pure public goods. These
are highly theoretical definitions: in the real world
there may be no such thing as an absolutely non-rival
or non-excludable good, but economists think that
some goods in the real world approximate closely
enough for these concepts to be meaningful.

Wikipedia also provides a handy way to distinguish public
goods from others that differ in excludability or rivalness (Table 1).

Wikipedia says, “information goods, such as software
development, authorship, and invention” fall in the public
good category. Yet it seems that the purpose of free and
open-source development is to produce a common pool
resource. As Craig Burton has often observed, the idea is
to create common infrastructural building material that
supports whole industries, rather than just one player in
that industry. We do this by making goods that become
abundant by being both open and in the public domain.

What we look for is a “because effect”, which is what
you get when more money is made because of something
than with something. For example, more money is made
because of the Internet than with the Internet. Or, in geo-
logical terms, more money is made on top of it than inside
of it—by many orders of magnitude. Take all the money
cable and phone companies make by selling connectivity
and transport, then compare that with all the money made
on top of that connectivity and transport—that is, because
of it. The ratio of the latter to the former is absurdly large.

Yet the Net’s carriers (at least in the US) still believe the
only Internet business worthy of the label is selling the Net
itself. When I talk with folks who work for the carriers,
they can barely imagine benefits to their incumbency other
than making money every way they can with the Net rather
than because of it. Worse, they don’t want to see their

Greater Goods
How classical economics fails to comprehend free and
open-source software development. And, how it’s making 
a whole new world that’s bigger and better for everybody.
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Table 1.

Excludability

Rivalness

Private good: good: e.g., food, clothing, toys, cars,
products subject to inhabitants and other useful
contents

Club good: e.g., bridges, cable TV, private golf
courses, controlled access to copyrighted works

Common pool resource: e.g., sea, rivers, forests,
their edible value-adds between first sources and
final customers

Public good: e.g., law enforcement, national
defense, fire fighting, public roads, street lighting
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YES NO
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users doing anything other than consuming services. To them, the Net
is nothing more than a pipe between producers and consumers, and
their job is to make money by delivering stuff from one to the other.
Why is that? Is it just that they are stuck in their ways? Or is there
more to the problem than that?

When I talk with economically savvy folks about the goals and
effects of free and open-source software—or of the Net itself—I often
hear the terms “external”, “externality” and “externalities”. It is not
meant in a dismissive way, but rather a positive one. Abundant free
software production and use might be seen as a network externality,
resulting from the network effects caused by cost-free goods that are
easily obtained and used—which is fine. But there is a cost to this per-
spective. As Wikipedia puts it (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Externalities):

An externality is a side effect from one activity that has conse-
quences for another activity but is not reflected in market prices.
Externalities can be either positive, when an external benefit is
generated, or negative, when an external cost is generated from
a market transaction.

An externality occurs when a decision causes costs or benefits to
stakeholders other than the person making the decision, often,
though not necessarily, from the use of common goods (for
example, a decision that results in pollution of the atmosphere
would involve an externality). In other words, the decision-maker
does not bear all of the costs or reap all of the gains from his or
her action.

Note the perspective. The view of what’s external and what’s internal
depends on where you stand. And, classical economics stands with trans-
actions between sellers and buyers. The diagram shown in Figure 1 from
the same Wikipedia page (on externality) makes the point of view clear.

Most of us view markets, and economic activity generally, through the
prism of transaction. Or, to retain the triangular metaphor, from the top of
the pyramid—that is, from the side of the firm, the seller, the producer, the
few who sell to the many.

This explains to me why, countless times on the Gillmor Gang podcast,
I go silent or into a rant against the “vendor sports” commentary by other
Gang members. They see my main area of concern—free and open-source
development and DIY activity on the customer’s or consumer’s side—as
external to the work of large producers.

What most of us don’t see is that most free and open-source soft-
ware development isn’t in a business at all. It’s busy making the stuff
that makes the world that everybody lives in. It is pro-business the
same way the core of the Earth or the Pacific Ocean is pro-business.
Its tides lift all boats, but it is not especially concerned with what any
of those boats are up to.

Still, so far we’ve concerned ourselves only with a few of the many
goods economists talk about. Other adjectives modifying goods include
durable, non-durable, intermediate, capital, consumer, experience, merit,
complement, substitute, scarce, positional and free.

Of all those, the one that best applies to what we’re up to is free.
Wikipedia explains:

The free good is a term used in economics to describe a good
that is not scarce. A free good is available in as great a quantity
as desired with zero opportunity cost to society. A good that is
made available at zero price is not necessarily a free good. For
example, a shop might give away its stock in its promotion, but
producing these goods would still have required the use of scarce
resources, so this would not be a free good in an economic sense.
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There are three main types of free goods:

1) Resources that are so abundant in nature that there
is enough for everyone to have as much as he or she
wants. An example of this is the air that we breathe.

2) Resources that are jointly produced. Here the free
good is produced as a by-product of something
more valuable. Waste products from factories and
homes, such as discarded packaging, are often free
goods (see also dumpster diving).

3) Ideas and works that are reproducible at zero cost,
or almost zero cost. For example, if someone invents
a new device, many people could copy this invention,

with no danger of this “resource” running out. Other
examples include computer programs and Web pages.

Not surprisingly, this is consistent with the Free Software
Definition (www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.html) and
Richard M. Stallman’s original distinction between free speech
(a free good) and free beer (a private good, given away).

Public infrastructure is a because effect of free soft-
ware, which is created down at the level of nature—the
level where we make the digital world. That level is nicely
positioned by the Long Now Foundation in the diagram
shown in Figure 2.

Although this diagram was created to show differences
in the speed of change in civilization, it also shows depen-
dencies. Culture depends on nature. Governance depends
on culture and nature. Infrastructure depends on all three.

The problem with classical economics is that it centers
its concerns at the commerce level, and specifically around
transactions. More is involved than just transactions, and a
lot of it happens down at these other layers.

Common, public and free goods, whether or not they are
produced by commercial activity, are external to it. But, signifi-
cantly, they are external below, on the supportive side. And
you can’t completely understand the virtues or natures of
those lower-level goods in commercial terms, economic or oth-
erwise—just as the science of mechanics cannot explain
physics or chemistry, even as it relies on them.

From the perspective of commerce, it is hard (maybe
impossible) to comprehend the supportive (and not merely
the external) purposes of free and open-source software—
or why they are so deeply supportive of economic activity
and value creation. It is hard to see how, by their nature,
free and open-source software provide deep and support-
ive culture, governance and infrastructure for all kinds of
commercial activity. Yet this is how, at the deepest level,
we are making the digital world.

The big brain-twister is, it only gets larger. That’s because,
unlike the physical world—with its fixed dimensions and its
portfolio of building materials assembled from the periodic
table of elements—the digital world can be improved by
anybody ready and able to contribute useful code.

That code isn’t just in the form of programming, either.
It’s in the form of text, music, video and other arts that
contribute to common understanding. Here is where we
are only beginning to develop the culture and governance
that will support new social infrastructures, including those
of government and business.

Wikipedia is a perfect example. I’ll be curious to see
how the entries on economics that served as sources for
this column will change as readers of Linux Journal (and
other instruments of understanding) make corrections 
and improvements.

In the old pre-digital world, about all we could do was
consume and complain. Now we can produce and construct.
And that makes a world of difference.�

Doc Searls is Senior Editor of Linux Journal. He is also a Visiting Scholar at the
University of California at Santa Barbara and a Fellow with the Berkman Center 
for Internet and Society at Harvard University.
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Figure 1. Externality

Figure 2. Nature is the level where we make the digital world.
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NEW PRODUCTS

Pearson Technology Group’s 
Digital Short Cuts
Getting cutting-edge IT information from an author’s brain to yours more quickly is the mission of
Short Cuts, a new line of digital documents from Pearson Technology Group (PTG). Short Cuts are
“concise PDF documents about a cutting-edge technology that shows great promise, or an existing
technology that has reached the ’tipping point’ and is about to take off”, says PTG. The rationale is
that when a hot topic comes along, many readers don’t want to wait the extra weeks or months
needed for the information finally to reach the printed page. Despite the rapid availability, PTG claims
that Short Cuts retain the “same level of quality, accuracy, knowledge, and insight” as printed books.
The titles span a wide range of IT topics from Pearson’s various imprints, including Addison-Wesley
Professional, Cisco Press, Exam Cram and Prentice Hall Professional, among others.

www.informit.com/shortcuts

SpectSoft’s RaveHD
Yes, folks, RaveHD is a bit esoteric...but that’s what makes it so cool! RaveHD’s producer, SpectSoft,
recently released a major new upgrade to its non-version-numbered product, which is a combination
video transport recorder (VTR) and file server for film production. Utilizing Linux and its own in-house
software app, RaveHD stores industry-standard DPX frames and makes them accessible via the net-
work, or it can feed those frames to an onboard I/O board as a video stream. DPX frames allow time-
code, audio and other material to be packed into each individual frame. The RaveHD hardware must
sustain 300Mbps for a video stream for both ingest and playout. However, the hardware exceeds this
by far, making RaveHD an ideal file server to feed these frames into other apps. Other tools support
particular work flows in the film industry, “such as VFX for dailies and feature film for ingest on-set”,
says SpectSoft. RaveHD’s latest major features include an auto-router, which “allows the easy routing
of any of the SD, HD or Dual Link formats to the various features within the I/O board”, as well as a
JPEG push that converts any frame to a JPEG and pushes it either to the RaveHD GUI or any browser.
Hey, Mom, I know what I want for Christmas!

www.spectsoft.com

ITTIA DB
ITTIA just released version 1.1 of ITTIA DB, the firm’s self-titled, flagship database for deployment in
mobile and embedded platforms. ITTIA says that its fully cross-platform database offers developers
“fine-grain control over how system resources are used in order to produce efficient mobile and
embedded applications...where the limited memory, storage and processing power requirements make
software development challenging.” This upgraded version boasts an enhanced C API, increased 
control over storage size for each file type, an improved interface for accessing BLOB data, modified
transaction handling for improved tracking of resource-acquisition bugs and other performance and
configuration enhancements. ITTIA notes that many customers utilize its product on embedded Linux
platforms, for instance, “HVAC controller systems, physical access control devices and consumer 
electronics”. You can get an evaluation copy of ITTIA DB from the company’s Web site.

www.ittia.com

Mercury Computer Systems’ 
MultiCore Plus SDK
The MultiCore Plus SDK from Mercury Computer Systems, now free from the bonds of beta at
version 1.0, is a seamless package of software development tools and libraries that enables its
users to exploit the Cell Broadband Engine (BE) and other multicore processors fully. According
to Mercury, the SDK “includes a comprehensive programming framework, highly optimized
math libraries and a graphical IDE with powerful debug and analysis tools”.  Furthermore, 
supported on the open-source Linux distro for the Cell BE processor, the SDK complements
components of the IBM SDK. The beta version of the product has been present in applications,
such as aerospace and defense, seismic/geologic, semiconductor, life sciences, digital media and
national labs. Both Mercury and IBM also offer a range of Cell BE processor-based products.

www.mc.com

�
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NEW PRODUCTS

Kyliptix Solutions’ KiBS CRM
The KiBS CRM is a Web-enabled, SaaS-based CRM module for small- and
medium-sized businesses, offering “integrated sales, marketing, customer
service and support” together in one package. It is the first application in 
the Kyliptix Integrated Business Suite (KiBS), which is targeted at small- and 
mid-sized businesses. Kyliptix claims that KiBS “is capable of integrating with
existing front- and back-office applications”, meaning that customers are
“no longer forced to engage a system integrator to create problematic patch
code to ensure interoperability and communication between the multiple
software applications”. By working with existing data rather than replicating
or porting data to other locations, says Kyliptix, “KiBS eliminates compatibility
issues and errors stemming from improper synchronizations”. KiBS is built
upon a LAMP platform and utilizes an Ajax methodology. Additional modules
are forthcoming, according to the company.

www.kyliptix.com

Joseph Weber and Tom Newberry’s
IPTV Crash Course (McGraw-Hill)
Getting your TV fix delivered to you via IP is becoming ever more common, and one way to
understand that universe better is with Tom Newberry and Joseph M. Weber’s new book, IPTV
Crash Course. This work is an “accessible overview” of IPTV—that is, the convergence of the
Internet and digital video technology. Its mission is to “explain the fundamentals of IPTV”, as
well as “how the business models of service carriers will change” due to the utilization of new
technologies. Although much of the tech stuff will be familiar to most of us, the societal and
economic impacts that are covered here are likely to tickle both the suit and the geek alike.

books.mcgraw-hill.com

AML’s M5900 Series 
Portable Data Terminal
AML has graced this page numerous times with its offerings, and this time around it has a new
data-capture device, the M5900, which aims to “supply big-business functionality at a small-
business price”. AML’s target customer is one needing “high performance for everyday, all-day data
collection applications, including inventory control, factory-floor management, price verification,
shipping/receiving, asset tracking” and so on. Feature-wise, one will find 32MB RAM/16MB Flash
ROM memory (with 10MB of user-available non-volatile memory), a 200MHz ARM9 processor, a
rechargeable lithium-ion battery (plus backup), backlit LCD display, a 55-key keypad and an SQLite
database engine—with an embedded Linux OS running the show, of course. Other options include
industrial or general-purpose configurations, as well as four different laser choices.

www.amltd.com

Please send information about releases of Linux-related products to James Gray at newproducts@ssc.com or New Products c/o Linux Journal,
1752 NW Market Street, #200, Seattle, WA 98107. Submissions are edited for length and content.

�

�

�
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http://www.linuxjournal.com
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O
utside the open-source products

that work on Windows as well as

Linux, Windows continues to evolve

into a Microsoft-only platform, as

Microsoft continues to eliminate its

commercial competition. But, competi-

tion thrives more than ever on Linux. Pick just about

any category of software, and you can find at least

two or three excellent candidates, often more. And,

the available products are so good, it’s difficult to

claim that there is a hands-down best, such as the

definitive word processor or e-mail client. One’s

choice often boils down to personal taste.

Here’s how we approached the task of selecting

winners this year. We asked vendors to nominate

the products they released this year. We combined

their nominations with our own choices, and our

editors chose the best of the best for each category.

If there’s a flaw in our nomination process, it is

that it is sometimes impossible for our editors 

to try out every product or service in the list of

nominations. This is especially true of things like

hosting and colocation services. In cases like these,

personal experience had to trump vendor claims.

For example, there may be a better hosting service

than the one that earned our award, but we can

vouch for our choice from personal experience,

which carries more weight.

In the end, the process was fun, despite 

the challenge. We hope some of your favorites

captured top honors, or if not, managed to get 

an honorable mention. So, on with the show.

Excellent competition forced our editors to make

some difficult decisions for the 2006 Editors’ Choice

Awards for software, hardware and services. LJ Staff

Editors’ Choice 

2006

http://www.linuxjournal.com
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Linux Distribution
Ubuntu 6.06
It was at once the easiest and most difficult decision to
pick the distribution for the Editors’ Choice. Ubuntu has
a long list of features and design decisions to recom-
mend it for our award. It is easy to install; it has a
vast repository of software; it is stable and friendly;
it protects users from logging in as root by default
and much more. One of the most influential fac-
tors in our decision was the fact that Ubuntu has
captured and held more popular interest than any
other distribution almost since its release.
Granted, this isn’t a people’s choice award, but it’s
not for nothing that Ubuntu is such a popular distri-
bution. Many of us at Linux Journal run it, or its
KDE-based sister Kubuntu, ourselves.

Nevertheless, the competition is so superb that a
proper list of honorable mentions would be uncomfortably
long. We should consider ourselves blessed that we have such a
marvelous variety from which to choose. Although we can’t name every distribution we could
consider worthy of the Editors’ Choice Award, we can’t resist giving honorable mention to a
few. Novell’s SUSE Linux Enterprise 10 is arguably the strongest comprehensive commercial 
distribution available. Linspire could be the ultimate desktop-oriented distribution for new
users, although Xandros gives it a run for its money. Gentoo is the definitive compile-it-your-
self distribution. Debian deserves a long round of applause, especially since many of the most
excellent distributions, including Ubuntu/Kubuntu, Linspire, Xandros, MEPIS, Knoppix and
many more are based on Debian. rPath uses Fedora as the foundation for its roll-it-yourself
distribution—a perfect choice for those who need to produce custom appliance-like distributions.
Even Damn Small Linux deserves a mention for being one of the few distributions that still
runs well on older hardware.

As difficult a decision as it was, however, we’re more than satisfied with our choice of Ubuntu
6.06 for the Editors’ Choice of 2006.
www.ubuntu.com

Desktop Environment
KDE 3.5.4
KDE is the desktop with everything. It is friendly, intuitive and simple enough for the casual user who wants to use it as-is, but it also packs nearly unlimited features

and configurability for those who want to plumb the depths of its power. For example,
click on the default Konqueror button, and it takes you to a default page with links to
your home folder, network folders, applications, trash bin and storage media. Click on
the home folder link, and you get a simple, intuitive, folder-based file manager.

That would be enough for most people, but power users who want more
from Konqueror can open a navigation panel, split windows multiple times, open
tabbed panels—there’s almost no limit to what you can do. You can use the fish:
kio-slave to view and manipulate files on another computer over a secure con-
nection. And, when you’re happy with a view into your own filesystem or that of
another computer, you can save any combination of URI and window configura-
tion as a profile you can restore instantly.

Or, as another example, you can pop an audio CD into your CD drive, and
Konqueror opens a window with virtual folders of your songs in MP3, Ogg Vorbis
and other formats (depending on which extensions you have installed). Ripping
your songs to MP3 format is as simple as copying and pasting the virtual MP3
files to another folder or to your MP3 player.

According to research organizations such as Evans Data, KDE is the most popular
desktop environment. How does that square with the fact that GNOME is the default
desktop of one of the most popular distributions (Ubuntu)? We have no idea. Whether
or not Ubuntu users are sticking with GNOME or installing KDE, GNOME certainly
deserves an honorable mention on its own merits. GNOME has come a long way in

recent times, and it is particularly appealing in its default Ubuntu configuration.
GNOME was first to integrate the Beagle search engine into the desktop. Beagle is a Mono-based adaptation of the Java-based Lucene search engine.

It is capable of indexing files of a wide variety of formats, so you can search through the contents of those files almost instantly. KDE has a search tool
called Kerry, which is the equivalent of the GNOME search tool. Although GNOME should get credit for introducing the feature, KDE’s power is made
more apparent by how KDE easily integrates Beagle into Konqueror as a kio-slave. Put simply, you can type beagle:ubuntu in the Konqueror location bar
(where you might type a file path or Web URL), and Konqueror taps into the Beagle search index to find all files containing the word ubuntu. All the files
found will show up in the Konqueror window as icons and previews.
www.kde.org

Office Suite
OpenOffice.org 2.0.3
There’s a joke among musicians that Beethoven
wrote only three symphonies: the third, the fifth
and the ninth. These three eclipse the rest in
terms of popularity such that most people are
unaware the other symphonies exist. So it is
with OpenOffice.org. OpenOffice.org is so popu-
lar, it eclipses the competition to the point that
many people are unaware there is competition.

For example, Evermore Software’s EIOffice suite
has superior live links and duplicates the Microsoft
Office interface almost exactly, but it is not open
source, and it isn’t marketed aggressively enough
such that many people know it exists. KDE’s
KOffice suite is a powerful suite of productivity
applications, but it is often overlooked because it
doesn’t attempt to mimic Microsoft Office.

OpenOffice.org delivers just the right combi-
nation of openness, power and similarity to
Microsoft Office that it provides the features and
familiarity people want in an office suite without
the drawbacks of proprietary document format
or proprietary code. It may not always import
Microsoft Office files perfectly, but it does so
without the crashes that sometimes plague suites
like EIOffice when importing large, complex
Microsoft Office files. Overall, OpenOffice.org has
a way to go before it reaches its potential, but it
still provides the best combination of features
and compatibility, along with the distinct advan-
tage of being an open-source project.
www.openoffice.org

http://www.openoffice.org
http://www.linuxjournal.com
http://www.ubuntu.com
http://www.kde.org
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Word Processor
AbiWord 2.4.4
Here is where we break tradition and give 
the Editors’ Choice Award to a productivity
application that doesn’t appear in the
OpenOffice.org suite. Some of us just want to
do word processing. We don’t use spread-
sheets or create presentations, so it isn’t
important to have a full office suite. We want
a word processor that is lean and mean, starts
up faster than OpenOffice.org Writer, imports
Microsoft Word files adequately and offers all
the features we need.

Two word processors fit the bill nicely:
KWord and AbiWord. We could justify giving
either of these the Editors’ Choice Award. We
went with AbiWord 2.4.4 primarily because it
has a slightly more familiar look and feel for Microsoft Word users, and because it sports a number of
very useful plugins. For example, one plugin allows you to place the cursor on a word and run a
Google search on that word. Another lets you look up the word in Wikipedia. Still another is supposed
to translate selected text via Babel Fish, although that plugin wasn’t fully automated in our experiment.
Still other plugins add the ability to read and write various document formats, including
OpenOffice.org Writer files and Microsoft Word.

AbiWord has all of what most people will need in a word processor and then some, without
the bloat and long load times of OpenOffice.org Writer.
www.abisource.com

Presentation Software
OpenOffice.org 2.0.3 Impress
We came back to OpenOffice.org for
our choice of presentation software. As
with the spreadsheet and the entire
suite, it offers that optimal balance of
features, power and familiarity for those
who want to migrate from Microsoft
Office. And, of course, it has the oh-so-
important benefit of being open source
and supporting an open document for-
mat. KPresenter deserves an honorable
mention, as does the presentation module
in EIOffice.
www.openoffice.com

Web Browser
Firefox 1.5.0.6
Is there really any other choice
but Firefox? Actually, there are
good alternatives. Konqueror is
reportedly faster than Firefox.
Opera is no slouch in terms of
speed and features either. But,
after all is said and done, Firefox
is the clear winner, and one of the
easiest decisions we had to make
for Editors’ Choice. How do you
beat a browser that can please
virtually everyone? Choose your
favorite theme and add a few
extensions, and you can make it
look exactly the way you want 
it to look and do just about any-
thing a browser can do.

Firefox is easy to use, easy to
install, speedy, compliant with stan-
dards and compatible across differ-
ent platforms. As we mentioned, it
has a huge number of extensions
that allow you to customize it for
your own tastes and needs. Do you
want to synchronize bookmarks
from one platform to another? Grab
an extension, and you can use com-
mercial bookmark storage or your
own server as the central repository
for your bookmarks, depending on
the extension you choose. Install
another extension to manage all
your passwords. Install yet another
extension to have Firefox check your
Gmail or Yahoo accounts. Some
favorite geek extensions are Web
developer, Book Burro (to feed your
used-book-buying habit), Firebug
(for modern JavaScript debugging),
Flashblock (to stop Flash animation
from starting until you want it to),
Session Saver (to return to the same
set of windows) and Greasemonkey
(for client-side JavaScript programs).
There is practically no limit to what
you can do with Firefox.
www.mozilla.com

2006 Editors’ Choice Awards

Spreadsheet
OpenOffice.org 2.0.3 Calc
OpenOffice.org Calc makes good on the
same formula that has made the entire suite
so successful. It is an excellent blend of
power and compatibility with Microsoft
Office, and it has the added bonus of being
based on open source and open document
formats. Gnumeric and KSpread deserve
honorable mentions, but if you’re really 
serious about doing spreadsheet work, your
best bet is with OpenOffice.org Calc.
www.openoffice.org

http://www.abisource.com
http://www.linuxjournal.com
http://www.openoffice.com
http://www.mozilla.com
http://www.openoffice.org
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Mail Client
Thunderbird 1.5.0.5
It may be a no-brainer to pick Firefox for
Editors’ Choice, but the decision to elect its
sister mail program, Thunderbird, was far
more difficult. There’s no lack of good e-mail
clients for Linux. Evolution and Kontact are
not only excellent e-mail clients, they include
calendars and other nice features—not that
features make the e-mail client. Heck, some
of us at Linux Journal still think the charac-
ter-based Mutt is the bee’s knees.

We ended up choosing Thunderbird for
some of the same reasons we picked
Firefox—extensibility. You may be satisfied
with Thunderbird right “out of the box”. 
But are you frustrated when you get an 
e-mail with a URL that is broken into several
lines so that you can’t just click on it to 
bring up the Web page? Install the URL Link
Thunderbird extension—problem solved. 
Is the default spam filter for Thunderbird 
failing to catch all your spam? Install the
Spamato4Thunderbird extension—problem
solved. Although there aren’t as many exten-
sions for Thunderbird as there are for Firefox,
and the best expansion is yet to come (the
Lightning calendar extension is still in the
works). There’s enough flexibility in what 
you can do with Thunderbird to make it 
suit almost any taste.

Nevertheless, we gladly award honorable
mentions to Evolution, Kontact and, yes,
even Mutt.
www.mozilla.com

Database
PostgreSQL 8.1.4
Time to put on our flame-retardant suits. How could we pick any
database other than MySQL? MySQL is the M in the LAMP stack.
Much of the Web practically runs on MySQL. But, we continue to be
most impressed by the open-source PostgreSQL. It handles everything
we throw at it and just keeps working, flawlessly. It’s almost invisible from an
administrative perspective. It handles huge quantities of data, and it has all of the
goodies that we expect in a relational database (such as referential integrity, col-
umn-level constraints and checks, server-side functions, subselects and unions). The
original 8.1 release, which came out in November 2005, included a number of new fea-
tures, such as two-phase commits. We can’t recommend PostgreSQL highly enough.

Having said all that, MySQL certainly deserves an honorable mention at the very least.
It is a staple and deservedly so.
www.postgresql.org

Game/Entertainment Software
Quake 4
This AAA (top-tier) game title offers a native
Linux client with no compromises from the
Windows version, so Linux users aren’t getting
a second-class product. id Software has
released Linux versions for all versions of
Quake and later versions of Doom, which will
hopefully catch the attention of other major
game publishers.

TransGaming Software gets an honorable
mention for its work in allowing Linux users 
to play popular, non-Linux AAA titles, such 
as World of Warcraft on Linux without having
to dual boot.
www.quake4game.com

Security Tool
Novell AppArmor
AppArmor strikes a reasonable 
balance between the complexity
and power of SELinux and Linux’s
default “winner/root takes all”
security model. With its wizard-
based setup tools (integrated into
SUSE’s YaST system administration
GUI), AppArmor makes it easy 
even for nonsecurity geeks to
strengthen their mission-critical
applications with kernel-level
mandatory access controls.

AppArmor is included in recent
versions of SUSE Linux, including
the free OpenSUSE distribution.
Although at present AppArmor
runs only on SUSE, Novell has
released AppArmor’s source code
(which it acquired from Immunix)
licensed under the GPL. Efforts are
underway to port it to Ubuntu (and
therefore also Debian); other ports
should follow.

PacketFence deserves a mention
here too. Finally, we have a 
well-structured tool that combines
the power of many open-source
components to do network policy
enforcement.
www.novell.com

Language
Ruby 1.8.5
Not since Python has any language captured
the imagination of so many eager program-
mers. Ruby is an object-oriented scripting lan-
guage that is natural, easy to work with and,
well, fun. Ruby on Rails expanded the aware-
ness of Ruby as a language, and now Sun
has blessed JRuby (Ruby implemented
in Java) by hiring two JRuby
developers to work on it full-
time. The bottom line is:
Ruby is going places, and
it is likely to be headed
for explosive popularity.
People who want in on
the fun should grab a
copy and start learning
it, lest they get left
behind when the revolution comes.

Some of our editors would stage a revolt
if we didn’t give honorable mentions to
Objective-C, Perl and Python.
www.ruby-lang.org

http://www.linuxjournal.com
http://www.postgresql.org
http://www.mozilla.com
http://www.quake4game.com
http://www.novell.com
http://www.ruby-lang.org
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Web 
Application
Framework
Ruby on Rails 1.1.6
Not only has Ruby on Rails sky-
rocketed in its acceptance during
the last few years, but people
who use it generally fall head
over heels in love with it. Some
developers say they look at old
Web applications they wrote
using other frameworks and
almost start crying when they
discover that Rails could have
eliminated 50–70% of the code
that went into those projects.
www.rubyonrails.org

Software 
Development Tool
Eclipse 3.2
Eclipse is a Java-based extensible integrated
development environment (IDE). According to
several Evans Data Corporation surveys, it is the
most popular development environment among
professional Linux developers. To say that
Eclipse is extensible is almost an understate-
ment. There are plugins to make Eclipse do just
about everything except groom your dog
(although we hear that plugin is in the works).

Another honorable mention goes to
VMware Workstation 5.5. Virtualization has rev-
olutionized the way we test and provision oper-
ating systems, and VMware is still the most
mature, versatile and easy-to-use cross-platform
virtualization environment. VMware has a long
history of working as well or better on Linux
hosts as on Windows. And, nowadays it’s free
too. VMware has made VMware Server (though
not VMware Workstation) a free download.
www.eclipse.org

Communication Tool
Asterisk 1.2.12
Asterisk is an open-source, complete Private Branch
Exchange (PBX) with a list of features that won’t quit. It is
currently maintained by the Debian VoIP Team and spon-
sored by hardware vendor Digium. Digium makes hardware
that works with Asterisk, but Asterisk works with hardware
other than Digium’s product line. Asterisk is a no-brainer
for Editors’ Choice if there ever was one. Features out the
wazoo, completely open source, free
to use—what more could one
hope for in a VoIP solution?
www.asterisk.org

Development
Book
Ajax Design Patterns by
Michael Mahemoff
Ajax Design Patterns, published by
O’Reilly, assumes that you have a
good idea of how HTTP, HTML, the
DOM and CSS work (although it
does help you brush up as neces-
sary), and it shows you how to
combine the basics into sophisti-
cated applications. You can almost
think of it as an Ajax cookbook,
but with the underlying theory
and advice that you need to make
interesting applications.
www.oreilly.com/catalog/ajaxdp

Web Server
Apache 2.2
Are there really any other serious contenders for Editors’ Choice of
Web server for Linux systems? There are other open-source alterna-
tives, such as the AOL server, but Apache still enjoys the most lan-
guage and module support. It may be the extensions and add-ons
that make Apache interesting as a Web development platform, but
as Apache is the de facto standard engine of choice, it would be
hard to justify giving any other Web server the Editors’ Choice
Award. Lighttpd deserves an honorable mention. It is becoming
popular for its good FCGI support, which is used in Ruby on Rails.
httpd.apache.org

2006 Editors’ Choice Awards
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Graphics Software
Autodesk Maya 8
Autodesk Maya is an integrated 3-D modeling, ani-
mation and rendering solution. It rendered the anima-
tion and special effects for movies such as The
Chronicles of Narnia. Version 8 is the first full release
of Maya that runs on 64-bit Linux, a milestone that
makes the software even more compelling. If Maya 8
is out of reach of your budget and/or ambitions, Toon
Boom Animation, Inc. (www.toonboom.com) sells a
wide variety of 2-D and 3-D animation software, with
packages for home users to studio professionals. The
Toon Boom products are all available for Linux. Any of
these could have been our second choice.
usa.autodesk.com

Hosting or Colocation
Johncompanies
Our Editor has used Johncompanies for years and testifies that
they’re wonderful. No technical question is too hard for them. 
It’s a bit creepy that you don’t know much about the company
other than the name of the head honcho (John) and the Linux
technical support person (Dave). Even the sales staff goes by 
JC Sales. And, instead of a Web or e-mail ticketing system, they
simply answer e-mail, which seems like it shouldn’t work. But in
the time that our editor has been using Johncompanies, it has
been competent, friendly and helpful, surpassing other hosting
services by a very large degree.
www.johncompanies.com

Management or 
Admin Software
Mantis Bug Tracking System 1.0.5
When thinking of management or administration software, bug tracking might not
immediately pop into mind. But the Mantis Bug Tracking System can be invaluable in
a corporate environment where much of the company relies on in-house develop-
ment to keep the business afloat. Mantis is a PHP Web-based tool that is easy to
install, intuitive to use and handles multiple projects.
www.mantisbugtracker.com

End-User or
Non-Technical
Book
Beginning Ubuntu Linux:
From Novice to Professional
by Keir Thomas
What better complement to the
Editors’ Choice for Linux distribution
than a book on how to use that distri-
bution? This book by Keir Thomas,
published by Apress, is such a handy
resource that we published a sample
chapter in our October 2006 issue.
www.apress.com/book/
bookDisplay.html?bID=10086

Notebook
Lenovo ThinkPad T Series
The Lenovo ThinkPad models from the T series are
relatively inexpensive, durably built, and the driver
support in Linux is very good. Wireless and wired
network support, video and sound work well with
most recent distributions out there. These laptops
run solidly for years and perform very well.
www.pc.ibm.com/us/notebooks/thinkpad/
t-series/index.html
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POP/IMAP/SMTP E-Mail Server
CommuniGate Pro 5.1
CommuniGate Pro 5.1 is a comprehensive Internet communications system that encompasses
IMAP, POP, SMTP, groupware and even includes a VoIP PBX. CommuniGate Pro always has been
one of the easiest servers to manage, and that ease of use has been extended to its new VoIP
capabilities. It is a cinch to create outgoing messages, voice menu systems, call conferencing,
caller-ID blocking and much more. It is outrageously simple to set up CommuniGate Pro clusters,
making it one of easiest solutions for situations where scalability is important. Of course, it sup-
ports the gamut of e-mail features, including LDAP directories, Web mail, hooks into antivirus
software and spam blockers, and an easily configurable set of filters. If you’re allergic to propri-
etary commercial software, you’ll want to avoid this one, but you’ll have to put in a lot of time
and effort to duplicate with open source what you can get so easily with CommuniGate Pro.

The Gordano Messaging Suite (www.gordano.com) is a commercial Exchange replacement
alternative that features instant messaging, collaboration, mobile gateway and archive/recovery. If
you want an open-source solution, Open-Xchange Server 5 (www.open-xchange.com) deserves
the honorable mention. Open-Xchange server is a terrific open-source drop-in replacement for
Microsoft Exchange. It’s a classy product for what it delivers. Although it is open source, it is not free.
In fact, a year’s subscription to the maintenence portal for 25 users, at $1,095 US, is more expensive
than the more feature-rich and scalable 25-user CommuniGate Pro server, which sells for $699 US.
www.communigate.com

Software Library
or Module
Yahoo UI (YUI) Library
Under normal circumstances, Qt 4 would be
a shoe-in for Editors’ Choice in this category.
Considering how important Ajax has become
to development, we chose the rich library
released to open source by Yahoo. It is a
comprehensive library of components, utili-
ties, controls and CSS resources for the Ajax
and Web services developer.

The Google Web Toolkit
(code.google.com/webtoolkit) was a close
second. Google released a lot of its resources
under open source, although a few goodies are
still missing. For example, the hooks are there to
create something like the drag-and-drop gad-
gets you can assemble on your personal Google
page, but we suspect Google has some unre-
leased code to make this much easier than what
you have to do to make it work with the cur-
rently released GWT.

Honorable mention goes to Prototype 
(prototype.conio.net), a JavaScript library that
makes it easy and fun to work with JavaScript.
Prototype has become famous in part because
of its inclusion in Ruby on Rails. But, you can
use Prototype without Rails, and Prototype itself
is the basis for some higher-level projects and
libraries, such as Scriptaculous. If you work with
JavaScript, you should check out Prototype.
developer.yahoo.com/yui

System 
Administration
Book
LPI Linux Certification in a Nutshell, 
Second Edition, by Steven Pritchard, 
Bruno Gomes Pessanha, Nicolai Langfeldt,
Jeffrey Dean and James Stanger
This O’Reilly book can help you pass your LPI exams 
or just assist your progress toward being a better 
Linux system administrator. We’d love to give honor-
able mention to two other O’Reilly books: Linux 
Server Security, Second Edition, by our own Michael 
D. Bauer, and Linux Server Hacks, Volume Two, by
William von Hagen and Brian K. Jones, but both 
books were released in 2005.
www.oreilly.com/catalog/lpicertnut2

Mobile Device
Funambol
Funambol isn’t actually a mobile device, but
we chose to give it the Editors’ Choice if for
no other reason than to avoid plugging the
Nokia 770 yet again. Funambol is an open-
source SyncML server that acts as a middle-
ware between groupware servers and mobile
devices. It supports the most popular PDAs
and commodity mobile phones. It’s great,
and the community is finally coming up with
a solution that rivals the best commercial
competition. Check out the Web site for
more information.
www.funambol.com

Contributors to the Editors’ Choice Awards
Nicholas Petreley, Dee-Ann LeBlanc, Paul E. McKenney, Michael D.
Bauer, Ludovic Marcotte, Mark Brownstein and James Gray.
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Writers are everywhere. They can be in school, in business or
trying to make a living printing text on the page. The Internet abounds
with various Microsoft Windows tools to aid in writing books,
transcripts and other media. Many of these sites and programs 
still rely on traditional word-processing programs for output.

LyX is different. It’s a typesetting tool designed on LaTeX. In short,
LyX makes your printed documents look more like what comes from
a professional publishing company. Lulu.com is a fast-growing Web
site where you can publish that book you’ve been meaning to write
for the last ten years.

Together, LyX and Lulu make a great pair. Although they can’t fix
your poor writing habits, they will make your final publication look
professionally printed and bound.

This is part one of a two-part series. In this first article, I explain
some of the striking benefits of LyX and how to get your final docu-
ment into the Lulu.com Web site. The next article will focus on using
Pixel to create your final book cover for the publication.

What’s LaTeX?
LaTeX is a typesetting system, not a word processor. Word processors
fit nicely in the business world, because they give command of fancy
document layout to the end user. They also have other tools you
expect, such as spell checkers or an automated thesaurus.

LaTeX did not impress me at first. Its raw form is ugly and difficult
to understand. Just looking at the text, you cannot realize what it will
look like in final printed form. Consider the following text example
from the LaTeX Web site:

\documentclass{article}

\title{Cartesian closed categories and the price of eggs}

\author{Jane Doe}

\date{September 1994}

\begin{document}

\maketitle

Hello world!

\end{document}

This is what you need to type into a text editor for LaTeX to render
a graphical output. But what you get after using LaTeX is:

Cartesian closed categories and the price of eggs

Jane Doe

September 1994

Hello world!

So what’s the big deal with the output? I’ll admit in short doc-
uments, it is not easy to see a difference with LaTeX typesetting.
However, in longer published works, you begin to see the subtle
differences expand dramatically.

Looking closer, you will find LaTeX treats printed output with
refined precision. Specifically, the kerning, letter spacing and layout is
different from what comes out of a word processor. Consider Figures 1
and 2 from dartar.free.fr/w/?wakka=latex.

As you can see in Figures 1 and 2, the kerning between characters

is slightly different. One word does not make a big difference, but a
whole page of text does.

What LyX Does
As you can see from the previous example, LaTeX is ugly to work
with in plain-text format. The commands provide fine-looking output,
but no one wants to key these in by hand. To fix this problem, several
popular LaTeX editing programs are available to do the command
formatting for you.

LyX is a GUI document-processing front end for LaTeX. With LyX,
you can key in the text and let the program organize how it looks on
paper. LyX calls this the What You See Is What You Mean (WYSIWN)
way of document processing—meaning you don’t need to play with
formatting the document. You focus on what you’re writing and let
the LyX commands do the work of making it look good.

Where to Get LyX?
LyX is likely in the repository of your Linux distribution. So, all you
probably need to do is use your package manager to install the program,
and you’re ready to begin. If LyX is not in the repository, you can
download and install it from www.lyx.org.

Besides the LyX package, it’s also important to download and
install a spell-checking program, such as ispell or aspell. Again, use
your package manager to install these.

Starting LyX
Prepare yourself—the starting screen of LyX appears stark compared 
to a typical word processor (Figure 3). Remember, it’s not a word
processor; it’s a text publishing system. LyX won’t disappoint you in its
capability for delivering good results.

Before going further, set up some defaults applicable to your envi-
ronment. First, go to Layout→Document (Figure 4). Here you need to
define what document you are creating. For this two-part series, we
work with the book class in 8.5x11 US Letter. After selecting the
book class, select Paper, as shown in Figure 5. Use the drop-down
list to find US Letter.

Next, include either ispell or aspell as the assigned spell checker for
LyX. Go to Edit→Preferences, and select Spellchecker under Language
Settings. In Figure 6, I have selected aspell as the spell checker for LyX.

Finally, review the document converters installed with LyX. Look
further down the Preferences screen, and you will see Converters.
Select this, and make sure your distribution lists the proper .dvi and
.pdf programs in the right location (Figure 7).

LyX and Lulu
Use LyX to create stellar on-line books for the Lulu publishing service.  DONALD EMMACK
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Figure 1. An Example of Microsoft Word Kerning—Incorrect Kerning for the Ta
Letter Pair

Figure 2. The Word Table Processed by LyX/LaTeX—Adjusted Kerning for the
Ta Letter Pair
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When finished, you must reconfigure LyX for it to work properly.
Go to Edit→Reconfigure, then restart LyX. Now you’re ready to learn
this powerful program.

Writing Your Book
At this point, you’re ready to start entering text. Although it’s best to
get a good understanding of how LyX works first, so you can lay out
the final text properly.

Go to Help→Tutorial, and LyX loads the tutorial into the working
screen. Read through the LyX Tutorial, and follow the instructions for
creating your first document. The tutorial is easy to understand, and
completing the exercises will get you familiar with the program.

I know most of us will prefer the Quick Start Tutorial—so here it is.
Go to File→New and create a new file. Type some sample text on the
first line, as shown in Figure 8.

Remember, LyX handles what you want the text to look like on
paper based on the assigned document class. So, to create a title page,
all you need to do is select Title from the drop-down list. LyX marks
these words as the book title, and you’re done. Now if you press
Ctrl-D, LyX exports the text into a .dvi file and displays your results

Figure 3. LyX Starting Page

Figure 4. Choose Document to change the characteristics of the whole document.

Figure 5. For the right paper size, I chose US Letter.

Figure 6. Select aspell or ispell for spell checking.

Figure 7. Some distributions (like Kubuntu) have the right converters installed by
the package manager.

http://www.linuxjournal.com


on-screen. Notice that LyX has centered the text, added the date below
the title and turned it into its own separate page—pretty cool.

LyX Features
Like a word processor, LyX has a few features to help you produce your
final work. Academic math people use LyX because it can produce
complex formulas fairly easily in printed documents. Doctoral students
also use it to conform to standards for their final dissertations.

I find using the mouse awkward when writing. Consequently, I
prefer to use command keys and other shortcuts to format text in LyX.
LyX comes with a lot of documentation; however, finding answers to your
questions can take some looking. A LyX help file titled customization.lyx
describes various command keys and bindings to help speed up typing.
Print out the file and look through the existing key bindings; they will
improve your speed with document processing and keep your focus on
what you’re writing.

Also, keep in mind that entering a carriage return does not trans-
late into an extra line in LyX. I’ll admit, letting the program handle the
formatting is unnerving at first, but the results will please you.

LyX automatically creates links to specific parts of the text file.
Figure 9 shows how LyX builds a navigation tree based on the text in

Figure 8. Using the sample text, choose Title to assign the proper format.

Figure 9. Use the drop-down menus to move through your document quickly.
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the document. This is similar to the Outline feature in other word
processors and is handy for editing large files.

Like a word processor, LyX handles tables and graphics with ease.
To add a table, go to Insert→Tabular Material, and define the table
size. Use the Insert drop-down list to place graphics in the document.
As an alternative, you can click on the associated icons below the
toolbar for graphics, tables and to alter text justification.

Finally, LyX has superior ability to handle cross references, citations
and footnotes. While typing, use the Insert drop-down list to add foot-
notes, citations or cross-reference markers. Each has its own window
for the text entered. To keep from viewing them, click the inserted
icon, and they disappear off-screen. LyX automatically adjusts the
output to keep the footnotes on the proper page.

LyX is powerful, and the documentation is lengthy—too large to
cover in this short article. No doubt, using LyX is uncomfortable at
first, but the benefits of letting the program sort out the document
formatting are profound.

Lulu—A Self-Publishing Giant
If you haven’t heard, Lulu.com (lulu.com) is a Web site for self-publishing.
That’s right, you can write your own books, articles, handouts and
more. Once it’s complete, send your written material to Lulu and select
how you want it to be published.

With Lulu, users can choose various publication sizes and bindings.
As the author, you can decide whether to glue, staple or stitch the
final work. In addition, Lulu even offers hardcover binding.

Further, authors can publish and promote their books directly
through Lulu. Lulu has an on-line store where you can browse by
subject matter and author. If you want, you even can publish your
work as a downloadable book.

As the author, you don’t pay anything ahead of time. People who
want to buy your work pay a preselected fee, and Lulu takes a cut of
the price. Check out Lulu.com for pricing details.

A Step Above
I think it’s likely that most of Lulu’s authors use a word processor for
their publications. Lulu’s help system even provides examples on how
to lay out your work from within Microsoft Word and OpenOffice.org.
So, using LyX to publish your work will strengthen the professional
look of your documents. Thus, even if you write badly, it’ll look great.

Lulu.com is a helpful Web site, and authors can upload their work
in many different file types. I think the safest way to maintain your
work is to use .pdf or .dvi files for upload. This way, you’re sure to
maintain the nice typesetting look LyX provides.

The Process
Go to Lulu.com, and sign up for a free account. Then, look through
the wide variety of products it offers. For extra fees, you can have
Lulu.com help you with the layout of the book and cover design 
as well.

As a test, I used the LyX tutorial to see how well Lulu works. I
exported the file in .pdf format (Figure 10) and used the on-line Lulu
instructions to send my file. After Lulu accepts the document, it
prompts you to select the binding type, color content and finally the
cover design. When you’re finished, you can preview the cover of your
book and order a copy for final proofreading in the polished format.
Each step of the way, Lulu calculates the price of your publication, so
you can tailor it for the intended audience.

Lulu Options
Lulu gives you several choices for publications. You can keep your
uploaded documents private for only you to view, or you can release
them for public purchase. You decide on the sale price.

As a consultant, I must keep client files and reports so only I can
view them. Then, I order just the right amount for the project. After
I’m done with the client work, I delete it from Lulu and keep one copy
for myself in electronic format.

To get the word out on a self-published book, Lulu offers fee-based
services through selected third-party vendors. But wait, this may
not be necessary, because in my next article, I’m going to write
how to custom create your book cover with Pixel.

Conclusion
There are many locations on the Internet where you can find tutorials
and examples of LyX and LaTeX. Many are difficult to read and under-
stand. My experience is that working with a few documents and fol-
lowing the guidance in the tutorials is enough to get you started with
the program.

Moreover, since I’ve been using LyX, I get many comments on
how professional the writing looks. As mentioned earlier, the benefits
of LaTeX typesetting are really noticeable in larger documents. I
think Lulu is a super partner for a good desktop typesetting pro-
gram. It handles many text formats with ease, and professional
binding always looks nice.

So go ahead, write that book you always wanted to write, and
make it a best-seller with LyX and Lulu.�

Donald Emmack is Managing Partner of The IntelliGents & Co. He works extensively as a writer and
business consultant in North America. You can reach him at donald@theintelligents.com or by cruising
the 2 meter amateur RF bands in the Midwest.

Figure 10. Here is the same file using Adobe Acrobat.

TOGETHER, LYX AND LULU MAKE A GREAT PAIR. ALTHOUGH THEY
CAN’T FIX YOUR POOR WRITING HABITS, THEY WILL MAKE YOUR
FINAL PUBLICATION LOOK PROFESSIONALLY PRINTED AND BOUND.
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I enthusiastically use two-factor authentication whenever possible,
because static passwords aren’t the best mechanism around any moat.
Traditional passwords are vulnerable to social engineering, key-loggers,
yellow post-it notes and—especially as computers become ever
faster—to cracking. Tossing them in favor of two-factor authentication
is a good idea and helps me sleep better at night.

Unfortunately, network-based, commercial two-factor systems
are generally too expensive and complex to use at home or on small
networks. But, guess what? You already have the necessary parts on
your Linux computer to build a two-factor authentication system.
The ubiquitous secure communication tool, OpenSSH, provides all
the tools necessary to create a host-based, two-factor authentication
system suitable for the home, small office and even larger networks.

This article describes how to combine removable media with
OpenSSH public/private keys and the amazing ssh-agent program to
achieve two-factor authentication for both regular and privileged users.

EXAMPLE 1 
Two-Factor User Authentication Using USB Drives
Let’s start by creating two-factor authentication for regular (nonroot)
users. In this case, we use the well-known SSH public key authentica-
tion facility with a small twist. Rather than store the private key in the
.ssh subdirectory of your home directory, as is the default, we’ll place it
on a USB pendrive.

For this example, you’ll be logged in as the nonprivileged user bob
on a Fedora Core computer, machine1. You’ll connect to the remote
Linux box machine2 as bob.

Let’s start by creating the public/private key pair that we’ll use to
log in to machine2:

ssh-keygen -t rsa -f key-rsa-bob@machine2 -C key-rsa-bob@machine2

Enter a passphrase when prompted (the longer and more random
the better). By default, the ssh-keygen program creates the key
pair in the subdirectory .ssh in your home directory—in this case,
/home/bob/.ssh. For this example, I’ve chosen an arbitrary yet descrip-
tive filename to help identify the intended user and hostname at a
glance; this will be important in the succeeding examples, which use
multiple keys. (I’m assuming the USB drive is formatted with a Linux
filesystem like ext3; vfat works, but you’ll need to change the key’s file
permissions to 400 after every mount.)

Mount your USB pendrive, and you should see it as as /media/usbdisk,
/media/usbdisk1, /media/disk or /media/disk-1. Move your newly created
private key to the appropriate directory and limit access to the owner:

mv key-rsa-bob@machine2 /media/usbdisk

chmod 400 /media/usbdisk/key-rsa-bob@machine2

Next, copy the public key (key-rsa-bob@machine2.pub) into 
the /home/bob/.ssh/authorized_keys file on machine2. Make the

authorized_keys file readable only by the owner:

chmod 400 authorized_keys

Now, you can log in to the remote computer, machine2, from
machine1, as bob, using the public/private key pairs (the -i option tells
the ssh client what key to use):

ssh -i /media/usbdisk/key-rsa-bob@machine2 bob@machine2

Type in the private key passphrase when prompted, and the
OpenSSH server on machine2 logs you in. Unmount and remove the
USB device (or removable disc) on machine1, and your private key is
protected. You’ve achieved two-factor authentication: one factor is the
key stored on the USB device that you can keep separate from your
computer, and the second one is the passphrase you store in your head.

Using SSH public key authentication is a common and familiar pro-
cess to many. Putting the private key onto removable media is a simple
way of physically separating one factor from another.

EXAMPLE 2
Two-Factor Root Authentication Using ssh-agent
Example 1 shows how to log in to a remote machine securely using a
USB device to separate one authentication factor from another. This
works well when logging in as a nonprivileged user but not as root.
We have to find a way to log in remotely as the superuser.

One solution would be simply to extend the previous example’s
method and configure the remote OpenSSH server to allow root
logins directly from the network. No passwords or keys will traverse
the network, but we would violate the age-old system administration
prohibition against directly logging in as root. No shortcuts should be
allowed, so we have to figure out how to first log in as a regular user
and then as root.

Once again, OpenSSH comes to the rescue. In this case, we continue
to use public/private keys but introduce a configuration twist. First,
configure the remote SSH service to allow root logins via the internal
loopback interface but not the external network. Second, configure the
ssh-agent utility to allow the remote machine to authenticate root by
querying the keys stored on the local machine.

Here’s how the process works:

1. Create a private/public key pair for root on the local machine.

2. Copy the public key into root’s authorized_users file on the remote
machine.

3. Run the ssh-add utility locally to cache the private key.

4. ssh to the remote machine and log in as a regular user as described
in Example 1; however, this time use the agent-forwarding option.

Tighter SSH Security with
Two-Factor Authentication
How to set up two-factor authentication using a USB pendrive and ssh-agent for root logins.
PAUL SERY
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5. On the remote machine, ssh to the localhost interface as the root
user. The remote OpenSSH dæmon queries the local agent,
authenticates root, and you can log in as the superuser.

The ssh-agent utility provides just the functionality we’re looking
for. It allows remote SSH dæmons to authenticate users by querying
the locally stored cache of decrypted private keys. Keys are never
transmitted between machines—the private keys remain stored on
removable media on your local workstation.

ssh-agent is powerful, but setting it up can be tricky. First, you
need to use the ssh-add utility to decrypt your private key and hand it
to ssh-agent. Second, you need to tell ssh-add how to communicate
with ssh-agent. ssh-add communicates with ssh-agent via a socket,
whose location is stored in the SSH_AUTH_SOCK environmental vari-
able. By default, ssh-agent creates sockets with arbitrary names, and
setting SSH_AUTH_SOCK correctly can take some work.

Fortunately, many Linux distributions, including Fedora Core,
automatically set up the necessary ssh-agent/ssh-add connections
when you log in graphically (such as on GNOME or KDE). Log in 
at the console, open a terminal console and type the following:

ssh-add -l

As long as ssh-add can communicate with ssh-agent, you should
see either a list of your public keys or a message like “The agent has
no identities”.

If, for any reason, ssh-agent isn’t running or your SSH_AUTH_SOCK
variable isn’t set, or isn’t set correctly, you will get the message “Could
not open a connection to your authentication agent”. In that case, run
the following command:

eval `ssh-agent`

This starts an ssh-agent instance and automatically sets the
environmental variables in your current shell.

Next, create a key pair for root as you did in the first example:

ssh-keygen -t rsa -f key-rsa-root@machine2 -C "key-rsa-root@machine2"

Move the private key to the removable media and give read access
to the owner but nobody else:

mv key-rsa-root@machine2 /media/usbdisk

chmod 400 /media/usbdisk/key-rsa-root@machine2

Copy the public key into the /root/.ssh/authorized_keys file on the
remote computer machine2.

Add root’s private key on machine2 to ssh-agent by running the
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ssh-add
ssh-add allows you to lock and/or confirm using private
keys. Use the -x and -X options to lock and unlock a
key. You will create a password to lock the key, and
use the password to unlock it. Using the -c option
directs ssh-add to prompt you every time ssh-agent is
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machine running ssh-agent and effectively prevents
unauthorized users from using your keys.
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following command:

ssh-add -t 300 /media/usbdisk/key-rsa-root@machine2

Enter the passphrase when prompted, and ssh-agent returns the mes-
sage “Identity added: key-rsa-root@machine2 (key-rsa-root@machine2)”
when it adds the key. (The -t 300 option limits the lifetime of the
cache to 300 seconds, or five minutes. Your keys will remain viable
forever if you don’t specify the lifetime.)

Log in to the remote machine as a regular user:

ssh -A -i /media/usbdisk/key-rsa-bob@machine2

Enter the passphrase when prompted, and you will log in to
machine2. (This command is the same as in Example 1, except we’re
using the -A option, which turns on agent forwarding.)

Type ssh-add -l on machine2, and you should see the root key
you just added to ssh-agent. For example:

2048 fa:5c:4b:73:88:26:..:... /media/usbdisk/key-rsa-root@machine2 (rsa)

Next, su to root (on machine2), and configure the SSH dæmon
to allow root logins on the internal loopback interface. Edit the
/etc/ssh/sshd_config file and add/modify the following options:

PermitRootLogin yes

AllowUsers bob@*

AllowUsers root@localhost.*

(Some OpenSSH configurations require you to set the numeric
loopback address explicitly: AllowUsers root@127.0.0.1.)

Save your changes, and restart the SSH dæmon:

service sshd restart

Log out of the root account, and use OpenSSH to log back in as root:

ssh root@localhost

Now the OpenSSH dæmon on machine2 accepts root logins on
the loopback interface but not from the external network. It negotiates
with ssh-agent on machine1 to authenticate you as the root user.
root’s private key never left machine1! Using OpenSSH in this way
effectively allows you to replace the su (switch user) and sudo utilities.

But, we’re not quite finished. You can increase security further
by limiting the su command to locally connected devices. Modify
/etc/pam.d/su as shown below to prevent anyone from using su
over the network:

auth       required    pam_securetty.so

The su command will work only from the console and virtual
terminals.

Unmount and remove your USB device. Individuals actually will
have to steal your USB drive at this point to get your keys. Even then,
they have to discover your passphrase or expend lots of computing
power and time cracking the key.

EXAMPLE 3 
Tightening Up
We need to close a potential vulnerability before using this system
in the wild.

Using ssh-agent and agent forwarding allows the remote SSH server
to query the private key stored on your local computer. However, if you
use this system to log in to multiple computers, an intruder on one
machine can potentially highjack those keys to break in to another
machine. In that case, this system could be more dangerous than one
using static passwords.

To illustrate the problem, let’s expand our example network from
two to three nodes by adding machine3 to the mix. Create key pairs
for both bob and root on machine3, as described in Examples 1 and 2,
and add root’s private key to ssh-agent on machine1.

Now, ssh to machine3 as bob using the agent-forwarding
option -A. Run ssh-add -l, and you can see the public keys for
both machine2 and machine3:

2048 fa:5c:4b:73:88:...: ... /media/usbdisk/key-rsa-root@machine2 (RSA)

2048 26:b6:e3:99:c1:...: ... /media/usbdisk/key-rsa-root@machine3 (RSA)

In this example, ssh-agent on machine1 caches the private keys for
machine2 and machine3. This single agent allows us to log in as root
on either computer. However, using the single agent also potentially
allows an intruder on machine2 to log in as root on machine3 and vice
versa. This is not good.

Fortunately, we can fix this problem by using the ssh-add -c option;
we can add additional security by using individual ssh-agent instances
to store one root key for each remote machine. The -c option tells
ssh-agent to have the user confirm each use of a cached key. Devoting
one ssh-agent instance per host prevents any as yet unknown ssh-agent
vulnerability from exposing one machine’s key to another.

Using the ssh-add confirm option is easy; simply set the -c option
whenever adding a key to ssh-agent. Let’s give it a try. Start two
agents on machine1, specifiying predefined sockets:

ssh-add -c /media/usbdisk/key-rsa-root@machine2

ssh-add -c /media/usbdisk/key-rsa-root@machine3

You’ll be asked to confirm use of the key when you ssh to
machine2 and machine3.

You also can use separate ssh-agents to store each key. Let’s give it
a try; start two agents on machine1, specifying predefined sockets:
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Two vs. 2.X Factors
Some people count the locally stored SSH keys and their
passphrases as two factors. This view is reasonable, but 
I feel more comfortable physically separating the key
storage device from the computer. Keeping your keys on
removable media reduces the opportunity for intruders
to capture and crack them.

Now, it’s important to realize that keeping your keys on
devices like USB pendrives doesn’t eliminate the ability
of an intruder to spy them. Your keys are vulnerable
while mounted, and you should take precautions to
harden the workstation from which you connect to
other computers. Use good passwords for local (console)
logins, keep your workstation patched and so on.

So, you’re better off using public key authentication
than static passwords, as long as you adequately 
protect your workstation. How safe you want to 
be depends on your paranoia.
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ssh-agent -a /tmp/ssh-agent-root@machine2

ssh-agent -a /tmp/ssh-agent-root@machine3

Once again, I’m using an arbitrary yet descriptive naming conven-
tion. Set the environmental variable, and add the key for machine2:

export SSH_AUTH_SOCK=/tmp/ssh-agent-root@machine2

ssh-add -c /media/usbdisk/key-rsa-root@machine2

Repeat this process for machine3, making the appropriate substitutions:

export SSH_AUTH_SOCK=/tmp/ssh-agent-root@machine3

ssh-add -c /media/usbdisk/key-rsa-root@machine3

Now, log in to machine3 (we’ll go to machine3 at this point as we
just set the SSH_AUTH_SOCK variable to point to machine3’s agent):

ssh -A -i /media/usbdisk/key-rsa-bob@machine2 bob@machine3

Run the following command to see what keys you can query
on machine1:

ssh-add -l

You see only the key for root on machine3.
Exit from machine3, change the environmental variable to the

machine2 ssh-agent socket, and log in to machine2:

export SSH_AUTH_SOCK=/tmp/ssh-agent-root@machine2

ssh -A -i /media/usbdisk/key-rsa-bob@machine2 bob@machine2

Check your keys again:

ssh-add -l

Checking your keys on machine2 and machine3 reveals only
the root key for that machine. In the previous example, by using a
single ssh-agent, you would have seen the keys for both machine2
and machine3.

Using separate ssh-agent instances for each machine you log in to
requires more work.

Resetting the SSH_AUTH_SOCK variable every time you want to
log in to another machine is impractical. To simplify the process,
I’ve written a simple script tfssh (two-factor ssh) to simplify the
process. Its syntax is:

tfssh [username@]host [keydir]

The script [Listing 1 on the LJ FTP site at ftp.ssc.com/pub/
lj/listings/issue152/8957.tgz] starts ssh-agent when necessary,

sets the environmental variable, adds the root keys to ssh-agent
and logs in to the remote machine as the user. You also can tell
tfssh to look in an arbitrary directory ([keydir]) for its keys and also
set a key timeout for the key cache.

Conclusion
Static passwords are quickly becoming more trouble than they’re
worth. We need to break the static habit and start using two-factor
authentication. OpenSSH is a powerful system that provides the
tools necessary to make that step. By using public/private keys,
agent forwarding and removable media, we can use OpenSSH as a
key “safe”. This, in turn, allows us to create a simple, inexpensive
and effective host-based, two-factor authentication system.

This two-factor system requires a moderate amount of work to
configure and use, but it is well worth the extra security. However,
using the tfssh script makes the process easy to use. Using the script
means you get all the benefits of two-factor authentication but almost
none of the hassle.�

Paul Sery has been a UNIX and Linux System Administrator for more than 20 years. He’s written several
Linux books, including Network Linux Toolkit and Knoppix for Dummies. He’s also co-authored several
Red Hat Linux for Dummies and Fedora Core for Dummies books with Jon “maddog” Hall. Paul lives in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, and can be reached at pgsery@swcp.com.
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Storing Keys
You can store your keys on any type of removable
media. I’m using a USB pendrive in these examples
because it’s easy to work with and carry around. 
Feel free to use writable CD-ROMs or DVDs or even
floppies if you want.
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Would you like to have a dedicated server at an ISP, for the price of a
mere virtual hosting account? For most Linux users, the answer is certainly,
yes. You want root access to your own box and the ability to run the
software that you choose—even if the budget calls for virtual hosting.

In this case, the solution is a Virtual Private Server (VPS). VPS
accounts effectively partition a physical computer’s resources into
several virtual machines. You get root access to your VPS and 
configure it just like you would a dedicated server.

Of course, the flexibility of a VPS comes at the price of increased
complexity. You are the system administrator of your VPS, not your ISP.
The correct operation of the virtual machine—particularly security—is
your responsibility.

The typical VPS account holder, however, needs to support only a
small number of users, with a few relatively simple services. This makes
the task of administering the system much easier. If you are at least some-
what comfortable with managing a Linux machine from the command
line, you should be able to make a successful transition to a VPS account.

In this article, we focus our attention on the most critical aspect of
switching to a VPS from virtual hosting—getting your e-mail working.
E-mail is one of the most important communication tools today. With
the exception of DNS, it is also the most complex service you are likely
to encounter. Learning how to get your e-mail working should give
you a good overall sense of how to manage your VPS.

With respect to DNS, you may want your VPS provider to handle it
for you entirely, at least in the beginning. Ask about the additional fees
before you sign up. They should be a few extra dollars per year. Some
domain name registrars and third parties also can provide you with
DNS service.

Getting Started
We use the VPS service provided by tummy.com to implement and test
our e-mail solution. Its VPS accounts are based on Red Hat’s Fedora by
default, but you easily can choose Debian instead during the sign-up
process. We use the Fedora-based VPS for this article—Fedora Core 3
at the time of writing. Some of the steps shown in the following dis-
cussion are specific to Fedora, but most are applicable to any recent
Linux distribution. Updates for more recent Linux distributions are
available at www.linuxjournal.com/article/9380.

Here are some names that I use in the examples. Your VPS hostname is
myvps, your workstation is ws, your first domain name is first.domain, and
your second domain name is second.domain. Your user name on your
workstation is usera, and the mail users on the VPS are maila and mailb.

Additional domain names beyond the first one are optional—only
remember to delete all references to second.domain when you use any
of the code from the article. You also can host more than two domain
names—simply configure them in the same way as second.domain is
configured in the examples.

Of course, the actual domain names that you use should be valid and
registered to you. For example, my first.domain is openlight.com. You also
can call your VPS and workstation anything you want. Now, let’s begin.

Log in to your new VPS account as root with ssh
root@MY.VPS.IP.ADDRESS. You would have already chosen your root
password when you signed up for the account, and your VPS provider
should have given you the IP address of your virtual machine.

One of the first tasks when you set up a new Linux server is to
configure the built-in iptables firewall. Your VPS provider may have

set reasonable defaults, but you should always verify this yourself.
On the Fedora Linux distribution, run the following command:

[root@myvps ~]# system-config-securitylevel-tui

You can now move from one control to another with the cursor
keys. Use the spacebar to activate buttons and toggle check boxes.
Make sure that the Security Level is set to Enabled. Then, activate the
Customize button.

On the next screen, you must enable SSH, WWW and Mail. Do not
enable any “Trusted Devices”.

Next, scroll down to the Other ports text box, and add the entry
https:tcp, which allows secure https connections. You will need https if
you decide to configure Web mail, as described later in this article.

Activate the OK button when you are finished with the customization
screen. Also, activate OK on the next screen. Finally, restart iptables to
make sure that the changes take effect:

[root@myvps ~]# /etc/init.d/iptables restart

You must be very careful when you reconfigure your iptables. In
addition to the usual danger of creating new vulnerabilities, it is easy
to lock yourself out of the remote VPS server. In that situation, you will
have to ask your VPS provider for help. Other common ways to render
the VPS inaccessible are shutting down networking, the SSH dæmon
(sshd) or halting the virtual machine.

Next, create an ordinary user login that you will use later to read
and send e-mail. Set the password for the new account:

[root@myvps ~]# useradd maila

[root@myvps ~]# passwd maila

Changing password for user maila.

New UNIX password:

Use names such as maila or pseudonyms for logins. This is more
secure and guards against inadvertent release of personal information
on-line. Verify that you can log in to the new account. You are now
ready to configure your mail server.

A Server (Almost) of Your Own
Set up a virtual host for e-mail on your virtual private server.  GEORGE BELOTSKY
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WARNING:
There have been many automated attacks against SSH.
At the very least, you must use strong passwords, or your
system will be compromised. The apg utility simplifies
this task. It generates random, non-dictionary “words”
that you can pronounce. There are apg packages for
most popular Linux distributions.

I strongly recommend that you look in the on-line Resources
for this article for more information. SSH security is not
specific to the VPS environment, but with a VPS, you do
have the flexibility to protect yourself properly.

http://www.linuxjournal.com/article/9380
mailto:root@MY.VPS.IP.ADDRESS
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Configuring the Mail Server
The mail server, also known as the Mail Transfer Agent (MTA), is a pro-
gram that delivers and receives e-mail messages. The MTA will receive
all the mail that others send you. Likewise, any messages you send to
others will leave your VPS through the MTA.

The default MTA on your VPS is Sendmail. This sophisticated,
powerful program has advantages for complex e-mail configurations.
Unfortunately, it also is difficult to configure and tends to have a lot of
security problems.

Therefore, we replace Sendmail with Postfix. Postfix is efficient, very
secure and, most important, easy to configure. Before proceeding with
the installation, shut down Sendmail, and make sure that it will not
start again on reboot. Then, install Postfix:

[root@myvps ~]# /etc/init.d/sendmail stop

Shutting down sendmail:                      [  OK  ]

Shutting down sm-client:                     [  OK  ]

[root@myvps ~]# chkconfig --del sendmail

[root@myvps ~]# up2date --install postfix

Note that using the up2date command to install packages is specific
to Red Hat and related distributions. You may be presented with a
configuration screen the first time that you run up2date. You can
simply press Enter to accept the default values. In addition, up2date is
sometimes very slow and can even fail for transient reasons. You can
try the command again if it does not work the first time.

The main Postfix configuration file is /etc/postfix/main.cf. Save a
copy of this file to read later, because it contains many helpful com-
ments. Then, replace /etc/postfix/main.cf with the code from Listing 1.
You should modify your new main.cf to specify the domain names that
you will be hosting on your VPS.

Replace all occurrences of first.domain in Listing 1 with your own
fully qualified domain name, such as openlight.com. The reverse DNS
lookup of your VPS’s IP address must return this domain! Otherwise,
your outbound messages may be rejected as spam.

If you are hosting an additional domain name, substitute it instead of
the second.domain entry. Otherwise, delete second.domain before using
Listing 1. Also, replace maila in Listing 1 with the user name of your choice.

Now, append an entry to the /etc/aliases file to specify the user
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Listing 1. 

Example main.cf File for Postfix on a VPS

# Note that lines that begin with whitespace

# continue the previous line.

#

# LOCAL PATHNAME INFORMATION

queue_directory = /var/spool/postfix

command_directory = /usr/sbin

daemon_directory = /usr/libexec/postfix

# QUEUE AND PROCESS OWNERSHIP

mail_owner = postfix

# Host name is usually the domain name on a VPS.

myhostname = first.domain

mydomain = first.domain

# Where locally posted mail will come from.

myorigin = $myhostname

# Listen on all interfaces.

inet_interfaces = all

# This server is the final destination for these domains.

mydestination = localhost, localhost.localdomain,

$myhostname, localhost.$mydomain,

$mydomain, second.domain

# IMPORTANT -- accept mail for relaying ONLY from

# the local machine.

mynetworks_style = host

# Where your aliases are.

alias_maps = hash:/etc/aliases

alias_database = hash:/etc/aliases

# This user should receive any mail whose recipient

# could not otherwise be matched.

luser_relay = maila@localhost.localdomain

# IMPORTANT -- local recipient checking must be

# turned off for the "luser_relay" directive to

# work.

local_recipient_maps =

# Error code to reject mail with when the local

# recipient is not known.

unknown_local_recipient_reject_code = 550

# Your server's greeting banner. IMPORTANT -- it

# MUST start with your server's hostname, and the

# reverse DNS lookup on the server's IP address MUST

# match this hostname, or your outgoing mail could

# be rejected as SPAM.

smtpd_banner = $myhostname ESMTP

# See the "main.cf" that came with your Postfix

# distribution for discussion on the rest of the

# directives in this file.

debug_peer_level = 2

debugger_command =

PATH=/bin:/usr/bin:/usr/local/bin:/usr/X11R6/bin

xxgdb $daemon_directory/$process_name $process_id

& sleep 5

sendmail_path = /usr/sbin/sendmail.postfix

newaliases_path = /usr/bin/newaliases.postfix

mailq_path = /usr/bin/mailq.postfix

setgid_group = postdrop

html_directory = no

manpage_directory = /usr/share/man

sample_directory = /usr/share/doc/postfix-2.1.5/

samples

readme_directory = /usr/share/doc/postfix-2.1.5/

README_FILES

http://www.linuxjournal.com
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who will receive root’s mail. Here is an example:

root:           maila

Next, create accounts for the other e-mail users. Append any aliases
for these users to /etc/aliases. The following example entry will cause
user mailb to receive all messages sent to promo@first.domain:

promo:          mailb

Note that if you have an additional domain name, messages to
promo@second.domain will also go to mailb. For a small organization,
this is probably the right default behavior, because all domain names
that you will be hosting are almost certainly related. For example, if you
are hosting an additional domain for your product, then tech-support
questions about the product should likely go to the same person,
regardless of which domain name appears in the e-mail address.

When you are finished, update the alias database file, and start Postfix:

[root@myvps ~]# postalias /etc/aliases

[root@myvps ~]# /etc/init.d/postfix start

Starting postfix:                            [  OK  ]

Check the log file /var/log/maillog for any errors.
You can update the aliases file even while Postfix is running, just

run postalias /etc/aliases again when you are finished.
You should now verify that Postfix is doing what you expect.

Connect to port 25 on your VPS using Telnet. You can do this by
issuing commands interactively to the server, as shown in Listing 2.

Enter the text as shown in Listing 2. Of course, you should type the
IP address of your VPS in place of MY.VPS.IP.ADDRESS, and your actual
domain name instead of first.domain. Use Listing 2 as a guide to run
the following tests:

� Connect to port 25 of your VPS from an outside machine, such as
your workstation. Verify that Postfix accepts messages for each 
e-mail address you intend to use. Then, make sure the right users
are receiving the messages. See the following discussion for details.

� Connect again from the outside, and check that Postfix will refuse
to relay mail to other systems. Use an e-mail account that you have
on some other system as the destination, just in case. It is very
important that your MTA refuse any relay requests from external
machines. Otherwise, spammers quickly will discover that they can
route their junk e-mails through your system.

� Using Telnet from a shell prompt on your VPS itself, check that the
MTA will relay mail to remote servers. Use your own e-mail account
on some other system as the destination. Note that the remote MTA
may refuse to accept the message, because your system is not live
yet, so reverse DNS lookups will not yield the right result.

You can verify that a user on the VPS has received mail with the
mail command. Here is an example that checks the mail for maila:

[root@myvps ~]# mail -u maila

The mail command is a simple mail reader. Type h to view the
received messages, then type the number of the message to view it.
Press the spacebar to scroll through the message. You also can scroll
through the message with the Enter key, but it will start viewing the
next message after it gets to the end of the current one. You can type
q to stop viewing a message. When you are not viewing a message,
typing q will exit mail. The ? key brings up a help screen.

When everything is working as it should, tell your initialization
scripts to launch Postfix automatically on system reboot:

[root@myvps ~]# chkconfig --add postfix

Preparing to Read Your Mail
In this article, we discuss two methods for reading your mail. One is to
download the mail to your workstation. The other is to leave it on the
VPS and use a Web-based solution to view the messages through your
browser. You can use both methods together.

The first approach requires the POP3 protocol, and the second needs
IMAP. On Fedora, the simplest way to get both is to install dovecot:

[root@myvps ~]# up2date --install dovecot

When the installation finishes, edit /etc/dovecot.conf. Find the
protocols directive and replace it with the following. Do not delete
the original line, but comment it out for future reference:

#protocols = imap imaps pop3 pop3s

protocols = pop3 imap

As a security precaution, configure both POP3 and IMAP to accept
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requests only from the VPS itself. Once again, do not delete the
original code, but leave it commented out for future reference:

#imap_listen = [::] imap_listen = [127.0.0.1] #pop3_listen = [::]

pop3_listen = [127.0.0.1]

Start dovecot, and add it to your system’s initialization scripts:

[root@myvps ~]# /etc/init.d/dovecot start

Starting Dovecot Imap:                       [  OK  ]

[root@myvps ~]# chkconfig --level 345 dovecot on

How to Read and Send Mail 
from Your Workstation
We will be using SSH tunneling to read and send mail securely from
your workstation. With SSH tunneling, you can temporarily map ports
on the VPS to available ports on the workstation. All communication
on the mapped ports takes place over an encrypted tunnel.

Give the following command on your workstation. Use your VPS’s
IP address if you did not add an entry for myvps in the /etc/hosts file
on your workstation:

[usera@ws ~]$ ssh -Nf maila@myvps \ -L 2525:localhost:25 -L

2110:localhost:110

The user maila must have shell access to the VPS. You will be
prompted for maila’s password.

This tunnel maps ports 25 and 110 on the VPS to ports 2525 and
2110 on the workstation, respectively. If you are already downloading
your inbound mail using POP3 and sending your outbound mail
through an ISP’s mail server, you will require very few changes to
your mail client’s configuration.

Simply set your POP3 server as localhost with port 2110, and your
outbound mail server to localhost with port 2525. You even can leave
your outbound mail settings unchanged, unless you plan to cancel the
account at the ISP whose mail server you are currently using. Here are
specific instructions for two popular e-mail clients.

If you use Mozilla Thunderbird, select Account Settings... from the
Edit menu. Add a new account by clicking the Add Account... button
in the dialog box, and follow the prompts in the Account Wizard. After
you create the new account, click on its Server Settings list item in the
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Listing 2. 

Verifying that Postfix Is Working Properly

[usera@ws]$ telnet MY.VPS.IP.ADDRESS 25

Trying MY.VPS.IP.ADDRESS

Connected to MY.VPS.IP.ADDRESS.

Escape character is '^]'.

220 first.domain ESMTP

HELO example.com

250 first.domain

MAIL FROM: test@example.com

250 Ok

RCPT TO: promo@first.domain

250 Ok

DATA

354 End data with <CR><LF>.<CR><LF>

This is a test

250 Ok: queued as MESSAGEID

QUIT

221 Bye

Connection closed by foreign host.
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left pane to configure the POP3 server and port. Figure 1 shows the
screenshot. I have highlighted the most important parameters in red.

You also can configure Thunderbird’s outgoing mail server from the
same Account Settings dialog box. Click on Outgoing Server (SMTP) in
the left pane of the dialog. Figure 2 shows the resulting screenshot.
Remember to uncheck the Use name and password check box.

Another popular mail client is Mutt. A typical Mutt-based configura-
tion uses fetchmail to download the mail, procmail to sort it into mail-
boxes and ssmtp to deliver the outbound mail. See Listing 3 for an
example .fetchmailrc file and Listing 4 for an example ssmtp.conf file.
Both use the SSH tunnel that we created earlier. Do not forget to change
the code in Listing 3 to reflect your correct user names and passwords.

Finally, note that you need to set up the SSH tunnel again every
time you reboot your workstation. There are many ways to automate
the process, but it is beyond the scope of this article to discuss them.

How to Read and Send Mail over the Web
The Fedora Linux distribution provides a Web-based e-mail interface
that requires very little work to configure. It is based on SquirrelMail
and Apache. Web mail is an easy way to support Windows clients. It
also does not require shell access on the VPS.

First, install SquirrelMail:

[root@myvps ~]# up2date --install squirrelmail

This process also installs several other packages that SquirrelMail
requires. Next, enable secure https access by installing mod_ssl:

[root@myvps ~]# up2date --install mod_ssl

You must disable unsecure http access to SquirrelMail. Edit 
the file /etc/httpd/conf.d/squirrelmail.conf, and append the 
following lines:

<LocationMatch "/webmail">

SSLRequireSSL

</LocationMatch>

Now, start the Apache Web server:

[root@myvps ~]# /etc/init.d/httpd start
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Figure 1. Setting Up Your Mail Account in Mozilla Thunderbird

Figure 2. Set up your outgoing mail server to localhost at port 2525.

Listing 4. 

The ssmtp.conf Configuration File

# The person who gets all mail for userids < 1000

# Make this empty to disable rewriting.

root=postmaster

# The place where the mail goes. The actual machine

# name is required; no MX records are consulted.

mailhub=localhost:2525

# The full hostname

hostname=localhost

# The "From" line sender address will override any

# settings here.

FromLineOverride=YES

Listing 3. 

The .fetchmailrc Configuration File

set postmaster "usera"

set no bouncemail

set no spambounce

poll localhost with protocol POP3 and port 2110

and options no dns:

user "maila" there is usera here and wants

mda "/usr/bin/procmail -d %T" options fetchall

password "MAILA'S VPS PASSWORD"

http://www.linuxjournal.com


Connect to https://MY.VPS.IP.ADDRESS/webmail. Your browser
will warn you about the SSL certificate—just accept it permanently,
and you will not be warned again. The only way to avoid this error
altogether is to use a certificate signed by a recognized Certificate
Authority (CA). The CA will need to verify your identity and also
will charge an annual fee for signing the certificate.

After accepting the certificate, you should be able to log in as
any of the mail users that you have created earlier. If a particular
mail user—for example mailb—does not need shell access, disable
it with the following command:

[root@myvps ~]# usermod -s /sbin/nologin mailb

Do not forget to add the Apache Web server to your startup
environment:

[root@myvps ~]# chkconfig --level 345 httpd on

Your Web mail users should click on the Options link in the
SquirrelMail interface and configure their account information.
Otherwise, SquirrelMail will format their messages with something
like mailb@localhost.localdomain in the From field. This certainly
will confuse anyone who receives such a message.

Conclusion
This article has covered one of the most difficult aspects of switching
to a VPS account—setting up your e-mail. As you have seen, e-mail
service is provided by a collection of several different programs
working together. There are many other ways to configure this service.
Unfortunately, it would require a lengthy book to describe and com-
pare them all. This article tries to provide a simple solution with good
security that a new VPS user can implement quickly.

Welcome to the world of VPS hosting—the server that is (almost)
your own.
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Many Linux administrators and support technicians regularly
use the top utility for real-time monitoring of their system state. In
some shops, it is very typical to check top first when there is any
sign of trouble. In that case, top becomes the de facto critical
measurement of the machine’s health. If top looks good, there
must not be any system problems. top is rich with information—
memory usage, kernel states, process priorities, process owner and
so forth all can be obtained from top. But, what is the purpose of
those three curious load averages, and what exactly are they trying
to tell me? To answer those questions, an intuitive as well as a
detailed understanding of how the values are formed are neces-
sary. Let’s start with intuition.

The Intuitive Interpretation
The three load-average values in the first line of top output are the
1-minute, 5-minute and 15-minute average. (These values also are
displayed by other commands, such as uptime, not only top.) That
means, reading from left to right, one can examine the aging trend
and/or duration of the particular system state. The state in question
is CPU load—not to be confused with CPU percentage. In fact, it is
precisely the CPU load that is measured, because load averages do
not include any processes or threads waiting on I/O, networking,
databases or anything else not demanding the CPU. It narrowly
focuses on what is actively demanding CPU time. This differs great-
ly from the CPU percentage. The CPU percentage is the amount of
a time interval (that is, the sampling interval) that the system’s pro-
cesses were found to be active on the CPU. If top reports that your
program is taking 45% CPU, 45% of the samples taken by top
found your process active on the CPU. The rest of the time your
application was in a wait. (It is important to remember that a CPU
is a discrete state machine. It really can be at only 100%, executing
an instruction, or at 0%, waiting for something to do. There is no
such thing as using 45% of a CPU. The CPU percentage is a func-
tion of time.) However, it is likely that your application’s rest periods
include waiting to be dispatched on a CPU and not on external
devices. That part of the wait percentage is then very relevant to
understanding your overall CPU usage pattern.

The load averages differ from CPU percentage in two significant
ways: 1) load averages measure the trend in CPU utilization not only
an instantaneous snapshot, as does percentage, and 2) load averages
include all demand for the CPU not only how much was active at the
time of measurement.

Authors tend to overuse analogies and sometimes run the risk of
either insulting the reader’s intelligence or oversimplifying the topic to
the point of losing important details. However, freeway traffic patterns
are a perfect analogy for this topic, because this model encapsulates
the essence of resource contention and is also the chosen metaphor by
many authors of queuing theory books. Not surprisingly, CPU con-
tention is a queuing theory problem, and the concepts of arrival rates,
Poisson theory and service rates all apply. A four-processor machine
can be visualized as a four-lane freeway. Each lane provides the path
on which instructions can execute. A vehicle can represent those
instructions. Additionally, there are vehicles on the entrance lanes ready
to travel down the freeway, and the four lanes either are ready to
accommodate that demand or they’re not. If all freeway lanes are

jammed, the cars entering have to wait for an opening. If we now
apply the CPU percentage and CPU load-average measurements to this
situation, percentage examines the relative amount of time each vehi-
cle was found occupying a freeway lane, which inherently ignores the
pent-up demand for the freeway—that is, the cars lined up on the
entrances. So, for example, vehicle license XYZ 123 was found on the
freeway 30% of the sampling time. Vehicle license ABC 987 was
found on the freeway 14% of the time. That gives a picture of how
each vehicle is utilizing the freeway, but it does not indicate demand
for the freeway.

Moreover, the percentage of time these vehicles are found on the
freeway tells us nothing about the overall traffic pattern except, per-
haps, that they are taking longer to get to their destination than they
would like. Thus, we probably would suspect some sort of a jam, but
the CPU percentage would not tell us for sure. The load averages, on
the other hand, would.

This brings us to the point. It is the overall traffic pattern of the
freeway itself that gives us the best picture of the traffic situation, not
merely how often cars are found occupying lanes. The load average
gives us that view because it includes the cars that are queuing up to
get on the freeway. It could be the case that it is a nonrush-hour time
of day, and there is little demand for the freeway, but there just
happens to be a lot of cars on the road. The CPU percentage shows
us how much the cars are using the freeway, but the load averages
show us the whole picture, including pent-up demand. Even more
interesting, the more recent that pent-up demand is, the more the
load-average value reflects it.

Taking the discussion back to the machinery at hand, the load
averages tell us by increasing duration whether our physical CPUs
are over- or under-utilized. The point of perfect utilization, meaning
that the CPUs are always busy and, yet, no process ever waits for
one, is the average matching the number of CPUs. If there are four
CPUs on a machine and the reported one-minute load average is
4.00, the machine has been utilizing its processors perfectly for 
the last 60 seconds. This understanding can be extrapolated to the
5- and 15-minute averages.

In general, the intuitive idea of load averages is the higher they rise
above the number of processors, the more demand there is for the
CPUs, and the lower they fall below the number of processors, the
more untapped CPU capacity there is. But all is not as it appears.

The Wizard behind the Curtain
The load-average calculation is best thought of as a moving average of
processes in Linux’s run queue marked running or uninterruptible. The
words “thought of” were chosen for a reason: that is how the mea-
surements are meant to be interpreted, but not exactly what happens
behind the curtain. It is at this juncture in our journey when the reality
of it all, like quantum mechanics, seems not to fit the intuitive way as
it presents itself.

The load averages that the top and uptime commands display
are obtained directly from /proc. If you are running Linux kernel
2.4 or later, you can read those values yourself with the command
cat /proc/loadavg. However, it is the Linux kernel that produces
those values in /proc. Specifically, timer.c and sched.h work togeth-
er to do the computation. To understand what timer.c does for a

Examining Load Average
Understanding workload averages as opposed to CPU usage. RAY WALKER
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living, the concept of time slicing and the jiffy counter help round
out the picture.

In the Linux kernel, each dispatchable process is given a fixed
amount of time on the CPU per dispatch. By default, this amount is 10
milliseconds, or 1/100th of a second. For that short time span, the pro-
cess is assigned a physical CPU on which to run its instructions and
allowed to take over that processor. More often than not, the process
will give up control before the 10ms are up through socket calls, I/O
calls or calls back to the kernel. (On an Intel 2.6GHz processor, 10ms is
enough time for approximately 50-million instructions to occur. That’s
more than enough processing time for most application cycles.) If the
process uses its fully allotted CPU time of 10ms, an interrupt is raised
by the hardware, and the kernel regains control from the process. The
kernel then promptly penalizes the process for being such a hog. As
you can see, that time slicing is an important design concept for mak-
ing your system seem to run smoothly on the outside. It also is the
vehicle that produces the load-average values.

The 10ms time slice is an important enough concept to warrant
a name for itself: quantum value. There is not necessarily anything
inherently special about 10ms, but there is about the quantum
value in general, because whatever value it is set to (it is config-
urable, but 10ms is the default), it controls how often at a mini-
mum the kernel takes control of the system back from the applica-
tions. One of the many chores the kernel performs when it takes
back control is to increment its jiffies counter. The jiffies counter
measures the number of quantum ticks that have occurred since
the system was booted. When the quantum timer pops, timer.c is
entered at a function in the kernel called timer.c:do_timer(). Here,
all interrupts are disabled so the code is not working with moving
targets. The jiffies counter is incremented by 1, and the load-average
calculation is checked to see if it should be computed. In actuality,
the load-average computation is not truly calculated on each
quantum tick, but driven by a variable value that is based on the
HZ frequency setting and tested on each quantum tick. (HZ is not
to be confused with the processor’s MHz rating. This variable sets
the pulse rate of particular Linux kernel activity and 1HZ equals
one quantum or 10ms by default.) Although the HZ value can be
configured in some versions of the kernel, it is normally set to 100.
The calculation code uses the HZ value to determine the calcula-
tion frequency. Specifically, the timer.c:calc_load() function will run
the averaging algorithm every 5 * HZ, or roughly every five seconds.
Following is that function in its entirety:

unsigned long avenrun[3];

static inline void calc_load(unsigned long ticks)

{

unsigned long active_tasks; /* fixed-point */

static int count = LOAD_FREQ;

count -= ticks;

if (count < 0) {

count += LOAD_FREQ;

active_tasks = count_active_tasks();

CALC_LOAD(avenrun[0], EXP_1, active_tasks);

CALC_LOAD(avenrun[1], EXP_5, active_tasks);

CALC_LOAD(avenrun[2], EXP_15, active_tasks);

}

}

The avenrun array contains the three averages we have been dis-
cussing. The calc_load() function is called by update_times(), also found
in timer.c, and is the code responsible for supplying the calc_load()
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function with the ticks parameter. Unfortunately, this function does not
reveal its most interesting aspect: the computation itself. However,
that can be located easily in sched.h, a header used by much of
the kernel code. In there, the CALC_LOAD macro and its associat-
ed values are available:

extern unsigned long avenrun[]; /* Load averages */

#define FSHIFT   11 /* nr of bits of precision */

#define FIXED_1  (1<<FSHIFT) /* 1.0 as fixed-point */

#define LOAD_FREQ (5*HZ) /* 5 sec intervals */

#define EXP_1  1884 /* 1/exp(5sec/1min) as fixed-

point */

#define EXP_5  2014 /* 1/exp(5sec/5min) */

#define EXP_15 2037 /* 1/exp(5sec/15min) */

#define CALC_LOAD(load,exp,n) \

load *= exp; \

load += n*(FIXED_1-exp); \

load >>= FSHIFT;

Here is where the tires meet the pavement. It should now be evi-
dent that reality does not appear to match the illusion. At least, this is
certainly not the type of averaging most of us are taught in grade
school. But it is an average nonetheless. Technically, it is an exponential

decay function and is the moving average of choice for most UNIX
systems as well as Linux. Let’s examine its details.

The macro takes in three parameters: the load-average bucket (one
of the three elements in avenrun[]), a constant exponent and the num-
ber of running/uninterruptible processes currently on the run queue.
The possible exponent constants are listed above: EXP_1 for the 1-
minute average, EXP_5 for the 5-minute average and EXP_15 for the
15-minute average. The important point to notice is that the value
decreases with age. The constants are magic numbers that are calculated
by the mathematical function shown below:

When x=1, then y=1884; when x=5, then y=2014; and when
x=15, then y=2037. The purpose of the magical numbers is that it
allows the CALC_LOAD macro to use precision fixed-point repre-
sentation of fractions. The magic numbers are then nothing more
than multipliers used against the running load average to make it
a moving average. (The mathematics of fixed-point representation
are beyond the scope of this article, so I will not attempt an expla-
nation.) The purpose of the exponential decay function is that it
not only smooths the dips and spikes by maintaining a useful trend
line, but it accurately decreases the quality of what it measures 

as activity ages. As time moves forward,
successive CPU events increase their signif-
icance on the load average. This is what
we want, because more recent CPU activi-
ty probably has more of an impact on 
the current state than ancient events. In
the end, the load averages give a smooth
trend from 15 minutes through the 
current minute and give us a window 
into not only the CPU usage but also the
average demand for the CPUs. As the load
average goes above the number of physi-
cal CPUs, the more the CPU is being used
and the more demand there is for it. And,
as it recedes, the less of a demand there
is. With this understanding, the load 
average can be used with the CPU per-
centage to obtain a more accurate view 
of CPU activity.

It is my hope that this serves not only as
a practical interpretation of Linux’s load aver-
ages but also illuminates some of the dark
mathematical shadows behind them. For
more information, a study of the exponential
decay function and its applications would shed
more light on the subject. But for the more
practical-minded, plotting the load average
vs. a controlled number of processes (that
is, modeling the effects of the CALC_LOAD
algorithm in a controlled loop) would give
you a feel for the actual relationship and
how the decaying filter applies.�

Ray Walker is a consultant specializing in UNIX kernel-level
code. He has been a software developer for more than 25
years, working with Linux since 1995. He can be contacted at
ray.rwalk2730@gmail.com.
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Once upon a time, there was the mainframe. All application
processing was centralized to this enormous beast, and desktop
equipment did nothing but display its output. Then the personal
computer arrived, ending the tyranny of the mainframe. Individual
users suddenly were empowered to install their own applications.
Software development and innovation boomed. The personal 
computers were networked. Thus, the mainframe was slain.

But all did not live happily ever after. The cost of maintaining a work-
station on every desktop outgrew the purchase cost long ago. The fact
that the dominant operating system is like a Petri dish for viruses and
spyware has exacerbated the situation to a point that should be consid-
ered intolerable. It has to be faced that, in most situations, it is not desir-
able to allow the user to install software. The only sane management
decision is to draw a clear line between users and administrators.

This can be accomplished in large part by using a secure system like
Linux on the desktop. Viruses and spyware disappear, and maintenance
costs can plummet. But, there is still a full system on every desktop
that must be maintained. Hard drives fail. Fans fail. Major OS updates
are not automatic. Desk space is consumed.

One solution is a step forward that feels like turning back the
clock. The thin client is the modern equivalent of the text terminal. It
provides a low-profile, low-maintenance appliance for the desktop.
Application processing is off-loaded to a centralized system called a
terminal server. Linux has emerged as the OS of choice on the thin
client, even when the terminal server runs MS Windows. But let’s not
go halfway. Let’s explore in detail how to deploy a Linux thin client
with a Linux terminal server.

The Thin Client
What makes a client thin? Most important, thin clients have minimal
local software that can be stored on a Flash memory module that is
read-only for the local user. This is usually a standard CompactFlash
card or a Disk On Module (DOM), which is Flash memory with an IDE
interface. A small portion of Flash is made writable for saving configu-
ration information, but in a properly configured system, the user will
not be able to modify this. Once configured, it is very nearly an appli-
ance as far as the user is concerned.

Because most of the processing is performed by the terminal server, a
slower CPU can be used; 533MHz is typical. This diminishes the cooling
requirements greatly, which means fewer or no fans. The silence is golden.

Because there are no internal drives or expansion cards, mother-
board components are reduced, allowing very small form factors. The
small form factor, reduced cooling requirements and lack of drives
mean a very small enclosure. The model I typically use measures 9.5"
tall and 1.75" wide, and has a maximum power consumption of 30W.
The smaller power supply also means a smaller UPS. Compare a 700
VA workstation UPS costing $120 US and weighing 17 pounds to a
350 VA thin-client UPS costing $40 US and weighing 11 pounds.

Thin clients have two distinct modes of operation: client and stand-
alone. In standalone mode, the thin client isn’t really a client. All necessary
applications are loaded in Flash and executed locally, which can drive
the purchase cost up by increasing the Flash requirements. The most
common application of this is a Web appliance. Any decent thin client
will have the ability to boot directly into a Web browser and even prevent

the user from exiting the browser or modifying its configuration.
Here is a big caveat to thin clients: vendor dependence. You can’t

simply download the latest version of Firefox and install it on a thin client
as you can with a workstation. The manufacturer must provide a special
image for your make and model. This is something that needs to change,
but for now, the software that the manufacturer makes available is a
crucial factor in selecting a thin client. If you want Firefox on a standalone

Thinking Thin
Connecting thin clients to Linux.  LYLE FROST
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thin client, the manufacturer has to provide it. If you want Flash and Java
to work, the manufacturer must provide the plugins. Don’t expect the
plugins to be current releases either. The size of some plugins has out-
paced even the plummeting cost of memory. In particular, Acrobat and
Java have grown so enormous that it is more reasonable to use an older
release than pay for the additional Flash and RAM required to run them.

How software is made available depends on the manufacturer.
There are basically two methods. One is to provide individual modules.
This allows you to pick and choose, but more labor is involved in
preparing the clients. The other method is for the manufacturer to pro-
vide monolithic images with all the options needed. This can be practi-
cal if the manufacturer is flexible about providing custom images.

When using thin clients in client mode, the applications are all nor-
mal installations on the terminal server, which is simply a high-perfor-
mance server with enough horsepower to do the application processing.

In client mode, the thin client has a dual nature. It is a client in
respect to the application services provided by the terminal server, but
it is also a server in respect to providing those applications with access
to local hardware. The local hardware being served up is primarily a
keyboard, video and mouse (KVM), but there also can be local audio,
USB storage devices and printers.

Thin clients are available with Linux, Windows CE and Windows XP
Embedded. Barring some desire to use Internet Explorer in standalone
mode, there really isn’t any reason to consider anything but Linux for a
thin client. Even if the terminal server is MS Windows, the fact that
Linux is running on the thin client is completely
transparent to the user. CE and XP only add soft-
ware license costs to each client, and XP doubles
the Flash and RAM memory requirements on the
client (128MB minimum Flash and RAM for Linux
vs. 265 Flash and RAM for XP). Because of this,
the most commonly deployed thin-client configu-
ration today is Linux thin clients connecting to
MS Windows terminal servers.

Thin-Client Protocols
There are four common thin-client protocols:

� Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) is a proprietary
MS protocol that provides monolithic remote
desktop support. It includes encryption and redi-
rection to allow remote applications to access
most local hardware, including audio, filesys-
tems and printers. It currently does not allow
single applications to be run remotely (without a
desktop), but RDP 6.0 is supposed to add this.
RDP clients are available for Linux, but there is
no functional RDP server, although a nascent
product named xrdp is under development.

� Independent Computing Architecture (ICA) is
a proprietary protocol from Citrix. It is largely
similar to RDP, which is based on an earlier
version of ICA. ICA includes the ability to
run single applications remotely, without
the entire desktop, but it requires Citrix
Presentation Server, which is available for MS
Windows and some UNIX systems.

� X Display Manager Control Protocol (XDMCP)
is an open standard used by the X Window
System (X). It is notably different from RDP
and ICA in two respects. First, the same

software modules (described below) are used for local and remote
sessions. No separate terminal server software is necessary. Second,
it is not monolithic. In the UNIX tradition, it does what it does and
works with other tools that do what they do. It does not provide
compression or the ability for remote applications to access local
hardware other than KVM.

� NX is an open standard server built on top of X that simplifies thin-client
networking. It includes built-in support for encryption (using SSH), access
to the local filesystem (using Samba) and local audio (using ESD or aRts).
The server also is able to translate foreign protocols to allow connections
from RDP and other clients. NX is a product of NoMachine, which
develops an open-source core, on which proprietary versions of both
the server and client are built. There is also a completely open-source
project called FreeNX.

A distinction should be made between these protocols and remote
framebuffer protocols like VNC. VNC provides remote control of a desk-
top that is still local, while thin-client protocols provide remote desktops.

Pieces of X
X is nothing if not modular. Modularity is a good thing, but seeing
how all the pieces of X fit together can be daunting for a new user.
Below is a summary of the main modules and their interactions that
will make the rest of this article accessible to readers with no previous
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X networking experience.
All access to the physical display is through the X server. This is a

source of confusion for new users, because the display is intuitively
client-side. But, the display is the service to which it provides access,
hence the name. The clients for an X server are X applications that use
it to display their output. We will see relationships later in this article
where the X server acts as a client to other services.

The display manager (DM) is the heart of the terminal server. X
servers and DMs have a dual client-server/server-client relationship. An
X server can, as a client, initiate a connection to a DM on UDP port
177. The DM will then connect to the X server as a client on TCP port
6000 to display a graphical login screen to the user. A client can have
multiple displays (windows or virtual terminals), in which case, the 
second display would be on port 6001 and so on. The protocol for
this communication is XDMCP. If the X server and the DM are on the
same system, they communicate using a UNIX socket.

The X server and DM are about displays and pixels. Neither has any
concept of a window or a widget. These are handled by the window
manager (WM).

Although the window manager provides the fundamental function-
ality and the major aspects of the look and feel, that is not enough to
consider it a fully usable system. The desktop environment (DE) com-
pletes the user interface with utilities, such as control panels and tool-
bars, and basic applications, such as calculators and text editors.

There is often one additional component used: an X font server.
The name of this server is xfs. In relation to xfs, an X server is a client
that connects to an xfs server on TCP port 7100. X servers also can be
configured to retrieve fonts from a filesystem folder.

The main decisions to make when deploying thin clients and a ter-
minal server are the DM and the DE. The X server is built in to the thin
client, and the DE will have a default WM that there is usually no rea-
son to change. There are two dominant DEs in use today: GNOME
(GNU Network Object Model Environment) and KDE (K Desktop
Environment). Both have extensive features, and they are about equal
in market share. GNOME is written in C and uses the GTK+ libraries.
KDE is written in C++ and uses the Qt libraries. Both GNOME and KDE
have their own WMs, named Metacity and KWin, respectively. They
each also provide their own DMs, GDM and KDM, one of which is 
normally used in place of the standard XDM provided with X.

Terminal Server Configuration
Start by installing your distribution of choice. The specific file locations
given below are for Fedora 5. Most distributions install only one DE
by default, so make sure to select the desired DE during installation.
Although many distributions, including Fedora, give the choice of
GNOME or KDE, some have opted to provide only one DE.

GNOME and KDE coexist well. One is set as the system default, but
both GDM and KDM allow you to select GNOME or KDE desktops on
the fly for each login. The system default DM, on the other hand, is
the only DM that will be used.

To select the system default DE and DM, edit /etc/sysconfig/desktop.
It should have only two lines:

DESKTOP="DE"

DISPLAYMANAGER="DM"

DE is either GNOME or KDE, and DM is either XDM, GNOME or KDE.
If the system does not automatically boot to a graphical login,

change the default runlevel (initdefault) to 5 in /etc/inittab.
To use a font server, run ntsysv and select xfs to run at boot.

Also, configure xfs by editing /etc/X11/fs/config and remove the
line no-listen = tcp to allow outside connections to xfs.

KDM is configured using the file /etc/kde/kdm/kdmrc, which is in

INI format. To allow remote connections, set Enable=true in the
Xdmcp section. You probably also will want to customize the X-*-
Greeter section, which controls the appearance of the login screen.
Note that if the UseTheme parameter is true, many other parameters in
this section will be overridden. KDM also can be configured using the
KDE Control Panel, but it loses all the comments in kdmrc. I prefer to
edit kdmrc directly.

GDM also has an INI format configuration file (/etc/gdm/custom.conf).
Simply set Enable=true in the xdmcp section. The GDM configuration
file is not heavily annotated, so the GUI configuration tool gdmsetup
may be preferable. Run gdmsetup locally on the terminal server. On
the Remote tab, change Style to Plain, Plain with face browser or
Same as local. If in doubt, choose Plain.

For any DM, access is controlled by the file /etc/X11/xdm/Xaccess.
Simply add the IP address or DNS name of each allowed host. A * on a
line by itself will allow connections from any host.

This is everything necessary to allow a thin client to log in to a
desktop on the terminal server, but more server configuration will be
necessary later to access local thin-client hardware beyond KVM.

Connecting with X
A thin client is not the only way to access the XDMCP server. Client
software also can be run from a workstation. You can access either a
desktop or directly run applications.

If X is not currently running, the following command provides a
login to a remote desktop on a terminal server host:

X -query host

If X is already running, the same command also will work, with the
local desktop and the remote desktops being on separate virtual termi-
nals (VTs). To open the remote desktop in a window, use:

Xnest -query host

If either of these give the error “Server is already active for display
0”, select a different display number by adding :1 as the first option.

To run an X application remotely without a desktop, use:

ssh -X -l username host

to log in, and then run the application from the command line. The
ssh option -C will add compression for slow connections.

If your workstation has tsclient installed, this provides a GUI front
end for Xnest as well as client software for other protocols.

Most of the above functionality can be added to an MS Windows
workstation by installing Cygwin. When installing Cygwin, add the
package X11/xorg-x11-xwin to the default installation. Also, add
Net/openssh if you want to use SSH. The above commands should
then work in a Cygwin shell. For SSH, run startx first, then run ssh in
the X terminal window that it creates.

Thin Client to a Terminal Server
Thin clients provide GUI tools that make basic network configuration
similar to any other network appliance. Beyond the basic configuration,
these tools allow the creation of sessions. A session defines the server to
access and the protocol to use. XDMCP can be a session, but because
the thin client is running X natively, connecting to an XDMCP server
might be a basic display configuration setting. How this is done depends
on the manufacturer. Other protocols are always configured as sessions.

The configuration details below were tested on an Igel 364 LX. They
should be general enough to work with any thin client with ESD and NFS
server capabilities, but these are not features that should be assumed.
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Local Audio
Many thin clients have no support whatsoever for local audio from
a Linux terminal server. Those that do typically have only ESD. This
requires that the applications be configured to use ESD (most have
this option, but not all). The following also must be added to the
.bash_profile of thin-client users to identify the IP:port of the thin
client’s ESD server:

export ESPEAKER=${DISPLAY%%:*}:16001

Accessing Local Storage
Because thin clients have no built-in drives, the only local storage of
interest is USB-connected. We want locally inserted devices to be acces-
sible from a desktop icon. But as the desktop is running on the terminal
server, we need to make the terminal server see these local files.

This requires a thin client with a local NFS server configured to
automatically detect and share USB devices. On the terminal server, we
configure the autofs dæmon to detect these remotely mounted devices
automatically and mount them locally. Create a directory /etc/auto on
the terminal server. For each user that is allowed to access local stor-
age, create a file /etc/auto/username with the following contents:

usb    -rw,soft,intr    192.168.0.64:/autofs/usb0

Replace 192.168.0.64 with the thin client’s IP address, and the
path /autofs/usb0 will vary by manufacturer. Create a directory
/home/username/media, then add the following to /etc/auto.master:

/home/username/media    /etc/auto/username    --timeout=15

Finally, create a symlink on username’s desktop to /home/username/
media/usb. The user now can insert a USB drive, and clicking the
symlink will cause autofs to mount it on the terminal server.

This method works and has been used in real deployments, but it
has an inherent limitation. The thin clients must have static IPs, and
each user is tied to an IP address. In cases where users need to float
between stations, this will not be adequate.

Restricting Physical Login Locations
In many cases, it is actually required that user access be restricted to
specific locations. This is easily accomplished using the PAM login
access control table. First, the thin client must be given a static IP
address. Then, add the following entry to /etc/security/access.conf on
the terminal server:

-:username:ALL EXCEPT 192.168.0.64

The format of this file is permissions:users:origins. So the above
example removes (-) permission for user username from all addresses
except 192.168.0.64.

Besides the obvious security application, this is also useful for
public-access thin clients. While creating a separate generic account
for each thin client (user1, user2 and so on) gives each one a separate
home directory so users will not trip over each other, it is easy to log in
accidentally using the wrong generic account at a given workstation.
This procedure prevents that.

Conclusions
Thin clients have matured and are ready for widespread use. Their
benefits are too compelling to ignore, and most have a commitment
to Linux as their primary platform. Unfortunately, most are myopically
focused on MS Windows terminal servers and are neglecting support

for Linux on the server side. As they become more widely deployed,
the ironic possibility of Linux systems becoming an impediment to the
deployment of open source on the desktop is very real.

Some specific items that must be addressed are:

� Thin clients are too proprietary. Open tools are needed for building
Flash images and other system management tasks.

� Universal support for full-duplex, low-latency audio.

� Secure, easy and mobile access to local USB storage devices.

� Support for local non-PostScript printers.

� Encryption and compression.

The solution is likely NX or something very similar—something
that retains the modularity of the system while integrating the
components into a cohesive whole. I have not yet seen a thin
client with a fully functional NX client.�

Resources for this article: www.linuxjournal.com/article/9388.

Lyle Frost is a consultant with Citadel Network (www.citadelnetwork.com), an IT management firm
in Indiana.
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MEncoder is a wonderful little command-
line utility included with MPlayer for
encoding video. It can take as its source
file any video format that MPlayer can
read, including Windows Media, MPEG-2
(DVD), QuickTime, MPEG-4, DivX and
many others. It then can convert those
source files using several encoders, such 
as lavc, libdv, xvid and x264.

The reasons for doing what basically
amounts to conversion from one digital 
format to another format—possibly the exact
same—are several. Converting from the
North American NTSC standard framerate
of approximately 29.97 frames per second
to the European PAL standard of 25 frames
per second is one reason. Removing dust
and scratches and performing color correc-
tion are others. My reason is disk space—
newer video codecs like xvid and x264 
can do more in less space than older for-
mats, such as MPEG-2. With no detectable
loss in quality, a 4GB DVD movie easily 
can fit in much less than 2GB of space.
Furthermore, if you are more aggressive
and don’t mind scaling the picture, you 
can shrink it further so that it will fit on 
a CD-ROM. Even at that size, the picture
and sound quality can still be excellent—if
you know how to use MEncoder.

Sadly though, MEncoder is not that
easy to learn to use properly. The man
page alone clocks in at 7,216 lines. Given
time and patience, I am sure it is possible
to learn the ins and outs of this wonderful
program, but I do not have much patience,
and I have no time.

The problem is this: my children seem
determined to break every DVD in the
house. It’s not that they are trying to, they’re
just being kids, but children and DVDs are a
bad mix. DVDs are simply too fragile. They
seem to get scratches and cracks as soon as
you open the case the first time. My little
angels have already destroyed Shrek, Ice
Age, Black Beauty and Chitty Chitty Bang
Bang, among others—I would prefer the
destruction to stop there.

My plan is to back up every DVD in the
house onto my Linux server. Then, using
MythTV or another suitable front end,
enable the kids to watch their movies on

the television as much as they
like. The original DVDs, mean-
while, will be placed carefully in
their cases and locked away
where little fingers cannot get
to them.

There is a lot of storage on
my server, but at four-plus giga-
bytes per disk, and with a grow-
ing library of DVDs that is
already more than a 100 discs, I
don’t have that much storage.
This is where MEncoder comes
in—sort of. I need to convert my
DVD library from MPEG-2 into a
more storage-friendly format,
and MEncoder can do it, but it
has me beat—at least for now.

The design goal of MEncoder
seems to be to give you the abil-
ity to tweak every aspect of your
encoding, from format to frame-
rate to bitrate to dimensions to
color. With this much power, I
have found it very easy to make
many errors. Others also have
gone through the struggle to
learn MEncoder, and thankfully,
some of them have tried to
make it easier to use. The result
is not perfect, but it is a step in
the right direction.

AcidRip is a Gtk2::Perl front
end to MEncoder. It guides you
through setting the options for
MEncoder and warns you if you
try to do something that will result
in a less-than-stellar outcome.

You can download AcidRip
from the SourceForge product
page. It is also in the package
repositories of some Linux distri-
butions. Because AcidRip is a
Perl program, once you have
unpacked the source files, you
can launch AcidRip right from
the source folder.

AcidRip depends on MPlayer
and MEncoder, so you need to have them
installed and working. You also need the
DeCSS package to enable the reading of
encrypted DVDs. Basically, if you can use

MPlayer to watch a DVD, you can use
MEncoder to rip it. MPlayer and MEncoder
are included with most distributions, so
there more than likely is a prebuilt package

AcidRip—a Gtk2 
Front End to MEncoder
How to use AcidRip to make DVD backups. DANIEL BARTHOLOMEW
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Figure 1. The AcidRip General Settings Tab

Figure 2. The AcidRip Video Settings Tab
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available in your distribution’s package
repositories. If not, download the MPlayer
source and essential codecs packages from
the MPlayer Web site. Follow the installation
instructions (see the on-line Resources), and
you should be in business.

The AcidRip program also utilizes a little
program called lsdvd that is included in the
AcidRip source package.

After starting AcidRip, the first thing you
need to do is load a DVD. Load the DVD in
your DVD drive, and press the Load button in
the Video Source section. You will see a list-
ing of all of the chapters and tracks on the
DVD. My example DVD has only two tracks;
other DVDs could have one or several. To
view the chapters in each track, click on the
disclosure triangle.

Look for the longest track; this will be
the actual movie. If you are ripping a DVD
filled with behind-the-scenes extras, inter-
views and such, there may be many short
tracks with no real indication of which one
is the main movie, so you may have to try
a few until you get to the one you want to
encode. Select the track you want to
encode by clicking on it.

Now that we’ve selected the track to
encode, we need to set a few options.
First, under the General tab, put in the
track title. This will end up being the file-
name for the resulting .avi file. In the
Filename field, put in the path to where
you want to save the file, ending with %T
(the default save location is your home
directory), but you can set it to wherever
you want. We will get to the file size and
number of files boxes later.

If you like, you can add some basic meta-
data about the movie you are ripping into the
Info box, such as the name, artist, subject,
genre and copyright information. This infor-
mation can be read by MPlayer on playback,
but otherwise, it is not very useful.

In the Audio section, you can leave the
selection on “<Default> English” or choose
another audio track using the drop-down
menu. Be careful when selecting audio
tracks, as some may be commentary tracks,
and on some DVDs, certain entries may
simply be blank.

From the Audio Codec drop-down box,
choose how you want to encode your
audio. The choices are dependent on the
codecs you have installed. On my machine,
they are copy, pcm, mp3lame, lavc and
faac. For speed, copy is the fastest, as it
simply copies the audio track from the
DVD straight into the resulting .avi file. If
you choose to encode your audio as MP3
using the mp3lame or lavc codecs, you can
adjust the bitrate, but the higher you set
the bitrate, the longer your encoding will
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Some DVDs may give AcidRip trouble due to
fuzzy borders, so if it returns with a “crop
failed” message, you may have to set the crop
manually. If this is the case, start with a width of
720, a height of 480 and go down from there.
720x480 is the size of a standard NTSC DVD
frame. For PAL DVDs, the size is 720x568.

When cropping manually, the Horiz and Vert
sections can be a little confusing. What they
are is the offset from the top-left corner of
the full frame of where the crop frame
should be positioned. The crop frame itself is
specified in the width and height boxes.

For example, take the image shown in Figure I
from the film Charade, starring Audrey
Hepburn and Cary Grant. This film is good
to use as an example for two reasons. First,
AcidRip could not detect the the proper crop
settings. Second,
due to a quirk in
United States
copyright law,
when this film
was released,
Charade fell into
the public domain,
and it can be used
by anyone for any
purpose, including
this one.

As you can see
from Figure I,
there is a black
bar down the left
side of the film,
which exists
throughout the
film. There is also
a small black
border down 
the right side.
Both borders are
fuzzy, and there-
fore they are
hard to detect
accurately. The
top and bottom
borders of the
film also exhibit
some variation
throughout. The
manual crop 
settings that
eventually worked
for me were:

Width: 705

Height: 346

Horiz: 11

Vert: 71

This is simply another way of saying that my
crop rectangle is 705 pixels wide and 346
pixels tall. The crop rectangle is offset from
the left edge by 11 pixels and from the top
edge by 71 pixels.

To get at these final dimensions, I first started
with a width of 700, a height of 400, a hori-
zontal offset of 10 and a vertical offset of 60,
which were my best guesses of what the
dimensions were. Then, by switching back
and forth between the Video and Preview
tabs, I was able to fine-tune the settings until
I was happy with the result.

MANUAL CROPPING

Figure I. An Example Frame from the Movie Charade

Figure II. The final crop settings I used with this movie.
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take. If you find your encodes are too soft
or too loud, you can adjust the gain up or
down as needed. I have not found this to
be necessary in most, if not all, cases.

Now we need to set the video options.
Click on the Video tab to view them.
Again, the codec choices you see are
dependent on which codecs you have
installed. On my machine, the choices are
copy, raw, nuv, lavc, vfw, qtvideo, libdv,
xvid and x264. For the best quality in rela-
tion to file size, use the x264 codec. I also
have had great success with the lavc codec
set to its default values. We’ll get to the
Passes, Bitrate and Bits/Px boxes later.

It is always a good idea to select the
crop check box, especially when ripping a
widescreen DVD. The last thing you want
to do is waste a lot of time and disk space
encoding the two black bars at the top
and bottom of the video frame. By press-
ing the Detect button, AcidRip uses
MPlayer to skip around to several different
individual frames of your selected video
track. MPlayer then uses those frames to
try to guess at the appropriate crop set-
tings. You can fiddle with the Width,
Height, Horiz and Vert to adjust the auto-
detected crop if you want, but I usually
leave them as they are. For manual crop-
ping, see the Manual Cropping sidebar.

If you are trying to fit the entire film 
on a single CD-ROM, you may want to
scale the picture. The scale feature scales
after the cropping is done, so don’t try to
adjust the crop to fit the scale, simply
enter in the scale size you want. Also keep
the Lock aspect check box ticked to avoid
a distorted picture.

The final options on the Video tab are
to adjust the Pre and Post filters. I usually
leave them alone.

If you choose lavc as your video codec,
you can fiddle with the Bitrate, Bits/Px and
set the number of encoding passes you want
to use. Generally speaking, the optimal
Bits/Px setting is right around 0.249 for
MPEG-4 video. If you tick the Lock check box
you can adjust the Bitrate manually until you
arrive at a Bits/Px setting of right around
0.249. Multiple passes can and will greatly
increase the encoding time, but they also will
increase the file quality.

By locking the bitrate, you will have no
control over the size of the resulting file.

After setting your video options, switch
back to the General tab, and you will see
that an estimated file size has been
entered. If you would like to determine the
file size manually and have the bitrate
adjusted accordingly, untick the Lock check
box on the Video tab, switch back to the
General tab and adjust the file size. This is
normally done when you want to fit a DVD
onto one or more CD-Rs.

If you are planning to burn the ripped
DVD onto CD, there are a couple of ways to
go about doing it. First is to encode at full
size into multiple files. Four 700MB CDs are
usually enough to hold a full-size movie at
good quality. The second option is to set your
target file size and then scale down until the
Bits/Px is good.

When adjusting the scale size, use the
up and down arrows. That way, you will 
be able to see the bitrate adjust in real
time. There is a glitch that prevents auto-
updating of the other fields if you type
them in manually. This applies to all fields
that you can adjust.

Once you think you have your settings
correct, switch over to the Preview tab.
Keep the Embed check box ticked and the
Flipbook check box unticked, and click the
Preview button. As long as there are no
errors in your settings, the movie will play.
You may find that you have to adjust your
crop settings. One thing I like to do to get
a better idea of what the movie will look
like is to select a chapter from the middle
of the movie in the Video Source section
instead of watching the movie from the
beginning. When doing this, I just have to
be sure to change it back before encoding
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Figure 3. Preview your settings here. If you don’t see a
picture or hear any audio, you probably need to tweak
your settings.

Figure 4. The Queue tab—this shows you the
MEncoder command that AcidRip will run to rip 
your DVD.

Figure 5. The Incredibly Uninformative Progress
Dialog

Advanced
Encoding
Now that I am familiar with encoding
with AcidRip, my next project is to
try to take it to the next level by
using MEncoder directly. AcidRip’s
queue export feature really helps
with this. You can export a small
shell script of the exact commands
that AcidRip passes to MEncoder.
Using that as a starting point, I can
tweak the settings even further.

The MEncoder documentation is also a
great source for encoding instructions
and ways to tweak the parameters to
get the best image quality. Now if I
could only find the time.
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for real. When you have seen enough,
press the Stop button.

Once you are happy with the settings,
you are ready to queue the film for encod-
ing by pressing the Queue button. Switching
over to the Queue tab, you can choose to
clear the queue or to export the current
queue as a shell script. You also can set 
up multiple encodes to run sequentially,
which is very useful for encoding a group
of behind-the-scenes extras all into their
own files.

Once your queue is set up with the
encode or encodes you want, press the
Start button to begin. You then will be

presented with a small progress window
showing—nothing. This is probably the
biggest glitch of AcidRip. It’s possible that
this might be fixed by the time you read
this, but with the current versions of
AcidRip (0.14) and MEncoder (1.0pre8),
the display is broken. MEncoder is working
though; AcidRip is just not telling you
about the progress.

To view the progress, click on the Full
view button to return to the regular inter-
face and then on the Debug button to
view MEncoder’s raw output. Scroll to the
bottom, and you will see its progress. You
should also view the debug window if
AcidRip fails to encode the movie for some
reason, as it can provide you with good
clues as to why and which option caused
the encoding to fail.

The final tab in AcidRip is the Settings
tab. There you can tweak various settings,
including the paths to the MEncoder and
MPlayer applications—useful if, for exam-
ple, you have them installed in nonstandard

places. You also can set other options,
which are fairly self-explanatory.

In conclusion, AcidRip is a very useful
application that, for me at least, helped me
get a handle on ripping my DVD collection to
my computer. It could use some bug fixes to
correct the interface glitches, but apart from
those, it works and works well.

The only really unfortunate thing about
AcidRip is that the author, Chris Phillips, has
stated that he is not interested in updating
the product much, if at all. But, due to the
beauty of open source, an energetic Perl
hacker easily could fork the project and
make the necessary updates. Any takers?�

Resources for this article:
www.linuxjournal.com/article/9389.

Daniel Bartholomew has been using computers since the early
1980s when his parents purchased an Apple IIe. After stints on
Mac and Windows machines, he discovered Linux in 1996 and has
been using various distributions ever since. He lives with his wife
and children in North Carolina.
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Figure 6. The Incredibly Informative Output Log

Figure 7. The AcidRip Settings Tab
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The libferris project has two major goals: mounting anything as
a filesystem and providing index and search for anything it can
mount. Using libferris to provide desktop search was described in
my February 2005 article, “Filesystem Indexing with libferris” in
Linux Journal. The indexing capabilities of libferris have grown
since then. One new feature is to allow a group of indexes to
function logically as a single, “federated” index. This lets you have
an index for your file server, another for your man pages and a
third for your personal documents. You then can run queries
against all three as though they were a single index.

libferris handles its index and search using a plugin system. There
currently are index plugins for db4, PostgreSQL, ODBC, Redland (RDF),
Xapian, Beagle, Yahoo, LDAP, CLucene, Lucene and external processes.
The indexes that form a federated index in libferris can use any mixture
of those index plugins.

libferris has two different types of indexing plugins: full text and
metadata. The metadata interface of libferris is based on the Extended
Attribute (EA) kernel interface. Having two index plugin types allows
the index plugin to organize data on disk to best support queries.

A full-text index normally will maintain for each word from a
human language a list of which files contain that word and a statistical
measure of how important that word seems to the document. The
statistic allows documents that are “more relevant” to be presented
first in the results. Such statistics normally relate to how large a file is,
how often the word appears in that file and how rare the occurrence
of that word is across all indexed files.

A metadata index has to associate a docid with a keyword and
value. For example, /tmp/foo has a size of 145. The metadata index
has to be able to process queries, such as size>=4kb && modified this
week, and efficiently return the docids for files that satisfy this query.
The main difference between metadata and full-text index plugins is
that the metadata queries contain value comparisons on metadata (for
example, mtime>=last week), whereas full-text queries generally are
more interested in the presence of a word in a file.

The User View
From an index user’s point of view, having this distinction is an annoying
implementation artifact. To get around this, a full-text index can be linked
to a metadata index using the feaindex-attach-fulltext-index
command. Queries combining both metadata and full-text searching
can then be executed on the metadata index. It is convenient to think
of the metadata index as owning the full-text index.

The metadata query format reserves any metadata names starting
with ferris- to have special meaning. A metadata name ferris-fulltext-
query or ferris-ftx will execute its query value as a full-text query on the
linked full-text index. Shown in Listing 1 is a metadata query seeking
all files under a given size with the two given words in them. If instead
of combining the results with &, we used the or operator | in the
query, any results matching either subquery would be returned. 
To query a full-text index, the findexquery command is used.
Combined metadata and full-text indexes are queried using the
metadata query command feaindexquery.

The above discussion of docids becomes relevant when combining
two types of index plugins like this. The greatest efficiency can be
gained when both the metadata and full-text index plugins are using
the same storage—for example, the PostgreSQL (metadata) and
TSearch2 (full-text) plugins using the same underlying PostgreSQL
database, or both indexes using the same CLucene storage.

The efficiency is obtained because each URL has the same docid.
Using the PostgreSQL combination as an example, to resolve the query
from Listing 1, the full-text subquery will be run against the TSearch2
plugin obtaining a set of matching docids. The set of docids matching
the size query is obtained, and the set intersection of the size and full-
text query results is returned. This final step can be done only if it is
known that both the metadata and full-text index have the same docid
for the same URL. Otherwise, the docids from the full-text query have
to be converted into URL strings and then into the docids of the
metadata index first.

When using a metadata and full-text plugin together like this, make
sure that each file is added to both indexes.

Each metadata index plugin will automatically detect if it is safe to
use the docids of the full-text index directly that is linked to it.

The federation index plugin is a metadata plugin. A federation is
formed using many metadata indexes with one nominated as the
writable index. As each metadata index can own a full-text index, this
allows federations of an arbitrary number of full-text and metadata
indexes. Each index in the federation can be updated independently of
the federation.

Setting Up a CLucene and PostgreSQL Federation
Indexes are created using either the fcreate or gfcreate tools. The for-
mer is a command-line tool, and the latter has a GTK+ 2 GUI. In this
article, I use the fcreate command. To find out what other options are
available during index creation, simply replace fcreate with gfcreate,
and a GUI will be presented. Both metadata and full-text indexes reside
in a directory, even if only configuration settings are saved in that
directory. For example, using the PostgreSQL plugin, the indexed data
will be in a PostgreSQL database and only a small config file will live
in the filesystem directory. Using directories like this allows you to tell 
libferris which index to use by passing a filesystem path.

Some shell scripts are distributed with libferris to help set up
indexing. For PostgreSQL and CLucene, these scripts start with 
ferris-recreate-primary-fulltext-and-eaindex-as and end with either
clucene or postgresql. Both are geared to set up your default
metadata and full-text indexes using the nominated index plugin.

Federated Desktop and File
Server Search with libferris
How to federate CLucene personal document indexes with PostgreSQL/TSearch2. BEN MARTIN
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Listing 1. 

A Combined Full-Text and Metadata Index Query

$ feaindexquery \

'(&(size<=250k)(ferris-ftx==alice wonderland))'
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Your default indexes are stored in subdirectories of ~/.ferris.
We’ll make our default index a federation of a local CLucene

index for personal files and PostgreSQL for a file server. This means
we will have five indexes in total: the federate metadata index, a
metadata and full-text CLucene index, and a metadata and full-text
PostgreSQL index.

The two CLucene indexes will be linked together, and the 
two PostgreSQL indexes will be linked to each other. We can use
the default path in ~/.ferris for the federation index. We will put the
CLucene indexes in ~/clucene-index. I’ll assume the machine that will
run PostgreSQL and maintain the file server index is a server called
fshost. The index can be on a different machine from the actual file
server if desired. The contents of many file server machines and other
documents can be added to the file server index if you like.

For PostgreSQL indexes, the directory for the index will have only a
configuration file in it. This file will contain information telling the
index plugin where the database is located and what user name and
password to use to connect. I’ll assume we are creating the PostgreSQL
file server indexes in /ferris-index on the file server, though any path is
fine. To make things simple for people who are intended to use this
index, having its directory on the file server makes its use in a federa-
tion simple. We’ll use the PostgreSQL database name ferrisindex. The
setup is shown in Figure 1.

To use CLucene for local indexing, we can use the clucene
recreate script with a minor modification for the index paths, as
shown in Listing 2. Notice that the second fcreate has the db-exists=1
parameter to tell the index plugin that there is an existing CLucene

index at this path. This places both metadata and full-text information
into the same CLucene index.

Make sure that metadata you want to use in queries is not listed in
attributes-not-to-index and will not match attributes-not-to-index-regex
for the index. Run gfcreate /tmp --create-type=eaindexclucene
to find your current default values for these parameters.

Setting up a PostgreSQL/TSeach2 combination is a two-step pro-
cess. The first step, using the ferris-setup-template-findex-database.sh
script, creates some template databases and needs to be done only
once. The script assumes it is being run on the host that has the
PostgreSQL database on it. This script installs Generalized Index Search
Trees, TSearch2 and PL/pgSQL into two template databases that the
metadata and full-text plugins take advantage of. Some of these
features live in a postgresql-contrib package in many distributions.

The commands shown in Listing 3 create a TSearch2 full-text index
and a metadata index in the same database on host fshost. These will
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Figure 1. The Federation of Indexes

Listing 2. 

Setting Up Two CLucene Indexes

$ mkdir -p ~/clucene-index

$ cd ~/clucene-index

$ fcreate `pwd` \

--create-type=fulltextindexclucene

$ fcreate `pwd` \

--create-type=eaindexclucene db-exists=1

$ feaindex-attach-fulltext-index \

--ea-index-path `pwd` \

--fulltext-index-path `pwd`

Listing 3. 

Commands to Run on the File Server to 
Create PostgreSQL Indexes

$ ferris-setup-template-findex-database.sh

$ mkdir -p /ferris-index/metadata

$ mkdir -p /ferris-index/fulltext

$ cd /ferris-index

$ fcreate /ferris-index/fulltext \

--create-type=fulltextindextsearch2  \

dbname=ferrisindex host=fshost

$ fcreate metadata \

--create-type=eaindexpostgresql \

host=fshost dbname=ferrisindex db-exists=1

$ feaindex-attach-fulltext-index \

--ea-index-path metadata \

--fulltext-index-path fulltext

Listing 4. 

Re-Creating Default Indexes Using PostgreSQL

$ mount fshost:/ferris-index /ferris-index

$ fcreate ~/.ferris/ea-index \

--create-type=eaindexfederation \

primary-write-index-url=~/clucene-index \

read-only-federates=\

"~/clucene-index,/ferris-index/metadata"

Listing 5. 

Examine Index Metadata and Change the User Name

$ cd /ferris-index/metadata

$ ferrisls -lh ea-index-config.db

11  cfg-idx-dbname

6  cfg-idx-host

...

$ fcat ea-index-config.db/cfg-idx-host

fshost

$ echo -n foouser | ferris-redirect \

--trunc ea-index-config.db/cfg-idx-user

http://www.linuxjournal.com


reside in /ferris-index as mentioned before. This directory should be
readable over the network by those who are intended to use the index.
Below, I assume this is exported using NFS and access the path using
fshost:/ferris-index. These indexes are then linked together to
allow combined queries. Make sure that the db files in /ferris-index are
readable by those who should be able to access this index.

Back on the desktop machine, we then create a federated index
combining the local CLucene and remote PostgreSQL indexes, as
shown in Listing 4.

This assumes that the parameters used to create the PostgreSQL
indexes are valid for the desktop user. As libferris knows how to mount
db4 files, changes to the configuration settings can be done with
libferris clients. See Listing 5, which uses the ferris-redirect command
to allow shell redirection into any libferris file.

The federation index plugin delegates all of its work to other exist-
ing indexes. Because of this, we nominate that when files are added to
the federate index, then the federate plugin should delegate the add
to the CLucene plugin maintaining our personal index.

Populating Indexes
Most index plugins will detect whether a file has not changed since it
was indexed and automatically skip it upon re-indexing. At least the
Xapian, Redland, CLucene and PostgreSQL plugins support this. Those
plugins that do not currently support this will issue a warning. This
allows a cron job simply to run find to list files that should be in the
index and pipe them to feaindexadd.

Shown in Listing 6 are commands to populate both indexes. Note
that when using CLucene for both full-text and metadata indexes in a

shared database, you have to add files to the full-text index first. This
limitation is due to the CLucene API.

Query Time
We now have the choice of looking in our personal files, the file server
or both with our queries. The query syntax is identical for all three; we
need to specify only which index to use. If we don’t specify an index,
we use the default, which on our desktop machine is our federation.
Shown in Listing 7 are a few example queries. The =~ operator in the
last example is a regular-expression match.

Search Interfaces
libferris can present the result of a query as a filesystem. This can provide
a quick interface for clients on the network to query the file server. The
ferrisls command can output its results as an XML file. Given a
Web form and your favourite Web scripting language, queries can
be run with ferrisls, and the resulting XML file XSL translated into
nice HTML for the client.

The FUSE module also allows access to search results directly
through the kernel ready for exporting to the network.

The eaq:// virtual filesystem takes a query as a directory name and
will populate the virtual directory with files matching the query. Other
closely related query filesystems are the eaquery:// tree. The eaquery://
filesystem has slightly longer URLs, but it allows you to set limits on
the number of results returned and to set how conflicting filenames
are resolved. Some example queries are shown in Listing 8. Normally,
a file’s URL is used as its filename for eaquery:// filesystems. The short-
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Listing 6. 

Adding Files to an Index

# Local index

$ find ~ -name ".*" -prune -o -print | findexadd \

-P ~/clucene-index --filelist-stdin

$ find ~ -name ".*" -prune -o -print | feaindexadd \

-P ~/clucene-index --filelist-stdin

# File server index, run on fshost

$ find /documents | findexadd \

-P /ferris-index/fulltext \

--filelist-stdin

$ find /documents | feaindexadd \

-P /ferris-index/metadata \

--filelist-stdin

Listing 8. 

Query Results as a Filesystem

# All files modified recently

$ ferrisls -lh "eaq://(mtime>=begin last week)"

# Same as above but limited to 100 results

# as an XML file

$ ferrisls --xml \

"eaquery://filter-100/(mtime>=begin last week)"

# limit of 10,

# resolve conflicts with version numbers

# include the desired metadata in the XML result

$ ferrisls --xml \

--show-ea=mtime-display,url,size-human-readable \

"eaquery://filter-shortnames-10/(mtime>=blast week)"

Listing 7. 

A Combined Full-Text and Metadata Index Query

# Federation query

$ feaindexquery \

'(&(size<=250k)(ferris-ftx==alice wonderland))'

# Recently modified local files with a given URL

$ feaindexquery \

-P ~/clucene-index \

'(&(mtime>=begin last week)(url=~journal))'

Listing 9. 

Alter the URLs Returned by the File Server for 
Local NFS Mountpoints

$ feaindex-federation-add-url-substitution-regex-for-index \

--sub-index-path /ferris-index/metadata \

--regex '^file:[/]+tmp/(.*)' \

--format 'file:///mytmp/\1'

$ feaindexquery '(ferris-ftx==alice)'

file:///mytmp/alice13a.txt

eaq://virtual
http://www.linuxjournal.com
file:///mytmp/\1
file:///mytmp/alice13a.txt


names option uses only the file’s name, and when two results from dif-
ferent directories happen to have the exact same filename, it appends
a unique number to one of the result’s filenames. This is likely to
happen for common file names, such as README.

When URLs Are Not Universal
The default federation plugin assumes that for any file the same URL 
is used to access it from all indexes in the federation. For example,
consider a file with URL file://doc/lj.txt on the file server. If this file is
returned as a match to a federated query, the person performing the
search will want to find the file at file://doc/lj.txt relative to his or her
local machine. If the /doc directory is exported as an NFS share for
desktop machines, it should be mounted as /doc on the clients.

If paths between the file server and clients differ, URL modifica-
tion can be done by the federation plugin. The supported URL
modification will be familiar to Perl users. For each index in the
federation, a regex and format string can be provided to rewrite
URLs returned from that index. URL rewriting is shown in Listing 9.
This example will alter any files from /tmp on the file server to be
mytmp on the desktop machine.

Caveats
In order to determine if a document has not changed since it was
indexed, the PostgreSQL index plugins load some information from

the database into a RAM cache. If more than one process is updat-
ing a PostgreSQL index, more work may be done than is strictly
necessary. The PostgreSQL index plugins are safe to be updating
the index while clients are performing queries. Many of the other
plugins provide only the level of concurrent access that the underlying
index library offers. This usually amounts to many index readers or
one exclusive writer.

There are Xapian index plugins for both metadata and full-text
indexes. Unfortunately, Xapian has limited support for metadata
queries, mainly equality only. For a metadata and full-text combina-
tion, using Xapian for both, files must be added to the metadata
index first and then the full-text index.

The CLucene plugins are much easier to use than the Lucene
ones. The latter relies on GCJ and an install of Lucene that GCJ
can compile C++ code against.

Additional effort is required to use the PostgreSQL index plugin
for a file server index that supports emblem and geospatial queries.�

Resources for this article: www.linuxjournal.com/article/9390.

Ben Martin has been working on filesystems for more than ten years. He is currently working
toward a PhD combining Semantic Filesystems with Formal Concept Analysis to improve 
human-filesystem interaction.
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Configurability and extensibility are defining attributes in software appeal.

If you gestalt the Editors’ Choice Awards, you
should discover an interesting pattern. There
were a number of software winners that
beat out the competition specifically because
you can extend the application to suit your
personal tastes.

Firefox had this category sewn up, even if
other editors hadn’t expressed their desire
to see Firefox get Editors’ Choice. But those
who defined their reasons for choosing
Firefox emphasized how easy it is to extend
and customize it.

Thunderbird was my first choice for 
the win, but I might not have gone with
Thunderbird if it wasn’t for the fact that the
only other votes I received from other editors
regarding e-mail clients were in favor of
Thunderbird. This time, nobody specifically
stated that they liked Thunderbird because 
of the extensions, but I suspect that was a
factor. It is certainly the main reason why I
use Thunderbird when I’m not using Mutt.

Take Eclipse as another example. There is
a huge repository of plugins for the Eclipse
integrated development environment (IDE).
You can customize it to be a great Java

development platform, C++ development
platform, PHP development platform or
whatever else you want it to be. This is
undoubtedly why it has become the favorite
IDE among professional Linux developers,
according to Evans Data Corporation.

KDevelop is yet another shining example,
even though it lost out to Eclipse in the category
of development tools. It not only lets me cus-
tomize it for different languages, but also it
automatically places multiple startup configura-
tions in the KDE menu. I can start KDevelop as 
a C/C++ IDE, Ruby IDE or multilanguage IDE. I
don’t know if this is unique to Ubuntu/Kubuntu
or if this is how KDevelop installs on other
distributions, but I like it.

Then there’s AbiWord. AbiWord wouldn’t
have had a chance against the competition
for Editors’ Choice if it wasn’t for the fact that
there are so many good plugins available.

Forgetting Editors’ Choice for a moment,
Jedit is my personal favorite editor because I
can add the features and usability enhance-
ments that I find most appealing. I use about
a dozen of the many plugins available for
Jedit to customize the editor to suit exactly
my tastes and needs.

I also use the Google custom home page.
I like the huge assortment of gadgets and
feeds from which to choose, and how you
can drag them around the page and drop
them where you want them. Yahoo has the
same kind of customizable page. Those of us
who like this sort of thing can’t be in the
minority. Microsoft figures that the fact that
it failed to offer a customizable page is one
reason why it can’t catch up to Yahoo or
Google in the search game. So Microsoft
created a customizable home page for
www.live.com with a twist: tabbed pages.
Google responded by adding tabs as a 
feature for its custom home pages.

My apologies to anyone who is tired of
the GNOME vs. KDE debate, but I believe this
is where GNOME went wrong. Before you
mail that flame, let me bring you up to date

a little. I’ve been giving GNOME yet another
chance, and this time I actually like it. I like it
quite a bit, especially the way Ubuntu pre-
configures GNOME. If I end up going back to
KDE, it won’t be a matter of fleeing back to
KDE as in the past. It will finally be a simple
matter of preference, not the conclusion that
GNOME is so broken as to make it unusable.

However, one of the things I still don’t like
about GNOME is how difficult it is to customize
its look and behavior to my heart’s content.
Given the above, it’s clear most people don’t
want things to just work, they want things to
just work their way. GNOME isn’t totally inflexi-
ble by any means. It lets me customize a lot, to
its credit. But there are places where it is need-
lessly restrictive. I’ve been able to find ways to
work around GNOME’s design to get it to work
my way (for the most part, anyway), thanks to
some guidance from readers. But when you
have to use the gconf-editor, edit files or install
non-GNOME utilities to get what you want, it is
obvious that this level of customization runs
contrary to the design philosophy of GNOME.
GNOME developers need to take a cue from
Microsoft and realize how important users
consider personalization and that users want
the process to be as easy as possible.

People’s preferences can differ greatly.
One editor who gushed about how easy it is
to extend Firefox to suit one’s own needs
named as his favorites a number of exten-
sions that I didn’t know exist. I don’t want
the extensions he uses, and I’m glad they
don’t take up space on my workstation.

I predicted long ago that software
would end up this way, although at the
time I thought it would take the form of
networked components instead of down-
loadable plugins. Nevertheless, it’s the
right way to go, and I’m glad to see that
open-source projects blazed this trail.�

Nicholas Petreley is Editor in Chief of Linux Journal and a former
programmer, teacher, analyst and consultant who has been working
with and writing about Linux for more than ten years.

Plug This in Your Pipe 
and Smoke It

Nick Petreley, Editor in Chief

/var/opinion
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